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i. SCOPE
1.1 _ - This plan has been prepared t:o formally docu-
ment the results of the Phase C stL,dy. The results are prcsented
in terms of test requirements and recommended methods of imple-
menting the requirements. The plan is intended to provide suffi-
cient detail to serve as a basis from which the detailed Phase D
test plans may be developed.
1.2 Scope and Applicabilit}i - This volume defines test re-
quirements for the flight hardware of AAP I thru AAP 4 exclusively.
Development and design qualification testin_ is covered in Volumes
IT and III of the General Test Plan. This volume presents only the
technical test requirements and recommended methods of satisfying
these requirements. Methods of documentation, controls, test
philosophies, detailed hardware descriptions, etc., are included
in Volume I of the General Test Plan.
Detailed facility requirements are covered in a separate
Facility Plan.
1.3 Organization - This volume is organized into seven
sections as follows:
Section Title
I Introduction
Flight AAP I Integration and Prelaunch Checkout
Flight AAP 2 Integration and Prelaunch Checkout
4 Flight AAP 3 Integration and Prelaunch Checkout
Flight AAP 4 Integration and Prelauncli Checkout
Flight Experiment Test Requirements
Flight ATM/Rack Pointing Control System (PCS)
Checkout
A general outline of the sections follows:
a. A brief description of the flight hardware.
b. A description of the interfaces.
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c. Test Requirements - This portion contains a set of
test requirement without any attempt to define where
or how the requlremants are to he satisfied. Defini-
tion of responsibility is purpo_ely avoided. Where the
requirement is generated by the mating of two carriers,
it is listed as a combined requirement.
d. Test Operations - This portion defines the methods
of satisfying test requirements and is presented as
follows:
I) General Operation Summary - A brief descrip-
tion of te_t operations at PIF _FFC) and/or
KSC.
2) Time-based Functional Flow - Tim-based func-
tional flows are included for Missions AAP i/2
and AAP 3/4. These flows identify test, test
sequence, and time spans. It shows the com-
patibility of flight hardware and facilities
for AAP 1/2 and AAP 3/4 during integrated
tests.
3) Functional Flow - The functional flow diagram
is an expansion of the time-b:,sed functional
flow. Each block of the functional flow dla-
grlm contains the following information:
Test Location
(Bldg.) _
. PCS FT_TE
Hardware being" CONTROL ...........Test
te sted SYSTEM
(rack with ATM) C_EC_DUT
Requirement
/'Sheet number
title
Where a number appears in the upper right-hand corner, a
requirement sheet is provided. Blocks without numbers indicate
either a normal Apollo test/unmodlfled by AAP requirements_or
a function not considered to be a test or checkout operation.
These blocks are shown only if they add clarity or illustrate
continuity. No :_ttempt has been made to show all normal Apollo
functions.
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4) Requirement Sheet - The Requirement Sheet contains the
following information:
Test title
Flow block numbers
Objective
Location
Per sonne 1
Time s pan
Agency support
Task description
Preparations
Operations
Criteria for success
Support requirements
Commodities
E qu ipment
It should be recognized that not all of this information is
available during the Phase C effort_ In many instances, the
information is to be supplied (TBS) later, probabiy in Phase D.
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2. FLIGHT AAP i INTEGRATION AND PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT
Flight AAP 1 is the first flight of the Apollo Applications
Program. Although many details of the final configuration
are undefined, the hnsic hardware upon which this pin. has been
prepared is presented below.
The launch vehicle consists of an uprated S-IB and an un-
modified S-IVB and instrument unit (IU).
The spacecraft consisl:s of an unmodiltt, d spacecral l lunar
module adapter (SLA) which encloses n lt, nar mapping and synoptic
survey (I__&SS) module, and a modified command and service nlod.le
(CSM). All but the LM&SS are existing Apollo hardware. The
LM&SS consists of a basic MSFC rnck structure with SLA attach-
ment surfaces, an MSC center cannister containing a group of
mapping and survey esperiments and two docking collars. With
the exception of power, which is provided by the CSM primary
source, the experiments are basically self-sufficient.
Minor modifications are performed on the CSM consisting
basically of additional display and controls, modified docking
aids, exNeriment mounting and storage provisions and some ad-
ditional data management capabilities.
The CSM experiments can be generally categorized as bio-
medical having very little interfaces with the C.'_I systems.
During the mission, the CSM transposes, docks to the I.M&SS for-
ward docking collar and extracts it from the SLA. Approximately
four days of earth mapping, survey and biomediea[ experiments
are performed in this configuration.
The CSM undocks from the LM&SS forward docking co[lar, trans-
poses and docks with the I}I&BS aft docking collar. The LM&SS
is then docked to the multip e docking adapter (MDA) of AAP 2
for on-orbit storage. Basically, the LM&SS is passive from this
point on, although it remains docked throughout the 23-day orbital
work shop (OWS) experiment, the storage period and the sub-
sequent reactivation and extended duration experiment.
The CSM of AAP 1 docks the forward port of the AAP 2 MDA
and remains in that position until the end of the 23-day OWS
experiment.
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The interfaces used ns n basis for the tes[ planning efforts
in this document are in accordance with the definitions contained
in MMC report "General Interface Schematics, S/AA Flights #I
through #4, On-orbit Cluster Configuration," MD-80-0018, dated 3
February 1967.
2.1 Test Requirements - The test requirements described in
this section are presented in logical groupings of flight hard-
ware elements. It is not the intent of this section to define
test configurations.
2.1.I Acceptance Test Requirements (Pre-Delivery)
2.1.1.1 _ - The CSM is not the responsibility of MSFC and
the acceptance test requirements are out of scope to this plan.
}{owever, as a baseline from which KSC test requirements are de-
rived, it is assumed that all CSM experiment support subsystems
and provisions have been installed and checked out by NAA.
2.1.1.2 LM_SS - The LM&SS is the responsibility of MSC
and the acceptance test requirements are not defined in this
plan. The LM&SS will be subjected to a pre-delivery acceptance
test at MSC or at the MSC-appolnted contrnctor's facility.
2.1.1.3 .EU, SLA and S-IVB- There are no AAP-pecullar modi-
fication to the IU, SLA and S-IVB on Flight AAP i. Acceptance tests
shall be performed in accordance wlth standard Apollo test plans
and procedures.
2.1.2 CSM Pre-Mate Checkout Requirements at KS.C
2.1.2.1 Verify CSM systems operability in accordance wlth
standard Apollo checkout procedures.
2.1.2.2 Verify that the installed experiments are compat-
ible with the CSM power, data and communications systems, and
that they perform in accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD
specifications. (See section 6)
2.1.2.3 Verify CSM to LM&SS power distributor circuits.
2.1.2.4 Verify that the CEM to LM&SS power control signal
distribution is in accordance with the applicable specifications.
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2.1.3 L_S Pre-Mate Checkout Requirements at KSC
2.1.3.1 Verify that no transportation and shipping damage
has occurred in accordance with NPC 500-10.
2.1.3.2 Verify that the experiment package positive pres-
sure leakage rate is within allowable limits.
2.1.3.3 Verify that the LI_SS distributor circuits provide
power distribution in accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD
specification.
2.1.3.4 Verify that the individual I_S subsystem perform
in accordance with the applicable specification. This require-
merit will be satisfied by a location change checkout (minimum
quantitative testing) of sufficient depth to re-establlsh confi-
dence in the individual system operability. Quantative checkout
has been accomplished at MSC (2.1.1.2)
2.1.3.5 Verify that the LI_S weight and balance is in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the C_I specification.
2.1.3.6 Verify alignment and/or align the experiment cameras
in accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD specifications.
2.1.4 I_SS/CSM Combined Checkout Re_ulrements at KSC
2.1.4.1 Verify LI_SS aft and forward soft and hard docking
compatibility. Adjust probes and latches as applicable.
2.1.4.2 Verify docked configuration longitudinal axis align-
ment in accordance with the applicable ICD requirement.
2.1.4.3 Verify power, D&C and data functional interface com-
patibility between the CSM and the I_SS.
2.1.4.4 Verify overall systems compatibility. This includes
a requirement to perform a compressed time mission simulation.
2.1.4.5 Verify on-orbit configuration EI_ compatibility.
2.1.5 LI_SS/SLA Combined Checkout Requirements st KSC
2.1.5.1 Verify I_SS to SLA fit and clearance.
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2.1.5.2 Verify LM&SS to SLA electrical and fluid access
umbilical compatibility.
2.1.6 LM&SS Cluster Interface Checkout Requirements at KSC
2.1.6.1 Verify Displays and Controls (D&C) and power
interface compatibility with the MDA of AAP 2.
2.1.7 Space Vehicle AAP Checkout Requirements at KSC
2.[.7.1 Verify In-rich configuration EMI and RI:I compa-
t ibi I ity.
2.1.7.2 Verify Spacecraft (S/C) Pal" systcm compatib[l [ly
with the ground tracking; st at ions and mission conlro[.
2.1.7.3 Verify time sensitive experiments niter [nsta[Ia-
tion at the launch pad.
2.1.7.4 Verify S/C operations and procedures during count-
down demonstration test.
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2.2 KSC Operations
2.2.1 General Summar_
2.2.1.1 S-IVB and IU - No AAP-peculiar n_dificatlons have
been accomplished on the S-IVB and IU. Prelaunch checkout is in
accordance with the normal Apollo flow.
2.2.1.2 S_._ - No modifications have been performed on tile
SLA for Flight AAP i. Checkout follows the normal Apollo flow
with the exception of an LM&SS to lower SLA fit check early in
the MSOB flow as described in 2.2.1.4.
2.2.1.3 CSbl - The extent of modification performed on the
Flight AAP I CSM to accommodate the AAP requirements are minor.
The CSM follows the normal Apollo flow with the following ex-
ceptions:
a, Immediately after the CM to SM mate and interface
verification, the installed experiments are checked
out for performance and compatibility with tile CSM
systems. The experiment checkout requirements are
defined in section 6.
b. While the CSM is in the altitude chamber the LM&SS
to CSM interfaces are checked out as described in
2.2.1.4.
c. The CSM and all other AAP I and AAP 2 carriers
are electrically mated for a cluster interface com-
patibility checkout. This test is done with the CSM
in the altitude chamber and all other carriers iadjacent
to the chamber.
d. The AAP 2 MDA is docked to the AAP i CSM for a
docking collar fit and leak check. The CSM is then re-
leased to complete its prelaunch checkout in accordance
with the standard Apollo flow.
2.2.1.4 LM_SS - The LM&SS is a new carrier and no comparable
Apollo flow exists, This section describes the KSC operations
for the LM&SS.
The LM&SS receiving inspection is limited to a damage check
of the module. Ship-loose items are subjected to a functional
test in accordance with the requirements of NPC 500-10.
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Location change checkout of the power distributor, plumbing
line and the electrical portion of the stability and control
system are verified. Experiments are installed and rough align-
ment performed.
i
The LM&SS is moved to the east integration (Stokes) stand
where a lower SLA fit and clearance check is performed. This
check is performed early in the MSOB flow.
The LM&SS is moved from the MSOB to the Pyrotechnics Instal-
lation Building (PIB) where mass property measurements of weight
and center of gravity are made. Although some consideration has
been given to moving the weight and balance fixture to MSOB, the
disadvantage of additional congestion in the MSOB offsets the
advantage of eliminating an LM&SS movement.
The LM&SS is returned to the MSOB and raised above the
altitude chamber with a crane. The AAP i CSM is already in the
chamber and has completed its normal Apollo checks. (AAP i
Prelaunch Checkout Flow). The LM&SS is lowered to the CM and soft
and hard docking is accomplished on the aft collar. Longitudinal
axis alignment is checked. The LM&SS aft collar is undocked from
the CSM. The LM&SS is inverted and the forward docking collar is
docked to the CSM. Longitudinal axis alignment is checked. The
LM&SS to CSM umbilicals are fit checked. The LM&SS is undocked
and lowered to the MSOB main floor edjacent to the chamber. The
CSM remains in the chamber. The CSM and LM&SS umbilicals are
mated using extension cables. Power, data, communications and
D&C interfaces between the two carriers are verified for compat-
ibility. This series of tests culminates in a compressed time
mission simulation with EMC monitoring. Consideration has been
given to the possibility of performing functional interface tests
in the docked configuration but complications and risk involved
in operating the LM&SS systems inverted were inhibitive. The
electrical umbilical connections between the CSM and LM&SS are
removed.
The AAP 2 AM/MDA and interface simulator are positioned
outside the altitude chamber. The CSM_ LM&SS, AM/MDA and Inter-
face Simulator are electrically connected to the on-orbit cluster
configuration. Extension cables are used where needed. All
subsystems are activated and interfaces between the cluster car-
riers are verified for compatibility. This test series culmin-
ates in a compressed time mission simulation with EMC monitoring.
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The LM&SS is transported from the altitude chamber to the
MSOB rack work area where the fine alignment of the cameras is
performed.
The LM&SS is transported to the East Integration Stand for
S/C buildup, the remaining operations is part of standard Apollo
flow.
2.2.1.5 Launch Pad Operstions - Generally the launch pad
activities are in accordance with the Apollo flow. The follow-
ing modification to the normal Apollo flow have been identified.
a. A location change system level functional checkout
is performed on the l_S and CSM modifications.
b. During the normal Apollo RF open loop test, the
telemetry and communications systems are energized and
compatibility wlth ground tracking stations verified.
EMC monitoring is performed during this test.
c. During the normal Apollo C_DT, AAP peculiar oper-
ations and procedures are verified.
d. During the final pre-countdown work period, final
S/C servicing and readiness checks are perfornmd.
e. During the countdown the mission critical house-
keeping data is monitored.
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2.2.2 Prelaunch Checkout and Launch Pad Activities Time-
Based Functional Flow Diagram for AAP 1/2 - There is a signifi-
cant hardware flow interface between elements of AAP I and AAP
2 at KSC since checkout of the two flights occurs at approximately
the same time. This relationship is illustratt, d on tile Time-Based
AAP 1/2 combined flow diagram, (see figure 0. A detailed flow
of AAP I elements is presented in 2.2.3. The combined flow
diagram has been provided to illustrate schedule, and facility
compatibility. The time span for this flow is bas_,d on a
16-hour work day.
2.2_3 Prelaunch Checkout and Launch Pad Activities Ftow
Dia[_ram- The flow diagr_lm (see figure 2) prest, rlts lht, recolmllended
flow of checkout operations at KSC for the various elements of
AAP 1.
The test sheets contained in 2.2.4 describe the AAP test
activities accomplished in each block that has a number in the
upper right hand corner. Blocks without numbers indicate that
no AAP peculiar test activities occur and the blocks are pro-
vided for clarity only.
This flow is function sequenced and has no reference to
t ime.
Time function reference should be made to 2.2.2 for int:er-
face and timeline requirements.
2.2.4 Test Requirement Sheets - Table I defines specific
blocks of the AAP I flow diagram for KSC operations. Each
sheet is identified by the flow block title and ntml[,l,r.
The AAP I carriers do not pass through the PIF and _ire trot
the responsibility of MS_C. The information ava:i[ab[e for test
planning at KSC is very sketchy and in many cases nonexistent.
The flow diagrams and timelines were built to show continuity
and each of flow.
The test requirement sheets are based on available informa-
tion and the notation, to be supplied (TBS) is used where in-
formation is not available.
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Table I. Test Requlxeraent Sheets .for Figure _ 2
TEST TITLE: Receive and Inspect Experiments
Page 14
OBJECTIVE: Verify that no shipping damage has occurred.
LoCAT_N: KSC-MSOB (Experiment Accommodation Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 40 Hrs. (Total)
AGENL_ SUPPORT: TES
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All documentation accompanylng the experiments are reviewed for complet-
hess and accuracy. The experiments are removed from the shipping con-
talners.
0 PERATIONS:
A thorough inspection of the experiments is performed. All electrical
connectors are inspected for bent pins and foreign particles. Fluid
lines are inspected for evidence of damage. No functional checkouts
are performed at this time.
CRITERIA FOR SUCO_SS:
There shall be no evidence of damage, deterioration or contamination.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDD ITIE S: None
EQUIPMENT: Experiment handling equipment, hand tools.
MARTIR MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED- 2002- 49
7 April 1967 Page 15
Table I. Test Requirement Sheets for Figure 2 (cont,) .....
TEST TITLE: Install Experiment in the CM and SM FLOW BLOCK
NO. A4.2
OBJECTI_E: Physically mount experiments in the specified carrier.
LOCATION: KSC - MSOB
PERSONNEL TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs.
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
Experiment mounting surfaces are inspected. Final bench checks and
calibration are completed. (see section 6 for requirements, constraints
and special conslderatlons.)
OPERATIONS:
The experiments are mounted in their appropriate storaEe areas in the
CM and SM. Functional connections are made as required. (see
section 6 for requirements.)
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS:
Experiments shall be installed in accordance with applicable speclflcatlon
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
OOMMEDITIE S : No ne
EQUIPMENT: Experiment handling equipment, hand tools.
llfA|l_'rlN lttARIET'T'A OORPORAT'ION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Coat.)
?ag_ 16
TEST TITLE: Receiving and Inspection of I_SS
i
OBJECTIVE: Verify that no shipping damage has occurred.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 32 Hours
A_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Rack Work Area)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All documents accompanying the LM/_S are reviewed for completeness and
accuracy. The LM&SS is positioned on its handling dolly in an upright
position.
OPERATIONS:
A visual inspection of the LM&SS is performed to verify that no _,hipplng
damage has occurred to the structure, mounted S/S, cabling or cabling
connectors. The camera mounting surfaces are inspected. Particular
attention is given to exposed experiment elements.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
No transportation damage has occurred.
SUPPORT REQt:IREMENTS:
COMMDDITIE S: No ne
EQUIPMENT: LM_SS handling equipment, hand tools
MARTIN MARIE'IrA I:ORPORA'rlON
DENVER DIVISION
ED- 20O 2-49
7 April 1967
TEST TITLE :
Table I. (Cont.)
Perform Plumbing Leak Checks
Pnp,.o 17
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A4.4
OBJECTIVE: Verify the Integrity of the LM&SS Fluid System
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: _ TBS
(Rack Work Area)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The LM&SS is installed in the test fixture. Facility gas is connected
to the LM&SS liquid storage fill lines. Verify that environmental
and cleanliness controls are adhered to at all times in accordance with
the applicable specifications.
OPERATIONS :
A decay check is performed on all storage vessels and a leak detector
check is performed on all connections and fittings internal to the carrier.
The necessary solenolds are energized so that all plumbing llne connections
and fittings are exposed to pressure.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Fitting and connections will be free of leaks
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
OOMMDDITIES: GN 2
EQUIPMENT: Pressure control console
MARTIN IVlARIEI"rA CORPORATION
DENVER OIVlSlOTq
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Goat.)
TEST TITLE: Functional Check of Power Distribution Systems
Page 18
FIDW BLOCK
NO. A4.5
OBJECTIVES: Verify LM&SS Power Distribution
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hours
A(_ENG"/ SUPPORT: TBS
(Race Work Area)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS;
Ground power is applied to LM_SS to simulate batteries.
OPERATIONS:
The LM_SS power distribution system is verified. CM control signals
are simulated, proper polarity is verified st the experimmntmd com-
ponent connectors.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Power distribution shall be in accordance with the applicable CE_
specifications.
SUPPORT REQUZEEMENTS:
OOMMOD ITTE S : None
EQUIPMENT: Carry near LM_SS GSE, Power control console, control signal
simulation.
MARTIN MARIET'rA OORPORAT'ION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table I. (Cont.)
Page 19
_ST TITLE: Checkout of Stabilization and Control System FLOW BIDCE
ND. A4.6
OBJECTIVE: To verify correct polarity of LM_SS stabilization and control
system.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
T_E SPAN: 32 Hours
AGZNCY SUPPORT: TBS
_Rack Work Area)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The _S is positioned in its holding fixture.
to the _S.
Ground power is applied
OPERATIONS:
TBS - insufficient subsystem definition available.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
TBS
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDIT_ES: TBS
EQUIPMENT:. TBS
_IARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVIStON
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Coat.)
Page 20
_ST TITLE :
i
Install and align experiments
OB3ECTZVE: Install experiment and cameras in the I_S
LOCATTDN: KSC-MSOB
PERSOI_IEL: TBS
T_4E SPAN: 48 Hours
A_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Rack Work Area)
TASK DESCRIPTIDN
PREPARATIONS:
Camera mounting surfaces are thoroughly cleaned.
the mounting surfaces are verified.
The tilt-angle of
0 PE RATIONS:
TBS - expeziment mounting definition is not available.
CP,ITERIA FOR S_CCESS:
TBS
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
O0MMDDITIE S: None
EQUIPMENT: Experiment handling equipment, TBS
MARTIN MARIETTA I_ORPORATIOIW
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Conto)
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TEST TITLE: LM/_S/SLA fit check
OBJECTIVE: Verify LM&SS lower SLA fit and clearance
LOC_.TIONS: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
T_SdE SPAN: 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
..-...-..---e .
TASK DESCRIPTION
_ast Integration Stand)
PREPARATIONS:
The lower SLA is already in the east integration stand.
is removed.
The upper SLA
OPERATIONS:
The L_SS is lowered to the SLA attach polnts and secured. The LM/_S
to upper SLA clearance is varified after the upper SLA is installed.
LM_SS to SLA electrical and f_uid access port compatibility is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCO_SS:
Fit and clearance shall be in accordance with applicable ZCD specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
CO_DDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT: TBS
MARTIN MARllJr'rTA OOR@ORATION
OENVE_ DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table _. (Cont°)
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TEST TITLE ; LM&SS WEIGHT AND BALAN_
I
FIEW BLOCK
NO° A4.9
i
TEST TITLE: Weigh and determine center of gravity of I/_SS
LOCATYENS: KSC- PIB
PERSONNEL: TBS
T_E SPAN: 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All LM&SS experiments and subsystems have been installed on the carrier.
If experiments are not available they will be simulated.
OPERATIONS:
The LM&SS is weighted and the CG is determined using exls_ing PIB
facility GSE that has been modlfled to accommodate the _S.
CRIT_RIA FOR SUC(_SS:
Weight and CG shall be in accordance with the applicable 6EI.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT: Modified PIB weight and CG GSE,I/d&SS Handling Equipment.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER OtVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Cont.)
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TEST TITLE: Manned Altitude Test FLOW BLOCK
NO° A4.10
OBJECTIVE : Verify H 2 and 02 fluid transfer lines to be free of leaks and
verify any altitude sensitive experiments.
LOCATIONS: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 64Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The CSM is installed in the altitude chamber and power cables, signal
cables and fluid transfer lines are connected. The experiment peculiar
GSE is connected.
OPERATIONS :
This is a normal Apollo requirement. The AAP peculiar subsystems and
experiments are checked out during the Apollo Checkout. All experiments
are checked out in accordance with section 6.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The AAP modifications and experiments shall be compatible with the
envlronment.
J
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDITIE S: TBS
EQUIPMENT: TBS
MARTIN MARIE'I'|'A OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Cont.)
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?
TEST TITLE:
I . |
Docking test, CSM to LM/_SS Aft and Forward Collar FLOW BLOCK
NO. Ad. II
OBJECTI_E: Verify CSM to l_SS docking compatlb£1ity
LOCATION KSC-M_OB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL TBS
TIME SPAN: 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRY.KI_ON:
PREPARATIONS:
The CSM is already in the chamber and has been checked out. ACE S/C
GSE is still connected.
OPERATIONS:
The LM&SS is raised above the chamber and lowered to the CM. Soft and
harddocki_g is accomplished. Longitudinal axis alignment is verified.
The probe_ and latches are adjusted. Operation of the optical docking
aids are verified.
The LM&SS is undocked, inverted, and the forward colla._ is docked to the
GM. Longitudinal alignment is verifled. All umbillca_is are fit checked.
The I/w_SS is undocked and lowered to the MSOB main floor adjacent to
th_ altitude chamber.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Docking shall be in accordance with the CEI and ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
GO_MDDITIE S: NO ne
i_n4li_ fixture, crane, sli_s, _ S/C GSE
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table Z. (Cont.)
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TEST TITLE: Mate Electrical Umbillcals FLOW BLOCK
NO. A4. ii. I
OBJECTIVE z Verify electrical interfaces between CSM and LM&SS prior to
power application.
LOCAT_DN: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 8 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DESCRIPTZON
PREPARATIONS:
The CSM is in the Chamber. The LM&SS is on the MSOB main floor adjacent
to the chamber. The CSM umbilicals are connected to power interface
boxes through umbilical extensions.
OPERATIONS:
CSM power is applied from A(Z S/C. The CM control panel is activated
and signal distribution to the _S is verified by interface box lamp
illumination. The interface box is removed, the umbilicals are inspec-
ted, and the LM_SS and CaM are functionally mated.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Power distribution compatibility shall be verified prior to umbilical
mate.
SUPPORT REQU_IREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIPMENT: Umbilical pin alignment kit, Ynterface box.
ACE S/C GSE
iifARTIItl MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table I. (Coat.)
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TEST TITLE:
OBJECTIVE :
Functional Test of the Display and Control
Functlons.
Verify operation of display and control circuits
---q
FLOW BLO _ ]
NO. A 4.11.
LOCATION: KSC MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TBS
T]_4E SPAN: 8 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORTS TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All interconnecting cables are mated. The necessary power and commodities
are supplied from ground sources to support the LM_SS experiments.
OPERATIONS:
All LM&SS controls are initiated sequentially from the CM control panel.
Proper experiment and subsystem power up is verified. Response and
measurement signals are monitored on the CM display panel. Control
signal distribution is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The full capability of the display and control circuits will be verified
in accordance with the requirements of the (_X and ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQI_IREMENTS :
CO!4MODITIE S : No ne
EQUIPMENT: ACE/S/C GSE, DDAS
MAIR'I'IN MARIIrT'rIII O01_POI_AFIOIII'
DENVER r'JIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table %, (Cent.)
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TEST TITLE: Functional Checkout of the Data Management
System Interfaces
FLOW B_
ND. A 4.11.3
OBJECTIVE:
,,,,,
Verify the CSM-LM&SS data management system compatibility
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPAN_ 8 Hours
AGENCY SUPPCRTs TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All umbilicals are connected. The MSOB-PCM ground station link is connected.
OPERATIONS:
All experiments are powered up and operated as required to obtain dynamic
measurements. Data is transmitted real time and recorded on the on-
board recorder. Data dump operation is verified. All recorded data
is evaluated against the applicable specifications.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
The data management system shall perform in accordance with the applicable
CEI and ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQU REMEN_fS :
COI_40DITIE S : None
EQUIPMENT= MSOB-PCM ground station, ACE-S/C GSE, DDAS| remainder TBS
, i
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Table I. (Cent.)
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TEST TITLE: Mission Simulation FIEW B_DCK
ND. A 4.11.4
OE/E CTIVE : Verify on-orbit mission compatibility between the CFM& L_S
LOCAT_DN: ESC-MSOB
PERSONNELS TBS
TIME SPAN: 8 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All umbilicals are connected. All necessary power and commodity
requirements are supplied by ground sources.
OPERATIONS:
A complete mission simulation (4-day) is performed in compressed time and
in on-orbit mission sequence. The CSM is under ACE/S/C control, the
LM_SS is controlled by LM/_S peculiar carry near GSE. All operationslare
performed. All experiments and subsystems are exercised. Data is re-
corded in the MSOB-PCM ground station. EMC monitoring is performed
throughout the test sequence,
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The simulated mission will verify the compatibility of the experiments,
LM_SS and CSM.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
EQUIPMENT. ACE/S/C GSE, DDAS, MSOB-PCM ground station, EMC checkout
devices, remainder TBS
M,41_'/'IN lif,_lRlirT"rA OOR_ORA'I'ION
DEf'_VER DIViSiON
ED-2002-49
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Table I. Cont,
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:/
TEST TITLE z Cluster Checkout FI_DW BXDCK
NOD A4.12
O]MECTIVE = IL , • ..... A '=
Check compatibility between carriers in cluster configuration.
LOCATV.ON: KSC-MSOB
PERSONNEL= TBS
TIME SPANs 80 Hours
AGENCY SEI_PORTt TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DE SCR7PTTDN
PRE PARAT_L)NS:
The preparations and operations are described in 3.3.3, AAP 2, test
requirement sheets, A4.24 thru A4.29. (See Table Ill).
OPERATIONS:
CRITERZA FOR SEC(-_SSZ
(
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS :
COMMDDIT_E S:
See 3.3.3 (Table llI), AAP 2 test requirement
sheets, A4.24 _blU A4.29.
EQ_LWeNT _
...... ?
/
/
.... IIIARTIIV MAI_IrlTA O@IIpORATION
DENVER DIVI$1OI'I
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I
TEST TITI_: Camera Alignment Verification
OBJECTIVE :
, , ,, ,, ,
Perform final critical camera alignment
F_0W BLOCK I
ND. A4.13
LO CA'I_AON: KSC-MSOB
PERSONI_L| TBS
TIME SPAN, 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Rack Work Ares)
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATY/)NS:
Optical flats are attached to the lens of each camera. Additional flats
are attached to the rack reference axis.
OPERATIONS:
A theodolite is set up to view the optical flat on the career, and a
second theodolite views the flat on the refe_'ence axis. The theodolites
are autocollimated on the respective flats. The third theodolite is
set up to collimate with the other two theodolites. The angle between the
cameri and the reference axis is obtained and recorded. (See sec-
tion 6 for experiment list)
CRrI_RIA FOR SUCCESS:
Critical angle measurements are verified.
3UPPORT REQUZREMEI_.tS :
COMMDDTT_ S : None
EQUIPMSNT (3) Theodolites, optical flats, theodolite stands.
ilf il R "r l N IIfA III Ii'TI"A O 01_ im O R A T I O Itl
OENVEI! DIVISION
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Mate LF_SS - Lower SLA
Page 31
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A4.14
OBJECTIVE Z Mate _S to lower SLA
LOCATIONz KSC-MSOB
PERSONNELz TBS
TIME SPANz 16 }{ours
AGENCY SUPPORT z TBS
_ast Integration Stand)
w u
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS : I
The lower SLA is mounted in the east integration test stand. The LM&SS ]
is positioned above the SLA lower section. Work platforms are positioned|
around upper part of lower SLA. LM&SS and lower SLA mating surfnces are
cleaned.
0 PE RATIONS:
The LM_SS is lowered to the lower SLA until the mating pads come in
contact with the LM attachment points.
CRI'IEREA FOR SECC_SSX
Spacecraft assembly
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_£S :
COMMODITIES : None
EQULVMENT_ LM&SS handling GSE, crane and hand tools
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TEST TITLE; Mate Upper SLA to Lower SLA
Mate I_SS SLA Umbilicols
r_
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FLOW BUg_
ND. A4.15
_OBJECTIVE :
:LOCAT_DN: KSC-MSOB Cast Integrstlon Stand)
PERSONNEL: , TBS
TIME SPANz 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
Mmte Upper SLA to lower SLA and connect interconnecting power
cables between the LM&SS and upper SLA
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS :
The IY/xSS is already installed in the IowIT SLA and the lower SLA is
mounted in the East Integration Stand. The upper section is lifted above
the lower SLA/Iaa&SS combination. The mating surfaces are cleaned on
both the upper and lower SLA.
OPERATIONS:
The upper SEA is lowered until the mating surfaces make contact. The
two sections of the SEA are torqued to the specified value. The umbillcals
are connected between the LM_SS and upper SLA. Clearance measurements
are made between the I_S and the upper SEA.
CRITERIA FOR SUC(_SSt
Spacecraft assembly
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
CO-_ODITIE S : None
EqJIPMENT: Crane and hand tools
P4JlRTIIV MARIIrTrJi OOl_POIrATlOllt
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Table I. (Cont.)
Docking collar fit and leak check FLOW B_ _
NO, A 4.16
OBJECTIVE : CSH-MDA Docking collar fit and leak check verificat£on.
ILOCATION" KSC-MSOB
iPERSONNELz TBS
T_ SPANx 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
(Altitude Chamber)
TASK DE SCRIPT3DN
PREPARATIONS:
The preparations and operations are described in 3.3.3 (Tajble 111)
AAP 2, test requirement sheets, A4.30 thru A4.32.
OPERATIONS:
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SSZ
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
COMMDDIT_E S:
J ,
See 3.3.3 _able I!I), AAP 2 Test requirement sheets,
A4.30 thru A4.32
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Table I. (Cont.)
TEST TZTLEz Radio Frequency Interference (RFZ) Test
Page 34
FI_W BU_
NO. A_.l
0 Bj-ECTIVE : Verify S/C compatibility with the launch RFI environnmnt. Verify
comnmnclations compatibility with ground tracking stations.
LOCATe)N: KSC-LP
PERSONNE L: TB S
TIME SPAN: 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARAT_ONS :
Perform normal Apollo preparations.
kM&SS through the SLA access port.
Ground power is applied to the
OPERATIONS:
This test is a normal Apollo requirement. All RF systems are radiating
open loop. The S/C communications system compatibility with tracking
stations and mission control is verified. Carrier frequency, subcarrier
deviation and phase lock are verified. All S/C systems not operating
during the boost phase are de-energized and RF compatibility with the
launch environment is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Compatibility with the launch environment mission control and the ground
tracking stations
SUPPORT REQDIREMEN_CS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQUYPMENT CIF-PCM ground station
DENVER DIVISION
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TEST TITLE! Countdown Demonstration (CDDT)
OBJECTIVE : Demonstrate S/C readiness for launch and perform integrated
dress rehearsal of countdown.
lOCATION: KSC-LP
PERSONNELZ TBS
TIME SPANS 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DE SCRYPT_ON
PRE PARATXONS :
The S/C is in flight configuration. This test is performed in conjunc-
tion with the Apollo CDDT.
OPERATIONS:
The spacecraft systems are energized and verified during the countdown
sequence. All cryogenic tanks are serviced. The time sensitive
experiments or their simulators are installed. Open loop RF checks are
performed in countdown sequence. The SLA is closed out and the MSS is
moved away. The minus time is picked up and countdown is continued
until T -i0 sec. After CDDT the SC is restored to its pre-test config-
uration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS%
Complete demonstration of the feasibility of all operations required in
th_ subsequent launch countdown.
S_PPORT REQIIXREMEN_CS :
COMMODITIES : LO 2 , LN2 , LH2
EQUIPMENT :: TBS
ACAOqPT"OOV O_ANO4rT"]P'_ _OWOm_OrAY'O_O%P
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TE ST TITLE :
+able _. (Co.t.)
Installation and Checkout of Time Sensitive
Page 36
FLOW BLOCK
Experiments NO. A3.3
OBJECTIVE: Install experiments that are ti-_ sensitive and perform post
installation checkout
LOCATION: KSC-LP
PERSONNELs TBS
TIME SPAN; 4 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTIDN
PREPARATIONS:
Launch pad activities will have progressed to the point where tim_
sensitive experiments may be installed.
OPERATIONS:
Experiments are installed and checked out.
requirements)
(See Section 6 for
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
TBS
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
CO._DITIE S : TBS
EQUIPMENT _ TBS
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TEST TITLE z Fluid Servicing
OEIECTIVE :
Table I. (Cont.)
Page 37
NO. A 3.4 !
Load the LM_SS RCS System. .....!
LOCATION: KSC-Lp
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hours
A_N= SUP_RT,_S
TAS,:_,&'CRiPT_D'N
PRE PARATXONS :
The servicing GSE is connected to the SLA access port
OPERATIONS:
The LMZ_S storage spheres are loaded. The _S mass quantity _asure
system is monitored during the loading operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
RCS spheres will be loaded.
BUPPORT REQUIREMEN[fS :
COMMDDITIE S : TBS
EQUIPMENT: TBS
MARTIN MARIET'rA OORPORATION
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Table I. (Cent.)
TEST TITLEz Launch Monitor
Page 38
FLOW BIDCK
ll), A3.5
_OBJECTIVE :
iLOCATIDN: KSC-LP
iPERSONNEL: TBS
_TIME SPANI TBS
iAGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
Perform S/C launch monitoring during last 6 hours before launch.
TASK DESCRIPTION
PIIEPARATIDNS :
TBS
OPERATIONS :
TBS
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
S/C mission critical systems shall maintain launch readiness throughout
the countdown.
CO.MMDDIT_£E S: TBS
E_IPME_: _S
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3. FLIGHT AAP 2 INTEGRATION AND PRELAUNCH CIIECKOUT
Flight AAP 2 is the second flight of the Apollo Applications
Program. Tile launch vehicle consists of ml uprooted S-IB, a
modified S-IVB, and a modified IU. The S-IVB and the IU serve
a dual role cm this flight, acting as both a part of tlre LV
during the boost phase and as part of the spacecr_ift on orbit.
The spacecraft consists of: The S-IVB with the orbital
workshop modifications; the IU with the passivation modification;
a modified SLA which encloses an airlock module (AM)/multiple
docking adapter (MDA); and a nose cone.
The airlock module, used as a basis for test requirement
definition, is the McDonnell version as defined in MAC report
E559, and as updated by later configuration definition.
The MDA is the large, 9-foot cylindrical version with five
docking ports. The AM/MDA serves as the central interfacing
point for the cluster configuration. The structural and func-
tional interfaces are extensive, and a detailed definition of
the interfaces in this document would not serve any useful purpose.
The interfaces used as a basis for the test planning efforts
in this document are in accordance with the definitions contained
in MMC report, "General Interface Schematics, Flights S/AA #i
through #4, On-Orbit Cluster Configuration," MD-80-0018, dated
3 February 1967.
3.1 Test Requirements - The test requirements defined in
this section are predicated on the assumption that certain test
activities have preceded integration testing. These assumptions
are based on AAP program information available at the time of
preparation of this plan. In order to clarify the baseline from
which the integration test requirements have been derived, these
assumptions are presented.
a. The airlock module (AM) has been subjected to a
formal qualification program, Functional performance
of the AM flight hardware has been verified by pre-
delivery manufacturing checkout at McDonnell's facility.
b. The multiple docking adapter (MDA) has been sub-
jected to qualification and pre-delivery manufacturing
checkout by the MDA contractor (or MSFC).
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c. The IU passivstion modification and associated
computer program software has been installed and
checked out by IBM.
d. The S-IVB internal orbital workshop (OWS) modi-
fications have been qualified end manufacturing tested
prior to delivery to KSC. External OWS medifications
will be performed at KSC.
e. All experiments have been flight qualified.
Predelivery manufacturing teats will be performed
by the experiment developer.
f. Intermodule design com_Datibility will be verified
by qualification testing as described in volum_ Ill
of this plan.
g. Requirements are based on the mission description
and configuration d_finition contained in volume I
of this plan.
3.1.1 Acceptance Test Requirements
3.1.1.1 AM Acceptance Test Requirements - The AM is the
responsibility of MSC and acceptance test requirements are out
of scope to this plan.
3.1.1.2 MDA Acceptance Test Requirements - The MDA is
assumed to be an MSFC responsibility. Basically the MDA can
be categorized as a nonfunctional interface module between
the AM/OWS and the other cluster modules with some limited
functional components. As such, the extent of acceptance type
testing while separated from the AM, is limited. This section
defines the predelivery _SFC) acceptaltce test requirements;
however, in reality, portions of the MDA are tested for the
first time after mating with the AM at KSC and are included
In the AM/MDA combined checkout requirements.
3.1.1,2.1 Verify that the leakage rate of the tunnel sec-
tion and ports of the MDA are within allowable limits. This
requirement must be satisfied by a pressure-decay check and
docking port hatch leak check.
3.1.1.2.2 Verify that all electrical continuity and isol-
ation is in accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD specifica-
tions. Verify thet the HDA, when docked will not violate the
cluster single-polnt ground.
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3.1.1.2.3 Verify fit and alignment of all liquid and electri-
cal umbilicals and connectors using close tolerance master gauges.
3.1.1.2.4 Verify the operation of the docking mechanical
and optical aids in accordance with the appllcable CEI and ICD
specifications. Verify docking capability and perform appli-
cable probe and latch adjustments.
3.1.1.2.5 Verify that all liquid and gas plumbing lines will
withstand operating pressures with a margin of safety as defined
by applicable CEI. Verify that there is no leakage at fittings
and connections. Verify performance of associated valves.
3.1.i.2.6 Verify that the electrical power distribution
circuitry, relay and switching functions are in accordance
with the applicable CEI.
3.1.1.2.7 Verify that all sensors installed in the MDA
have been calibrated and that all curves are available. Remove,
cali_rate and re-install sensors as required.
i.1.1.2.8 Verify by proof pressure and leakage that the
MDA radiator will withstand operating pressures.
3.1.1.2.9 Verify the fit and clearance of all stored M_DA
experiments at MSFC.
3.1.1.2.10 Verify functional compatibility of experiments
that are functional in the stored configuration.
3.1.1.2.11 Verify that the MDA Display and Control sub-
systems perform in accordance with the requlrements of the
applicable CEI.
3.1.I.3 IU Acceptance Test Requirements - It is assumed
that the IU portion of the passivation modification will be
installed at IBM and will be included in the acceptance test
of the IU. Only the delta requirements are defined.
3.1.1.3.1 Verify that IU computer program software changes
are in accordance with the CEI and ICD specifications.
3.1.1.3.2 Verify that the valve actuation control signal
network and distribution (to OWS) is in accordance with the
applicable CEI and ICD.
3.1.1.3.3 Verify that the ground command link operates
in accordance with the applicable CEI.
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3.1.1.4 $,IVB Acceptance Test Requirements All OWS modi-
fications are installed prior to the Douglas captive firing ex-
cept for the followlny, which will be installed and checked out
at KSC:
a. Exterior thermal paint patterns
b, Internal electrical cable
c. Bracketry for solar array
d. Flex boot attach hardware
e. Meteoroid array block bracketry.
The acceptance test requirements generated by the
Douglas OWS modification are:
3,1.1,4,1 Verify that the 1½_Inch pressure llne manual
valve and 3-inch vent llne and hand valve _He bottle) and
associated plumbing lines and fittings do not leak and that
the installation will withstand operating pressures with an
adequate margin of safety.
3.1.1.4.2 Verify passivation modification circuit cable
continuity, isolation and distribution.
3,1.1.4.3 Verify that the lighting and fire detection
provisions are installed in accordance with the applicable CEI
specification.
3.1.1.4.4 Verify that the S-IVB to IU passivation modifi-
cation interface loads are in accordance with the applicable
ICD specifications.
3.1.1.5 SLA Acceptance TeSt Requirements_ - The SLA is
the responsibility of MSC and the acceptance test requirements
are out of scope to this plan.
3.1.2 AM Pre-Mate Checkout Rggu%Tcmenta at KSC
3.1.2.1 Verify that no shlppln_ and transportation damage
has occurred by performing a nonfunctional damage check.
3.1,2.2 Verify that all logs and documentation are accurate
and complete,
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3.1,2,3 Verify that all ship-loose items at the assembly
level or lowe_ perform in accordance with the design specifica-
tion, These tests shall be in accordance with the receiving
test requirement of NPC 500-I0.
3,1.2.4 Verify that the AM assembly process has been ac-
complished in accordance with the design specification. In
satisfying this requirement, in-process tests shall be performed
at intermediate points and shall include, but not be limited
to."
a. Continuity checks
b. Leak checks :.
c. Mechanical alignment
3.1.2.5 Verify, prior to the initial AM/MDA mate, that the
power and control circuit interface loads and distribution are
in accordance with the latest AM/MDA ICD specifications,
3,1,3 MDA Pre-Mate Checkout Requirement at KS¢
3,1.3.1 Verify that no shipping or transportation damage
has occurred by performing a visual damage check.
3,1.3,2 Verify that all accompanying paperwork is complete
and accurate.
3.1.3,3 Verify, prior to initial AH/MDA mate, that the
power and control circuit interface loads and distribution are
in accordance with the latest AM/MDA ICD specification,
3.1.4 AM/MDA Combined Checkout Requirements at KS_
3,1.4,1 Verify that the AM/MDA power buss returns are
grounded at a single poin_ prior to the initial application of
AM/MDA power,
3.1.4.2 Verify that the forward AM compartment, MDA main
body and MDA docking port leakage rate is within allowable limits,
In meeting this requirement, a pressure-decay check shall be
performed and in addition, a leak check shall be performed on
each MDA docking port hatch, the AM to MDA interface surface
and the forward AM hatch using either the bubble method or the
leak rate tester method.
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3.1.4.3 Verify that the airlock (AM center compartment)
leakage is within allowable limits. In satisfying this require-
ment, both a pressure decay check and an aft and forward hatch
leak check shall be performed.
3.1.4.4 Verify that the individual AM/MDA subsystems perform
in accordance with the applicable CEI specification. In satis-
fying this requirement, the extent of testing shall be that
required to re-establlsh confidence in system operability prior
to Interface testing (location change checkout). Quantitative
testing shall be mlnimlzed.
3.1.4.5 Verify intersystem compatibility (overall tests).
This requirement may be satisfied by an AM/MDA all systems
test or by a mission simulation checkout with other mission
elements. This requirement encompasses, but is not limited to"
a. Verification of intersystem functional compa-
tibility when operated under the mission modes and
sequence s.
b. Verification of experiment compatibility.
c. Verification of electromagnetic compatibility
during the on-orbit operation.
3.1.4.6 Verify that the AM/MDA weight and balance (CG)
18 in accordance with the applicable specification, In satis-
fying this requirement, the AM/MDA must be complete including
all stored experiments. Time sensitive experiments will be
simulated by weight and CG simulators if the mass property
effects cannot be accurately calculated.
3.1.5 Instrument Unit (IU)Pre-Ma_e Checkout Requirements at KSC
3,1.5.1 Verify that the IU portion of the passivation
tlodification has been installed in accordance with the applicable
(:El and ICD documents. This requirement shall be satisfied by
a continuity, signal distribution and network checkout.
3,1.5.2 Verify that the IU computer program software for
the passivation modification is complete and accurate prior
to usage with the flight hardware,
3.1.6 S-IVB Pre-Mate Checkout Requirements at KSC
3.1.6.1 Verify that the passivation modification continuity
is in accordance with the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
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3.1.6.2 Verify that the whip antenna system VSWR and atten-
uation is in accordance with the applicable specification.
3.1.6.3 Verify that the OWS passivation modification loads
are in accordance with the iCD specification.
3.1.7 AM/MDA/OWS Checkout Requirements at KSC
3.1.7.1 Verifv that the AM boot to OWS dome fit and allgn-
ment is in accordance with the applicable specification.
3.1.7.2 Verify that the AM aft compartment/OWS dome leak-
age rate'is within specified limits, In satisfying this re-
quirement_ a pressure decay cheek shall be performed.
3.1.7.3 Verify functional interface compatibility between
the AM/MDA and the S-IVB OWS.
3.1.8 AM/MDA/SLA Checkout Requirements at Ksc
3.1.8.1 Verify early in the prelaunch checkout flow that
the fit, alignment and clearance between the AM/MDA and the
upper and lower SLA are in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable ICD specification.
3.1.8.2 Verify that the SLA cryogenic and servicing access
ports and umbilicals are in accordance with the applicable
specification.
3.1.9 IU/S-IVB Checkout Requirements at KSC
3.1.9.1 Verify total passivation modification performance.
In satisfying these requirements, the test must verify the
following:
a. Automatic portion of the passivatlon sequence
using the IU computer program.
b. Manual portion of the passivation sequence.
c. Checkout of the ground originated passivation
signals through the IU command system.
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3.1.10 AM/MDA Interfli_ht Interface Checkout Requirements
atKSC
3.1.10.1 Verify that the AM/MDA mechanical interfaces are
compatible with the CSM of AAP I, the CSM of AAP 3, the RM of
AAP 3, the LM&SS of AAP i and the ATM/Rack of AAP 4. This re-
quirement shall be stalsfled by docking demonstrations, fit and
alignment checks, and interface pressure checks as applicable
to the type of interface.
3.1.10.2 Verify that the AM/MDA functional interfaces are
compatible with the CSM of AAP I, the CSM of AAP 3, the RM of
AAP 3, the LM&SS of AAP 1 and the ATM/Rack of AAP 4.
3.1.11 Total Spase Vehicle AAP Checkout Requirements at KSC
3.1.11.1 Verify that the S/C is compatible with the boost
phase EMC and RFI environment.
3.1.11.2 Verify that the S/C RF communication systems are
compatible with the ground tracking stations.
3.2 PIF Operations
3.2.1 General Susmmry - This section presents the recommended
methods of implementing the PIF test requirements on the MDA.
Two of the three MDA sections are fabricated at MSFC.
These two sections are the upper MDA, consisting of the five
docking ports, and the middle MDA, consisting of a basic cylinder
that connect8 the upper MDA to the MDA radiator section.
Inprocess testing is performed on the upper MDA.
The testing is performed to verify the hardllne wiring continuity
and that the plumbing lines are leak free. The upper MDA is
mated to the middle MDA in an MDA handling fixture. The inter-
face plumbing and wiring connections between the sections are
inspected and mated.
The MDA is transferred from its holding fixture to
the shake table fixture. The MDA is attached to the shake table,
sprlng-mass accelerometers are installed at specified locations.
The accelerometer outputs are recorded at the same time the
shaker vibration and amplitude are varied over the specified
range.
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After the low-level vibration test, the MDA welded
joints are subjected to X-ray checks to detect any latent manu-
facturlng defects. A dye penetration check may be performed
if there is a questionable X-ray result.
Wiring continuity checks are performed to verify
end-to-end continuity between the two MDA aectlons. The dis-
play and control circuit in the MDA conalste of an Ffl)Apressure
transducer and a readout of the RM pressure transducer. An
electrical interface simulator is used to simulate Interfaces
so the display in the MDA can be verified.
The middle MDA sectlon>fluld umblllcala that inter-
face with the MDA radiator section are connected to a pneumatic
console. The upper MDA_fluld umbillcal8 that interface with
the RM, LM, and CSM are capped. A gaseous nltrogen/hellum
mixture is used to pressurize the fluid lines. A leak-rate
detector test is performed on all plumbing connectors.
The upper MDA docking port hatches are closed and
secured. A MDA radiator master gauge or prototype is attached
to the aft opening of the middle MDA. The master gauge is
equipped with a gasket to make the connection air tight, The
master gauge is provided with a fitting to allow a pressure
llne connection. The MDA is pressurised to 6 psig with a GN2/
GH e mixture, A leak detector check is performed around all
hatches and around the middle MDA plate. After stabilization,
a pressure decay check is performed over a two-hour time period.
The MDA radiator master gauge is removed from the
MDA. A docking collar and pressure simulator Is in its
dolly and positioned at one of the docking ports, The docking
collar and pressure simulator is docked with one of the MDA
docking ports and probe and latch adjustments are performed.
A mixture of GN2 and GHe Is used to pressurize the docking
collar to 6 pslg, A leak rate detector teat is performed around
the docking collar. A pressu_:e decay test over a time span of
two hours is used to evaluate the leak rate, The same test Is
performed on the remaining four MDA docking ports.
The MDA is rotated and cleaned of all foreign material.
Mass property simulators are installed in the MDA to simulate
the experiment packages and to evaluate fit and clearance.
Weight and balance is determined and the MDA is prepared for
shipment,
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This summary is based on a mission conflgvrstion
where all HDA experiments are stored and are not operable from
the MDA. Recent studies indicate that it may be feasible and
desirable to operate some experiments on the MDA. This would
require that actual experiments rather than mass slmulator$ be
installed and checked out at PIF.
Critical spare subsystem or assemblies are verified
at the system level by replacing actual MDA flight hardware with
the available spares. Following the spares checkout, the MDA
is reconflgured with the flight hardware that was removed and
all systems are reverlfled prior to shipment to KSC.
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3.2.2 P_F Checkout Flow Dia_rem for the MDA - The flow
diagram (figure 3) is presented to illustrate the recommended
method of h_plementlng and satisfying the test requirements at
MSFC.
3.2.3 Test Requlrement Sheets - Table II defines specific
blocks of the AAP 2 flow diagram for MSFC operation. Each
sheet is identified by the flow block title and number.
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-_, .... T,_able %_I,.._est Raquir_ment Sheets for Figu_.re 3
E
Pase _i
O_C_EVE! To verify workmanship during MDA docking collar section assembly
LOCATION: MgFC
PERSONNEl.: TP,S
TIldE SPANx Cont tnuoua through manl, facturing
AGENCY SUPPORTI TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PRE PARATXDNS:
Tests and inspections are performed after each major assembly process.
OPERATIONS:
During the assembly of the docking collar section, cable harness, and
plumbing lines, clearance and fit checks are performed. After plumbing
line installation Is complete, a leak check is performed to verify all
connections. Following the installation of the wiring harness, a contin-
uity and megger check is performed.
CRrJ_RZA FOR SUCCESSz
The assembled carrier will meet the clearance specifications.
and wiring will conform to the available specifications.
L
The plumb in_
SUPPORT RRQUIREMEN_S :
COMMOD ITIE S •
GN 2
EQUZPI_NT: MDA checkout set, pressure console, pressure lines,
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_le 11. (CeL_.)
Visual Inspection of Assembled MDA Docking
CollAr Section
Page 52
FLOW BIDCZ
NO. A 5.2
OBJECTIVE : Verify that the docking collar section is ready to mate with the
center section,
LOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNE L: TB S
TIME SPAN: 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The MDA docking collar section is installed in a handling fixture and
the work access platform is positioned around the carrier. Environ-
mental and cleanliness controls are adhered to at all times in accordance
with the applicable specifications,
OPERATIONS:
A visual check of cable and plumbing routing for clearance and tension
is made. A visual inspection of the MDA docking collars is performed
to verify the installation of all fasteners.
CRITERIA FOR S_CCESSZ
Verify that all docking collar fasteners are installed.
of plumbing and electrical wiring lines.
Verify routing
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'eS :
CO.MMODITIE S : None
EQUIPMENT: MDA docking collar section handling fixture, work access
platform
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TEST TITLE: MDA Center Sectlou Visual Inspection
P,le 9)
FLOW BLO_
NO, A5.3
OBJECTIVE : To verify that the center MDA section is ready for mating to the
forward section
lOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The MDA center section is mounted in a dolly.
for entry into the center section.
Access ladders are used
OPERATIONS:
A visual inspection is made of the wiring harnesses as well as the
plumbing lines. Routing and clearance is verified. The attachment
points between the MDA and wiring harness and between the MDA and the
plumbing lines are checked for damage.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SSI
The center section is ready to mate.
SUPPORT REQDT.REMEN_£S :
COMMDDITIES : None
EQU_NT: MDA transportation dolly, access ladder
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Table II. (Cont.)
TITLE: Mate Upper and Center Sections of the MDA
pper and center MDA sections
Page 54
LOCATION I M _%rFC
FERSOICNEL: _ TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 hours
AGENCY SUPP(kRT_ TBS
TASK DESCRIPT_DN
PREPARATIONS:
The center I_DA section is raounted in its handling fixture. The upper
MDA se:tlon is positioned above with an overhead crane. A work access
platfo/'m is positioned around the top of the center IdDA section.
OPERATIONS:
The upper MDA is lowered and attached to the center section. Fit and
alignment between the two sections Is verified.. The interface bolts are
torqued to the specified value.
CRITERIA FOR S_CCESSI
Proper mating of the two sections
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS:
CO.MMEDIT_ES: None
EQUZPMENT: MDA handling fixture, overhead crane, work accesa platform,
torque wrench
• m _ , _ • _
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Table II. (Cont.)
TEST TTTLE: Connect Interface Plumbing and Electrical Lines
Page 55
FLOW BU)CK
NO, A 5.5
OBJECTIVE |
L
Functionally mate the upper two |ections of the MDA
LOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPAN1 4 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TB S
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATT.ONS:
Work platforms are installed in the center section. Environmental and
cleanliness controls are adhered to at all times in accordance with the
applicable specifications.
OPERATIONS:
Interfacing electrical connectors are inspected and connected. Interfacing
plumbing lines are inspected _nd connected. Checks for tension and
clearance are performed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Mating of interfacing connections
SUPPORT REQDT_REMEN_CS :
COMMDDTT_E S : None
EQ_NT= Portable work platforms, overhead crane
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TEST TITLE:
_ble IX. (Cont.)
Low Level Vibration Test
PaRe 56
..... RJm,,_,rI
FI_0W BIOCX
ND. A 5.6
OBJECTIVE: Vibrate the MDA to verify that no latent manufacturing defects
exist
LOCATION: • MSFC
PERSONNEL: TB S
TIME SPAN: 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TB S
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PRE PARATXONS:
The MDA is attached to the shaker table by an adapter fixture. Mass
accelerometers are connected to the carrier at specified points. The
accelerometer outputs are connected to the signal conditioners and
displayed on recorders.
OPERATIONS:
The shaker is energized and the frequency and amplitude is varied over
the specified range. The accelerometer outputs are recorded to verify
amplitude and frequency st selected locations on the MDA structure.
CRI_RZA FOR SIIC(_8St
No latent manufacturing defects
SUPPORT I_QUIREI_NTS :
COHMDDITIE S : None
EQ_XPI_NT= Sprlng-msss accelerometer and associated GSE, hand tools,
shaker table, recorder, overhead crane
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TE ST TITI_
Table If° (Cont.)
Verify Weld Integrity of MDA
Page 57
FLOW BLOCK
NO.A 5.7
OBJECTIVEI To check all welded Joints following the vlbr_tion test
LOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PRE PARAT_L)NS :
The MDA is installed in its handling fixture. A work access platform is
positioned around the MDA. The X-ray equipment is verified to be in opera-
tional readiness.
OPERATIONS:
The X-ray equipment is positioned so that every weld can be X-rayed.
The X-ray pictures are evaluated for flaws. Any questionable weld is
dye checked to determine if the weld has a crack. Plumbing lines are
checked for rupture and loose fittings.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCZSSZ
Verify that all welds are flight ready.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
CO-_DITS:S: X-ray film
EqOL_NT= X-ray equipment, dye check equipment, handling fixture, work
access platform
i
I .........
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Table II, (Cont.)
_ST TITLE_, Electr_cal Continuity Checks
Page 58
FLOW BLOCZ
_. _, 5.8
OBJECTIVE! Verify end to end continuity of the MDA cable harness
LOCATION: MSFC - 4708
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANx 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT f TB S
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PP,E PARATZONS :
All wire harnesses are installed. The MDA sections are electrically mated.
0 PERATIONS:
A MDA checkout set is used to verify continuity and adequate isolation.
The MDA grounding system is checked.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSZ
Wiring shall be in accordance with the applicable drawings and specifications
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'_S :
COMMDDITXK S: None
EQUIPMENT MDA Checkout Set, VOM, bridge
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Table II.. (Cent.)
TEST TITI_: Display and Control Checks FLOW BI/)I_[_
ND. A 5.9
OBJECTIWE, Verify display and control functions for correct response ........
{
!
LOCATTON: MSFC - 4708
IPERSONNEL: TBS
ITIME SPANt 4 hours
'AGENCY SI/PPORT I TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARAT_ONS :
External ground power is applied to the MDA distributor.
OPERATIONS: D
The MDA pressure transducer and associated circuitry is checked for prope_
level at ambient. The MDA display of the RM pressure is checked out by
!
applying simulated signals at the electrical interface simulator.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS!
D&C operation in accordance with the CEI and ICD specifications
SUPPORT REQULREMEIq'CS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQUL=_NT= Interface electrical simulator, ground power console, MDA
checkout set
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Table II. (Carat.)
T_ST TITLE: Plumbing Leak Checks
Page 60
'OBj-ECI_IVEz Leak check all fh,id lines, fittings and connectors
:1_OCA't_mON: MSFC
iPERSONNEL. TBS
TI}IE SPAN: 8 hours
_AOENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PREPARATIONS:
The _A is in its holding fixture. The necessary GN2/GH e supply lines are
connected to the middle MDA fluid umbillcals. The upper MDA fluid umbill-
cals are capped.
OPERATIONS:
The MDA fluid lines are pressurized to the specified value. A leak detector
check is performed on all plumbing connectors, fittings and quick disconnects
A pressure decay check is done in accordance with CEI specifications.
CRITERIA FOR SIICCESSZ
The leak rate detector results will be within the allowable limits
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
CO-W_MODITIES: GN2/GH e mixture
EQUIPMENT,, Pneummtlc console, pressure lines, pressure gauge, leak rate
detector
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_IIST TITLE :
i
Page 6]
'liable II. (Cont.)
MDA Pressure and Leak Check FIJDW BIL)CZ
ND. A 5. ii
_)BJ-ECTIVE_ :
LOCATION:
PERSONNE. L •
'TIME SPAN:
Leak check M13A and verify compatibility w|th the radiator section
MSFC - 4708
TBS
16 hours
}AGENCY SUPPORTI TBS
ITASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARATIONS :
A master gauge radiator plate is installed on the middle MDA. The upper
MDA docking port hatches are closed.
OPERATIONS :
The master gauge radiator plate installation is used to verify bolt hole
allngment and fit. In addition, the plate is equipped with a Schrader valve
to facilitate pressurization of the MDA.
The MDA is pressurized to 6 psig using a GN2 /GHo mixture. All five docking
port hatches are leak checked. The center _A to upper MDA interface is
leak checked. The MDA to master gauge is leak checked. After pressure
stabilization, a one-hour pressure decay check is accomplished.
CRITERIA FOR SUCO_SS!
Leakage rates shall be within allowable limits.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITTR.S: GN 2/GH e mixture
EQU_MENT_ Leak rate detector, master gauge radiator plate, pressure con-
trol console, pressure lines, pressure gauges
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Table II. (Gont.)
;TEST TITLE: Docking Collar Fit and Leakage Check FlEW BlECK
i NO. A5 12
IOtt,I'E_CTIV_2_ Fit cheek each docking port on the I_A and perform leak check
iLOCA'IqDN" MSFC - 4708
!PERSONNELS TBS
=TIME SPAN: 16 hours
IAGENCY SUPI_ORT: '['BS
ITASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS :
The MDA is in its rotational handling fixture. The five docking port
hatches are closed. The docking collar and pressure simulator is in its
dolly and positioned to one of the docking ports. The dummy radiator
plate is removed. The work platform coarse height adjustment is per-
formed.
OPERATIONS:
The docking collar pressure simulator is docked to the MDA port. Probe
and latch adjustments are accomplished. Ground pressure is applied to
the simulator with the Internal valve open allowing simultaneous pressuri-
zation of the simulator and the docking port to the closed hat(:h. A leak
check is performed on the closed hatch from inside the MDA and at the
interface. Each docking port is checked in the same manner.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS|
Docking interfaces and leakage rates shall be it. accordance with the
requirements of the CEI and ICD.
COMMODITIES : GN2/t GH e
EQUIPMENT: Docking collar and pressure simulator, leak rate detector,
ground pressure lines, pressure gauge
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Table II. {Coat.)
TEST TITLE: Install and Fit Check Experiments or Simulators
Page 63
_0BJE CTIVE :
iLOCATION: MSFC - 4708
PERSON_E L: TB S
ITIME St'AN; 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
Verify experiment mounting fit and clearance.
property tests.
Prepare for mass
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARAT_ONS:
All experiments (or experiment simulators) are moved to the test area.
OPERATIONS:
All experiments are installed. If experiments are not delivered to PIF,
the experiment prototypes or slze/shape/weight simulators are installed
for fit and clearance checks. Experiments remain installed for mass pro-
perty checks in block A5.15.
CRI_RIA FOR SUCCESS:
Fit and clearance shall be as defined by applicable ICD specification
_UPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
CO!_40DIT_ES : None
Experiment handling GSE - TBS
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Table II. (C_t.)
!TEST TITLE : Critical Spares Checkout
ND. A 5.14
t
_ UE C_-v_: To verify system after major (crltical spares) components have been
changed.
LOCATION: MSFC
_ERSONNEL! TBS
_IME SPAN; TBS
_GENCY SUPPORT; TBS
_TASK DE SCRIPT]DN
PREPARATIONS:
After the system has been functionally checked out (mechanical and elec-
trical), major components as identified by the critical items list will be
replaced.
OPERATIONS:
Reverlfy system integrity by functionally checking out system using same
test procedures and test equipment.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Successful completion of testing by reveriflcstion of system, after replace-
ment of major components with spare items.
SUPPORT REQU_R_EN_£S :
COMMDDZT_E S : TBS
EQ_NT = TBS
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Table II. (Cent.)
TEST TITIY! Determine Mass Properties FLOW BIX)(_K
I_U. A 5.15
_OBJECTIVE : Verify that weight and CG is in accordance with spec_,flcatlons
i
LOCA'I'ION: MSFC - 4752
'PERSONNEL" TBS
ITIME SPANs 16 hours
!A_lqCY SUPPORTs TBS
iTASK DE SCRXFT3DN
PRE PARATTENS:
The MDA is moved to Building 4752.
OPERATIONS:
The MDA is weighed and CG is determined in both the horizontal and vertlcal
position by a three point load cell suspension.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSt
Weight and CG is determined.
,SUPPORT REQIIIREMEN'CS :
COMMD DITIE S : No ne
EQUIPMENT: Weight and balance fixtures, load cells
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3.3 KSC Oper___ti_ons This section presents the recommended
method of implementing tile test requirements for AAP 2 at KSC.
The section is divided into three parts: a narrative summary
of the prelaunch checkout flow, a flow block diagram, and
a set of test requirement 8beets which describe each block
of the flow diagram in detail.
3.3.1 C,eneral Sum,.ar I
3.3.1.1 Nose Cone and SLA - The nose cone and SLA follow
the normal Apollo flow with the exception of the fit check
described in the AM/MDA section (3.3.1.4).
3.3.1.2 -__ - The S-IVB follows the normal Apollo flow
in the KSC industrial area (VAB) with the following additions:
a. The OWS passivationmodiflcatlon is subjected
to a power off verification of interface loads.
Continuity and network checks are performed in
the VAB.
q
b. The thermal paint patterns are applied.
c. The OWS paasivation mod is checked out with
the IU as described under the LP activities.
3.3.1.3 IU - The IU follows the normal Apollo flow with
the following additions:
a. The OWS passivatlon modification is checked
out for en._rnl °_g"_l d _'_-_''_'-- interface
loads and continuity in the VAB.
b. The IU computer program software is checked
out at VAB,
c. The OWS passlvation mod is checked out with
the S-IVB as described under LP activities,
3.3.1.4 AM/MDA - The AM/MDA has the most significant
impact on KSC requirements, No comparable Apollo flow exists.
The AM is received in five sections: four truss
members and the tunnel section. Receiving inspection is per-
formed on the individual sections. No functional receiving
tests are performed.
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The AM members are assembled on the McDonnell
provided AM handling dolly which has been modified to accom-
modate the mated AM/MDA. Inprocess assembly tests included
verification of continuity between the truss electrical
connections, leak check of the fluid lines and fittings,
visual inspections of the machined mating surfaces and mechanical
alignment cheeks.
The MDA is received in two sections. Each section
is inspected and the upper MI_A I8 mated to the radiator section
on the MDA transporter.
The MDA is mated with the AM on the AM handling
dolly. Inprocess checks consist of a visual inspection of
the mating surfaces and verification of alignment, fit and
clearance. Prior to electrically mating the AM and MDA, the
interface loads and power and control circuit continuity is
verified.
The AM/MDA is transported on the handling dolly
to the east integration (Stokes) stand where an AM/MDA/SLA/
nose cone fit, alignment and clearance check is performed.
Following the fit checks, the SLA and nose cone are released
to follow the normal Apollo prelaunch checkout flow.
The area formed by the closed forward AM hatch
and the closed MDA docking port hatche_ is pressurized to
approximately 5.7 pslg. A pressure dec:ay check is performed
and each hatch and the AM to MDA interface is leak checked.
The airlock (center compartment) of the AM is then pressurized
and a pressure decay and leak check Is performed on the for-ward
and aft AM hatches.
Pressure is vented and all AM docking collars
are verified for probe and latch adjustment, alignment and
leakage using the docking collar and pressure simulator.
All but the forward docking port Is checked (will be docked
with AAP I CSM).
The AM/MDA systems are functionally verified
(location change checkout) using carry near GSE and inter-
face simulator. This series of tests consist of combined
single point ground verification, mass quantity measurement
system calibration, power system functional, LSS and thermal
control functional, instrumentation calibration and functional,
television functional, and D&C verification.
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@
The AM/MDA is moved to the vicinity of the CSM
altitude chamber and mated with the AAP I CSM in the chamber
via umbilical extensions. The LM&SS is also connected to
the MDA via marriage cables. The AAP 1 C,_M has already been
checked out (AAP i prelaunch checkout flow). AM/MDA to CSM
power, communications and D&C interface checks are performed.
Total cluster configuration interfaces are verified by use
of 'an S-IVB/RM/ATM simulator. This series of checkouts
culminates in a compressed time cluster mission simulation
wit_ all experiments operating in the on-orbit mode and
sequence. EMC monitoring is performed througho_it the mission
simulation. The CSM is controlled by ACE-S/C GSE. The
MSOB-PCM ground station is used to record all telemetry data.
The cluster and GSE umblllcals are disconnected.
The AM/MDA is moved to the modified AM inverting fixture,
inverted and raised above the CSM in the chamber. The AM/MDA
is lowered to the CM and soft and hard docking is accomplished.
The CM is pressurized to 5 pslg and the AM/MDI_ to 3 pslg.
Pressure is equalized by the equalization valve and a leak
check is performed across the interface. Probes and latches
are adjusted.
Pressure Is relieved, the AM/MDA is raised clear
of the altitude chamber and lowered to the inverting fixture.
The AM'MDA is inverted and moved to the handling dolly.
All stored experiments are mounted on the AM/MDA
experiment truss. Following receiving inspection on the solar
panels, they are installed in the AM. The AM/MDA is rotated
and cleaned, weighed and the center of gravity is determined.
The completed AM/MDA is moved to the east integration stand
where S/C assembly is accomplished in accordance with the
normal Apollo flow.
3.3.1.5 Launch Pad Activities - Basically the Isttnch
pad activities follow the normal Apollo flow with the following
additions :
a. Shortly after the erection of the IU and
S-IVB, a system checkout of the OWS passivation,
modifications are performed.
b. AM/MDA operations performed at the launch
pad include :
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- Final calibration of the mass quantity
measurement system
- Leak check of cryogenic systems
- ECS and coolant checks
- F.VA communication checks
The MSOB PCM _round station is used in conjunc-
tion with carry nenr CSE on the MSS. Trans-
mission is via a parasitic antenna mounted on
the MSS.
c. After the mating of the AM boot with the
OWS dome, the aft AM hatch is closed and the aft
compartment is pressurized. A leak check is
performed at the boot to dome interface.
d. During the Apollo RF open loop test, the
telemetry and communication systems are energized
and compatibility with the ground tracking
stations is verified. EMC monitoring is per-
formed during this test.
e. During the precount period, cryogenic ser-
vicing is completed, time sensitive experiments
and crew provisions are installed, and final
housekeeping checks are completed.
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3.3.2 Prelaunch Checkout and Launch Pad Activities Flow
Dia_ra m - The flow diagram (figure 4) presents the rec_mnended
i flow of checkout operations _t KSC for the various ele,_ents of
AAP 2.
Time functional reference should be made to 2.2.2 for
interface and timellne requirements.
3.3.3 Test Requirement Sheets- The following sheets
(Table III) define specific blocks on the AAP 2 flow diagram
for KSC operations. Each sheet is identified by the flow block
title and number.
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Table lll. Test .Re_uireme_t__.Sh,lts for Fl_,ura 4 .......
Receive and Inspect AM Truss Hodules, Forward FIX)',,/ BLOCK i
Section and Tunnel Section ND, A 4.1 thru A4._
o B,,IEC'rIVE:
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
AGENCY SUPPORT_ TBS
Verify those items under inspection are to the latest engineering
configuration and that no damage has occurred during packaging
and shipping.
KSC-MSOB (AM work area)
TBS
32 hours
TASK DE SCRIFTIDN
PREPARATIONS:
All ddcuments accompanying the AM modules are reviewed for latest con-
figuration and accuracy. The AM truss modules and forward section
are raised from the shipping containers using the overhead crane,
Inspection and damage check is performed while suspended. The tunnel
section is inspected in the transport dolly.
0 PE RATIONS :
A visual examination is performed on all modules to assure that no
shipping damage has occurred, Special emphasis is given to an inspec-
tion of the AM/MDA mating surface, the truss attachment points, the
exterior ECS cannister, the exposed components mounted on the equip-
ment trusses, and the electronics module. All t_nlts are inspected
to latest engineering documentation. Cleanliness and environmental
controls are maintained.
CRX_ERIA FOR gOCCESSI
Units are in proper conflguration and no transportation or shipping
damage has occurred.
A ,
SUPPORT REQD'IP,EMEKCS :
CO.MMDDXT_ES : None
EQUIP}_NT_ Handling equipment, transporter, work access platforms,
crane, hand tools, and slings
MARTIN ltlARIrr'rA O011rlJOIIATIOR
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Table III. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Receive and Inspect MDA
Page 73
FI_0W BLOCK
ND. A 4.4
O B_E CTIVE !
LOCA'F_ON:
PERSONNEL
TI_4E SPANs
AGENCY SUPPORT:
Verify those items under inspection are to the latest engineering
configuration and that no damage has occurred during packaging
and shipping.
KSC-MSOB (MDA transporter)
TBS
32 hours
Tl_ s
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_3NS :
All documents accompanying the MDA are reviewed for latest configura-
tion and accuracy. The MDA is inspected on the MDA transport.
O PERA?ZONS :
A thorough visual inspection is performed to assure that no transpor-
tation damage has occurred. Plumbing lines and electrical connectors
are inspected and mechanical operation of all hatches is verified.
The AM/MDA mating surface is examined for damage and cleanliness.
MDA is inspected to latest engineering documentation. Cleanliness and
environmental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
MDA is in proper configuration and no transportation damage has
occurred.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIPMENT Hand tools, portable lighting, MDA transport, work access
platform, handling equipment
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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TE ST T_TI_ :
Table III. (Cont.) ........
Receive and Inspect Experiments
Pag, 74
FLOW BLOO_
ND. A 4.5
0 B/E CTIVE t
LOCA'Iw.ON:
PERSONNE L:
TIME SPAN:
Verify experiments to acceptance documentation. Verify no
damage has occurred during packaging and Hhtpptng.
I
KSC-MSOB (Experiment accommodations area)
TBS
40 hours (total)
AGENCY SUPPORT: Principal Investigator
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PREPARATIONS :
All documentation accompanying the experiments are reviewed for latest
confl_tration and accuracy. The experiments are removed from the shipping
containers.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough inspection of the experiments is performed. All electrical
connectors are inspected for bent pins and foreign particles. Fluid
lines are inspected for evidence of damage. No functional checkouts
are performed at this time. Cleanliness and environmental controls
are maintained.
CRI_3_RIA FOR SUCCESSt
There shall be no evidence of damage, deterioration or contamination.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENUeS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQ UT/rMENT= Experiment handling equipment
MARl"IN MARIET'rA OORPORATION
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[-TEST TITLe. : Assemble AM/_A, Lower and Upper SI'.A and
Nose Cone
Pa_e 75
FLOW BUICK
ND. A 4.6
OBJECTIVE! Verlfy fit and clearance.
IDC_T_N: KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stand)
PERSONISE L: TBS
TII_ SPAN: 32 hours
ACING"/ SUPPORT _ TB S
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The lower SLA is in the east integration stand. The AM/MDA is lifted
from i:s transport dolly. All mounting pads are cleaned and inspected.
The upper SLA and nose cone are prepared for matlu_.
OPERATIONS:
The AM/MDA is lowered to the SLA LM attach point. Verification of
alignment is performed during this procedure. Carriers are secured
at the mounting pads. The upper SLA is lifted with a crane and placed
on the lower SLA. Verification of clearance and alignment of carriers
is performed. The upper SLA is secured at mounting pads. The nose
cone is mounted on the upper SLA and mated.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Fit and alignment shall be in accordance with the requirements of ICD
and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_fS:
CO._MDD_T_ES: None
EQUIPMENT= Crane, work access platforms, hand tools, AM/MDA transport
dolly and slings,
MARTIN MARIETTA OOR@OI_?ATION
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r
ITEST TITLE:
. '_rrib.! e..II'I ,____ Cont.)
Perform Alignment Check of AM/MDA and SLA
Psg, 76
FLOW BU)_K
ND. A4.7
0 B.TECTIVE : Verify alignment of AM/MDA to SLA.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stsnd)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN! Done in conjunction with A4.6
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PRE PARATIONS :
All preparations for this task are performed in flow block no. A4.6.
0 PERA:VIONS:
The critical clearances are verified. Particular attention is given
to the clearance getween the MDA ports and the upper SLA and between
the exterior profile of experiment and equipment mounted within the
annulus space formed by the AM, IU and dome.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Clearance shall be in accordance with the requirements of ICD and
CEI specifications
SUPPORT REQUIREI_N_CS :
COMMODITIES : None
EQUIPMENT : Gauges and work access platform
MJli_TIN itf_Rlln'7"r_ O01IPOR_TIOiV
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Table III. (Cont.)
*TEST TITLE: Conduct Experiment Pre-lnstallation Test FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 4.8
OBJECTIVE: Provide final pre-installatlon checkout, alignment and calibra-
tion of the experiments
]_CATION: KSC-MSOB (Experiment Accommodation Area)
PERSONI_L: TBS
TIldE SPANz TBS
A(_NCY SUPPORT| Principal Investigator or experiment contractor
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
TBS
OPERATIONS:
All experiments ar_ checked out in the experiment accommodations area
prior to installatlon. Final calibrations, adjustments and sllgnments
are performed as defined in section 6.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Experiments shall perform in accordance with the requirements of ICD
and CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
CO-_'K)DITIE S : TB S
EQUIPMENT.' TBS
I
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I
TEST TITL_.I! Pressurize and Leak Check AM/MDA
(
Ps_e 7B
FLOW BLD_
NO. A 4.9
OBJECTIVE! Verify that AM/MDA leakage rates are within specifications.
LOCATTDN: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
T]_4E SPAN! . 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTZDN
PRE PARATTENS :
The forward AM hatch is opened and the aft hatch 18 closed and secured.
All MDA hatches are closed. The facility nitrogen lines are connected
to the AM fill line. Work and access platforms are positioned around
the AM/MDA.
OPERATIONS:
The AM/MDA is pressurized to 5.7 pslg and stabilized. A pressure decay
check is performed. A leak check is performed on the MDA docking port
hatches and the aft AM hatch using the bubble method. The pressure
is vented and the forward docking port hatch of the MDA is opened and
the forward hatch of tbe AM is closed and secured. The center compart-
ment of the AM Is pressurized and the forward hatch is leak checked.
The pressure is vented and the facility pressure llne is disconnected.
All AM/MDA hatches are closed. Cleanliness and environmental controls
are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SVC_BS!
Leakage and decay rates shall be in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS:
COMMDDZTIES: N 2
i
_- .
E_L-_NT _ Pressure control console, work and access platforms,
pressure umbillcals, leak detector and hand tools
MARTIN MARIIfT'YA OORPORAYION
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Table III. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE; Sequentially Perform MDA Docking and Leak Check
Across all Side Docking Collars
]Pane 79
FLOW BI£)_
ND. A 4.10
OEIECTI%_ :
| , , ,,, .....
Verify that all side docking collars fit, alignment and leakage
rates are within specifications
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 32 hours
AGENU_SUPPORT; TBS
TASK DESCRIFTTDN
PREPARATIONS:
The AM/MDA combination is located on the handling dolly. A work access
platform is positioned around the MDA. The docking collar and pressure
simulator is attached to an overhead crane and raised to the MDA side
docking port level. All MDA hatches are closed and secured.
OPERATIONS:
The docking collar and pressure simulator is positioned to dock with
one of the MDA side docking ports. "X", "Y" and "Z" alignment is veri-
fied. Soft and hard docking is accomplished and the MDA docking port
is pressurized through the simulator with the MDA hatch closed. A
leak check is performed at the interface point. This test is then re-
peated for all docking ports except the forward port. The simulator
is removed and stored at the completion of test. Cleanliness and en-
vironmental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCSSSt
MDA docking collar fit, alignment and leakage shall be in accordance
with the requirements of the CEI specification.
SUPPORT R_QIFIREMENTS :
COMMDD_'TXE S : N 2
EQULm_NT: Work access platform, pressure control console, leak
detector, docking collar and pressure simulator, hand
tools, and AM/MDA dolly
ltfAR'I'IN llfAIIIIl"rA OORIBOIIATIOiil
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(2)
LOCAT'/DN. • KSC -MSOB
AGENCY SUPPORT, TBS
ITASK DE SCRIPTTEN
Pmsm 80
Table Ill. (Cont.)
Perform Interface Cable Check of AM/MDA FLOW BLOCK
Perform Single Point Ground Test NO. A 4.11
A 4.12
,J j ,
OBJECTIVE: Verify interfaces prior to electrical mating and verify com-
bined single point ground
(AM Work Area)
PRE PARATT.ONS:
The cable and network checkout unit is installed In series with the
power interface between the AM and MDA.
OPERATIONS :
The AM power buss is energized from ground power. AM to MDA power
distribution and control is verified by operating the AM control panel
and verifying proper power distribution by light indications on the
cable and network checkout unlt. The AM inverter is energized and
phase rotation checks are performed. The checkout unit is removed and
the AM/MDA connectors are mated. A combined AM/MDA single point ground
test is performed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
All power interfaces shall be in accordance with the applicable ICD.
Combined AM/MDA single point ground shall be in accordance with the
requirements of the CEI and ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS :
COMMDDITIE S: None
EQUZPMENT: Work platforms, MDA checkout set, cable and network
checkout unit, power sequence system control and monitor
group*, power system ground control unit* and VOM.
ltfARTIN MAIIIrI'TA O01ePORATION
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'_.ST TITI_ : Perform Mass Oltantity Circuitry Test FLOW BI_
NO, A 4.13
OBJECTIVE t Calibrate and verify performance of mass quantity measurement
system.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTTDN
PRE PARATT.ONS:
Facility H e lines are connected to the fill lines of the cryogenic
storage spheres.
OPERATIONS:
The 02 probes are meggered and a capacitance bridge is connected to the
probes. The 02 sphere is purged with He gas. The internal bridge is
calibrated and performance is verified by unbalancing the GSE leg of
the bridge. This operation is repeated for the remaining mass quan-
tity measurement circuits in the cryogenic storage spheres. Cleanli-
ness and environmental controls are maintained.
CRITERZA FOR SUCCESSI
The mass quantity measurement circuits shall perform in accordance
with the applicable specification. Circuit calibration shall be ac-
complished.
_ -- , , , J ,,
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
COMMDDIT_ES: H e gas
EqOIPMENT = Indicator kit, mass quantity*, test console*, pressure
control console, work and access platforms, capacitance
bridge and meggar.
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Table lll. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Perform Plumbing Leak Check of 02, N2 _nd }I2
Systems
PaSe 82
FIDW BtDCX
NO. A4.]. 4
OB/ECTIVE =
, i ,,,, _
Verify leakage rates of the AM/MDA plumbing system are within
specifications.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTZON
PRE PARATIONS:
Facility He supply lines are connected to the fill line of the AM
02, N2 and H2 systems, All outlet valves internal to the AM'MDA are
closed.
OPERATIONS:
The plumbing lines are pressurized to 5.7 pale and a leak detector
check :is performed on all connections and fittings internal to the
carriers. Interface connectors and quick disconnects are checked
for leakage. The necessary solenoids are energized so that all plumbing
line connections and fittings exposed to pressure and checked for
leakage, Cleanliness and environmental controls are maintained.
CRYTERZA FOR SUCCESSt
Plumbing leakage rates shall not exceed the requirements set forth in
the CEI specifications.
_SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS :
COMMODiTiES: H e gas
EQUZPI_NT'.' Pressure control console, leak rate tester*, and leak
de rector,
I_AI_TIN _ARII'rTA OORIBORATION
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.................................................e_ (C Ont_)
TEST TITle: Perform Electrical Functional of Life Support
System (LSS)
3B/ECTIVE: Verify that all electrical networks associated with the _IMDA
LSS are operable to required specifications.
b
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIldE SPAN: 4 hours
AGENG'Y SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
Facility power is connected to AM/MDA. A dry nitrogen line from
pneumatic console to AM 02, N2 fill llne is connected. The AM display
and control panel is manned.
OPERATIONS:
All the electrical hardware and control and monitor circuits associated
with Life Support System are checked out for operability and call-
bration; valves, pressure transducers, electric heaters, solenoids,
relays, regulators, cabin fans, heat exchanger, temperature sensors,
thermostat and L02 detector. Controls originating at the AM panel
are operated and responses are verified on the display panel. Visual
displays are supplemented with analog recording in the MSOB-PCM ground
station.
CRrI_RIA FOR SUC_SS:
All LS_ electrical networks shall function in accordance with appli-
cable specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
COMMODXTIES: Dry GN 2
-m ........
EQUIF_NT = Power panel, pressure control console, power sequence
system control and monitor*, power system ground control
unit*, and hand tools.
llfARTIlll llfAIIlirTl"A O011PORATION
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Table III. _Cont .___.........................................
TEST TITLEz Perform Electrical Function C/0 of 02 a,d 112 System FLOW BI/)(X
ND. _4.16
OBJECTIVE : Verify operation of presstsre transducer, flow transducer, _lud
valve operat Ion
LOCAT_DN: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TB S
TIME SPANt 4 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTt TBS
!TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
A dry nitrogen line is connected to the 02 and H 2 fill valves of the
AM. A vent llne is connected from the 02 and H 2 quick disconnects
of the AM. The AM power buss is energlzed. The CM D&C panel is
manned.
OPERATIONS:
The 0 2 and H 2 gas pressure is provided by ground supply. Transfers
are initiated from the AM control panel and the pressure, flow and
regulation is monitored on the AM display panel. Valve actuation and
cryogenic heater operation is verified. The AM to _M supply transfer
system operations is verified. Cleanliness and environmental controls
are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCGESSI
All electrical hardware associated with the AM/MDA 0 2 and H 2 systems
shall perform in accordance with ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS:
COMMODZTIES: GN 2
EQUIPMENT: Pressure control, power sequence system control and
monitor*, power system ground control unit*, and hand
tools.
_9
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Table III. (Cont._
Perform Leak and Functional C/O of AM Thermal
Control System
OBJECTIVE t Verify the performance of the AM thermal control system
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 8 hours
AOENCY SUPPORTx TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PREPARATIONS :
The coolant reservoirs are charged with the specified coolant,
OPERATIONS:
The operation of the low speed primary coolant loop is verified. All
fittings and connections are checked for leakage, The high speed
secondary coolant loop is operated and functional performance is
verified, Flow rates and regulation are evaluated against the appli-
cable specifications. The radiator by-pass loop and selector valve
operation is monitored. Downstream temperatures are recorded under
varying heat loads and control and regulation is evaluated. Clean-
liness and environmental controls are maintained,
CRITERIA FOR 5_CCEBSI
The thermal control system must perform in accordance with the require-
ments of the applicable specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COI_fldDDZT_ES: Coolant fluid
EQUZPI_NT = TBS
t
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Table III.
_--ST TTTI_i Perform D&C Functional C/O
(Cont.)
Pal, 86
OBJECTIVEI Verify tile AM/HA D&C system performance
LOCATIDN: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL .- TBS
Tl_IE SPANI 4 hours
IAGENCY S_JPPORT i TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is applied at the AM/MDA power buss. The AM tunnel is
manned for activation and monitoring of the D&C panel. The inter-
face simulator is required to simulate control functions of the ArM/
Rack, RM, LM&SS, IU/S-IVB and AAP 3 CSM.
OPERATIONS:
All AM/MDA control functions are initiated in sequence and the dis-
play panels on the AM/MDA and interface simulator are monitored for
correct responses. Control functions from other carriers to AM/MI)A
are initiated from the interface simulator and the AM display panels
are monitored for accurate displays.
CRrI_RIA FOR SIICCESSI
The AM displays and controls shall perform in accordance with the
applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
t
i
EQUIPMENT: Work access platform, MDA checkout set, AM tunnel ladder, ,
interface simulator, power sequence system control and
monitor* t power system ground control unit* __j
llfARTIlil lifARIITTA OORPORATIOIil
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] ST .......................................
TITLE_ Perform Instrumentation Converter Voltage Checks FLOW BIDCK
ND. A4.19
OEIECTIVEI Verify and adjust converter outputs.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPAN: 4 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TBS
tASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PRE PARAT_ONS :
Power is applied to the AM/MDA
OPERATIONS:
The +24 volt and +5 volt DC-DC converters are activated by the AM/MDA
control panel. The converter outputs are checked and adjusted to
specified values under a simulated load. Regulation, transients and
system noise will be evaluated during this test.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSZ
Voltage levels and regulation shall conform to design specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS :
COMMODTT_ES : None
EqUIPMeNT = Work access platform, AM tunnel ladder, load DC-DC con-
verter*
li#JiRTIlil IRJilI_IEITA OORPORATION
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TEST TITLE: TM Calibration
Pap 88
Table III. Cont.) ............................... C_ ................
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 4.20
OBSECTIVE :
i ,,
Verify performance and calibrate signal conditioner channels
LOCATT.0N: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANt 4 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTt TBS
,TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The instrumentation system is readied for prelaunch checkout. The
cables for prelaunch checkout and ground monitoring during flight
are connected to a break out box for easy accessibility and moni-
toring.
OPERATIONS:
Stimulus signals representative of the end instrument output are
applied to the appropriate signal conditioner input while the condi-
tioned output signal is monitored. Signal conditioner cards are
adjusted while high, low and nominal input stimuli are applied.
CRITERIA FOR SUC(_SSZ
All signal conditioner channels shall perform in accordance with the
requirements of the appropriate CEI specification. Verification that
power supply is within calibration.
!SUPPORT REQII]3_EMEI_CS :
i CO-_4DDTT_E S : None
I
" EQUIPIdENT
DVM, signal generator, vsrlable power supplies, tester-
PC cards*, test set-S/C instrumentation*
llfART'litl MARIET'rA O011PORAFION
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Table III. {Cont.)
TEST TITI_x Checkout of Spare Encoder Channels
\
Pmg, 89
FLOW BLDCX
_Do A4.21
OBJECTIVE! Verify functional performance of unused encoder channels
LOCAI_ON: KSC-MSOB (AM Work area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz I 4 hours
AOENC'_ SUPPORTI TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The encoder signal input is disconnected and a breakout box is inserted
between the cable and the encoder. The encoder output is monitored
in the MSOB PCM ground station via a landllne cable and llne driver.
The AM/MDA power buss is energized from ground power,
OPERATIONS:
0 to 5 volt stimulus signals are applied to the encoder input in I
volt increments while the system output is monitored in the ground
station. Encoding accuracy and channel noise are evaluated, This
operation is repeated for each unused channel of the encoder.
CRIY_RZA FOR SUCC_SSZ
All unused channels shall perform in accordance with the requirements
of the CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQ_N'CS:
COI_DXTIES: None
? EQUIPMENT= Variable precision power supply, breakout box, MSOB PCM
ground station, test set S/C instrumentation*, console
assembly - TM checkout and control* i
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Table 1£I. (Cont.)
_EST TITLE z Ambient Closed Loop Checkout of System
Transducers
 'aSe 90
OBJECTIrVEz Verify PCM output level with transducers at ambient condition.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNELz TBS
TI_E SPANt 4 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTS TBS
TASK DE SCRIFIIDN
PREPARATTENS:
Excitation voltage is applied to all AM transducers and to measure-
ment system. The MSOB-PCM ground station is connected by a landllne
link and llne drivers.
OPERATIONS:
All AM systems are energized. All AM instrumentation measurements
are recorded on analog recorders in the ground station. Recordings
are evaluated for proper ambient levels, indication of excessive system
noise and trace stability. (Dynamic recordings will be made during
mission simulation, block 4.29.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSZ
All ambient measurements will be in accordance with the limits defined
by appropriate CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQVIAEME_fS:
COMMODITIES: None
: EQ_I_NT:
!
MSOB-PCM ground station, console assembly - TM checkout
and control*
ltlAIITIN IIIIIIIPIITTA O011PORATION
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..... Table liT. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE.' Perform Functional Checkout of T.V, System FIk3W BLOCX
14D. A4.23
io_rECTZVE : Verify T.V. System
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL ! TBS
TI_4E SPAN; TBS
AQEN_ SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS :
Information not available in Phase C and will be supplied at a later
date.
O PE RATIONS :
CRITE_RIA FOR SOCCESSl
ISIJPPORT @QUIREMEN_CS :
CO_DIT_E S:
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table Z77. (Cont.)
p ........................................................
_EST TITLE: Connect all Cluster Umbilical Connections
Pago 92
FLOW BIZ)_
ND. A 4.24
OE,IECTIVE t Prepare for cluster checkout.
LOC_TTDN: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SP_ANI 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTt TBS
TASK DE SCRIFTIDN
PREPARATTENS:
The AM/MDA and Interface simulator are positioned outside the MSOB
altitude chamber with AAP I CSM inside the chamber. All carriers,
GSE and marriage umbilicals are inspected for bent pins and foreign
particles. Umbilical pin alignment is verified.
Note: Upon completion of AAP I LM&SS-CSM interface checkout, the
LM&SS Is reconfigured to support the cluster configuration test.
OPERATIONS:
All electrical and liquid umbi_Icals are connected to the CSM vla
marriage cables (umbilical ext_nslons), Carry near GSE is connected
to the AM/MDA. The ACE-S/C Is already connected to the CSM from
previous checkout operations. The interface simulator is mated to
the appropriate MDA docking port umbilicals and to the AM-OWS con-
nectors.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_8S:
All clustez connections shall be electrically and mechanically mated.
All support GSE shall be connected.
SUPPORT REQUIREI_eS:
i COMMDDXTIES: None
2
EQUZP}_NT= All GSE required for interface tests, Blocks 4.25 - 4.29
MARTIN MARIrTTA OORPORATION
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I
_E ST TXTLE :
Table III. (Cont .)
Perform All Power Distribution and Voltage
Checks (Cluster)
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 4.25
OB,_ECTIVE: Verify cluster power interfaces and clrcultry.
IX)CATTDN: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL t TB S
TIME SPANz 8 hours
AGENCY SEPPORT t TBS
TASK DE SCRXPTTDN
PRE PARAT_J_NS:
Energize all cluster power busses from ground power.
switches are set to normal position.
All cluster control
OPERATIONS:
Power transfer from the CSM to the AM/MDA is initiated. Voltage and
current measurements are made at the AM/MDA distributor to verify
proper voltage levels and phasing. Power is transferred from the ATM
rack section of the interface simulator to the AM/MDA and the voltage
level and phasing is verified at the AM distributor. Power from the
S-IVB solar panels is simulated by the interface simulator and trans-
ferred to the AM/MDA power busses. Voltage level and phasing is again
verified at the AM distributor.
CRITERIA FOR SECCESSt
The cluster interfaces shall perform in accordance with the appropriate
ICD requirements.
SUPPORT I_QUIREHEI_CS :
COM_K)DITIE S : None
EQUIPMENT= ACE-S/C, AM/MDA handling dolly, power sequence system
control and monitor group*, power system ground control
unit*, and interface simulator
llfAl_lr'lN lifAl_liT"l"A O01_POI_ATIOI_
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Table Ill. (toni .)
TEST TITLE" Perform Display and Control Interface Test
(Cluster)
PaSe 94
FIEW BlECE
ND. A 4.26
0 Ra-ECTIVE : Verify cluster D&C interfaces
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TB S
TIME SPAN; 6 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT Z TB S
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATY_3NS :
Ground power is applied to CSM. Both the CSM and AM are manned.
Work access platforms are made available for accessibility. Electri-
cal connection of interface simulator and AM/MDA to CSM are described
in A4.24.
OPERATIONS:
All controls on the CSM, AM/MDA and interface simulator (simulation
of_ATM/Rack/LM A/S, RM and S-IVB) are activated and the corresponding
displays verified for accurate response. All cluster displays and
controls are verified.
CRrI_RIA FOR SUCCESS:
All cluster interface D&C shall perform in accordance with the appli-
cable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
_q_NT= Work access platforms, power sequence system control
and monitor group*, power system ground control unit*,
ACE-S/C, interface simulator and MDA checkout set
IIIARTIN lifARIJrTTA OORIIORATION
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_ST TITLE :
Table III. (Cont.)
Voice Intercom Ch,ster Checkout
PaS* 95
FLOW BLOCZ
ND. A 4.27
OBJECTIVE! Verify hardllne links between the C_qM/AM/LM/MI)A.
[LOC_T_N: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
_PERSONNEL: TBS
T]34E SPANt 8 hours
A(_ NCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The voice intercom system is connected and simulators for the 124 A/S
and S-IVB audio centers are installed. The following audio centers
are manned: CSM, AM, LM A/S, and S-IVB.
OPERATIONS:
The communications system at each station is powered up. Communication
betwee:l the C_4-AM is verified for clarity and volume. The communi-
cation link between the S-IVB-AM/MDA and the LM-AM/MDA is verified
by using the interface simulator to simulate the S-IVB and LM carrier.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Audio hardline communications shall perform in accordance with the
applicable CEI and ICD specification.
ISUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS :
CO.MMDDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT: Test station - S/C communications*, headset microphone*,
power sequence system control and monitor** power system
ground control unit, and interface simulator.
MARTIN ?)#ARIETTA OORIiORATION
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_I_ST TITLE:
Table III. (Cont,)
Perform AM-SlVB Experiment Interface Tests FLOW BLOGK
ND, A 4.28
OBXECTIVE! Verify OWS experiment compatibility
LOCA'I_DN: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANz i0 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All power is supplied by ground power source. The OWS power cable
is activated. All experiments that are non-operatlve on the AM/MDA
truss are removed and connected to OWS power cable. This test is
performed in conjunction with the mission simulation.
OPERATIONS :
All experiments that interface with the AM/MDA data management, TV,
display and control or electrical power system are energized from the
OWS power cable in the mission sequence and in compressed time dura-
tion. All CM and AM/MDA systems are energized in mission sequence
while buss recordings are made in the PCM ground station. Operability
and compatibility are verified. All recordings are evaluated for
evidence of power transients, system noise and EMI/RFI.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
The experiments shall perform in a,-cordance with the requirements of
the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS :
COMMODiTiES: None
EQUIPMENT= Interface simulator and all GSE listed under A4.29.
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Table Ill. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Perform Compressed Time Mission Simulation
P,Se 97
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.29
iOB_II_CTIVE: Verify on-orblt sequence and configuration compatibility.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNE L: TB S
TIME SPANt Done in conjunction with A4.28
AGENCY SUPPORT t TBS
TASK I_SCRIPT_ON
PREPARATIONS:
CSM power is provided from the ground source, all experiments are
connected as described in A4.28. The CM, AM and interface simulator
are manned. CSM is under ACE-$/C control and the AM/MDA Is controlled
by carry near GSE. The MSOB-PCM ground station is activated.
OPERATIONS:
A complete mission simulation is performed with all on-orblt opera-
tions performed in the mission sequence but in compressed time. ATM/
Rack, LM A/S, RM, OWS interfaces are simulated. All instrumentation
is recorded in the MSOB-PCM ground station. EMC monitoring is performed
throughout the mission simulation.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SSZ
Total on orbit compatibility shall be verified in accordance with the
applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQDIREMENTS :
COMMODITIES: GN2, GO2, GH2, GHe, coolant fluid, experiment peculiar
commo4'ities
EQUIPMENT
F
ACE-S/C, experiment peculiar GSE, MSOB-PCM ground station, :
test station - S/C communications*, headset microphone*,
sequence system control and monitor group*, power system
control and monitor*, console time reference system*,
klt-pyrotechnlc checkout*, test set S/C instrumentation *!
console assembly - TM checkout and control*, fluid ser-
vicing GSE, and interface simulator
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TabJe llI. (Collu.)
TEST TITI._\: Perform MDA-CSM Docking and Ver[fy All Umbillcals
#aSs 98
Fmw I
NO. A4.30
OEIECTIVE: Verify AM/MDA-CSM docking interfaces.
LOCATION: _ KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNE_L; TBS
TIME SPAN" • 12 hours
AGENCY .%_PPORT! TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATT_ONS:
The AM/MDA is inverted and lifted using the McDonnell provided inverting i
fixture and overhead crane. The CSM is already in the altitude chamber, i
OPERATZONB:
The AM/MDA is lowered to the CSM using the overhead crane and auxiliary
posltloner. Soft and hard docking is accomplished and the probes and
latches are adjusted. The reactant resupply and electrical umbillcals
are dropped and mated to the CSM. Mechanical alignment measurements
are taken as described in A4.31.
CRITERIA FOR gOCCESSt
Soft and hard docking shall be in accordance with the applicable
CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
CO!_K)DITIES: None
EQUT.PMENTx AM/MDA inverting fixture, AM/MDA handling GSE
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....... Table III. (Cout.) .......
.........................
trust T_'z,_: Perform _--C_ A1ll_-_,e,,t"C,Te_k2-............. FmW,)m=
: ND. A 4.31
L
OBJECTIVE: Verify longitudinal alignment of CSM and AM/MDA.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL; TBS
TIME SPAN; 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTTDN
PREPARAT3DNS:
Install crew alignment sight on each window of the CSM.
manned.
The CSM is
O PE RATIONS:
The AM/MDA to CSM longitudinal axis alignment is verified.
alignment sight is adjusted by visual sighting.
The crew
CRrlERZA FOR SUCCESS!
The AM/MDA alignment shall be in accordance with the applicable ICD
and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
CO.MMODITIES: None
EQUY.PMZNT • TBS
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Table III. (Con t._....
TEST TITLE: Perform CSM-MDA Docking Collar Leak Test
Pig, 100
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A4.32
OBJECTIVE: Verify CSM-MDA docking collar leak rate is within tolerance.
LOCAT_0N: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANs 12 hot,rs
AGENCY SUPPORT Z TBS
YASK DE SCRIPTTON
PRE PARATIO _]S:
The forward MDA docking port hatch is closed.
OPERATIONS:
The CM is pressurized with the CM hatch open allowing concurrent pres-
surizatlon of the CM and the forward MDA docking collar port. This
area is pressurized to approximately 6 psi and a leak check is per-
formed across the docking interface. After pressure stabilizatlon,
a two hour pressure decay check is performed,
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSz
Leakage shall not exceed the limits specified in the applicable ICD
and CEI specifications.
9UPPORT REQUZREMEI_S :
t
CO._f)D_TIES : G0 2
!
EQUIPMENT; Pressure control coesole, leak detector, ground pressure
umbil Icals.
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J
IE2ECTIVE
Install AM/MDA Experiments FLOW BLO_
NO. A 4.33
Store experiments and experiment subsystems in the AM/MDA.
[_)CATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
rIME SPANs 32 hours
_GENGY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRXPT_DN
PREPARATIONS :
All experiments will be subjected to a final pre-lnstallatlon inspec-
tion, and where applicable, a final bench check and calibration.
OPERATIONS:
All experiments will be mounted in the applicable AM/MDA storage area
(See Table IX).
CRITERIA FOR SIICCESSZ
All experiments will be stored and secured in launch configuration.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_S:
COMMDDIT_ES: None
EQUZPI_NT= Experiment handling GSE
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i'_ST TITLE :
Table III.
Receive and Inspect Solar Panels
Page 102
(co.L.! ..........................
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 4.34
;OBJECTIVE :
!LOCATION.
,PERSONNEL:
:TIME SPANs
Verify solar panels to acceptance documentation and to latest
configuration. No physical damage during shipment.
KSC-MSOB (Experiment Accommodatlon Area)
TBS
8 hours
!AGENCY SUPPORT! Quality
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
All documentation accompanying the solar panels is to the latest con-
figuration. Clean and dust free place of receipt.
OPERATIONS:
Solar Array panels will be inspected for latest configuration and
visually inspected to assure no physical damage has occurred during
shipment.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SSI
Proper configuration. No physical damage.
:SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
t
1
: COMMODITIES: None
i
EQULm4ENT = Handling equipment
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Tal,le Ill. (ConE.)
t NO. A4.35
D]MI_CTIVE =
i
_LOC.,AT'r_ON:
_E RSONNE L =
r]24E SPANz
_GENL_f SUPPORT!
l, , , ,, , ,,, , , , L i
To verify functional operation of Solar Panels prior to installing
in AM.
KSC -MSOB
TBS
8 hours
TBS
tASK DESCRIPTTON
PREPARATIONS:
The solar arrays are deployed. A sun simulator is positioned so it
can stimulate each panel in the array.
t
OPERATIONS:
Verify proper operation of the solar array by monitoring the output
voltage and current.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSZ
The solar array will perform according to CEI specifications.
5UPPORTREQUIREME_CS:
COMMDDIT_ES: None
EQUIPI_NT: Sun simulator, solar array handling equipment
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T_ble III. (Cout.)
TEST TITI_! Functional Checkout of Solar Array
Page
FLOW BIDCK
ND. A 4.36
OBJECTIVE: To perform load and continuity checks on AM solar array.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (AM Work Area)
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANz 32 hours
A_NL"f SUPPORTz TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The solar array is installed on the AM. The interconnecting cable
between the AM and solar array is connected to an interrupt box.
OPERATIONS:
Load and continuity checks are performed on the installed solar array.
The load check results are compared to the manufacturers specifica-
tion. A resistance check is made on the AM power distributor.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSZ
The solar array resistance and load check shall meet the requirements
in the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
_UPPORT REQULREMENTS :
COMMDDXTIE S : None
E QUY.PMENT: VOM
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Table III. (Cont.)
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_EST TITLE: Perform AM/HDA Weight and Center of Gravity
Check
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.37
OEYECTIVE : Verify AM/MDA weight and CG are in accordance wlth the design
speclficatlon.
LOCATION. KSC-PIB
IPERSONNEL: TB S
ITIME SPANs 32 hours
_A(ENCY SUPI_'RT ! TB S
YASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PREPARATIONS:
All AM/MDA equipment has been installed. Late arriving experiments
will be simulated or the mass property effects calculated. The AM/MDA
is mounted on the modified AM/MDA weight and balance fixture in an
upright position.
OPERATIONS:
The AM/M_A is leveled and weighed in both the vertical and horizontal
position. The center of gravity is determined in each position by
use of three-polnt load cell suspension.
CRITERIA FOR SEC(_SSI
Weight and CG shall be in accordance with the applicable CEI speci-
fications.
;UPPORT REQUIREMEN_£S:
CO!_4DDITTR.S: None
EQUZPIdENT: Modified PIB weight and CG GSE, AM/MDA handling GSE
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_ST TITLE:
Table IIio , (Cont.)
Mate AM/MDA - Lower SLA
OB_CTIVEz Mate AM/MDA to lower S'LA
LOCATXDN" KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stand)
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANs 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DE SC/_IPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The lower SLA is mounted in the east integration test stand. The AM/MDA
is positioned above the SLA lower section. Work platforms are posi-
tioned around upper part of lower SLA. AM and lower SLA mating surfaces
are cleaned.
OPERATIONS:
The AM/MDA is lowered to the lower SLA until the AM mating pads come
in contact with the LM attach points. LM attachment points are secured.
CRXT_RIA FOR SlICCESS_
Spacecraft assembly
BUPPORT REQUTREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIP_NT :: AM/MDA handling GSE, crane and hand tools
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I_ST TITLE:
Table III. (Co-t.)
Mate Upper SLA to Lower SLA
Mate AM SLA Umbilicals
Pale 207
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 4.39
OBJECTIVE : Mate upper SLA to lower SLA and connect interconnecting power
cables between the AM and upper SLA.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stand)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The AM/MDA is already installed in the lower SLA and the lower SLA is
mounted in the East Integration Stand. The upper section is lifted
above the lower SLA/AM/MDA combination. The mating surfaces are cleaned
on both the upper and lower SLA.
OPERATIONS:
The upper SLA is lowered until the mating surfaces make contact. The
two sections of the SLA are torqued to the specified value. The um-
bilicals are connected between the AM and upper SLA. Clearance
measurements are made between the MDA ports and the upper SLA.
CRXTERIA FOR SUCCRSS:
Spacecraft assembly
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQULm_NT ." Crane and hand tools
MARTIN llgAmlmlrrA OORPOleATION
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Table III. (Cont.)
_ag, 208
_I3EST TITLEs Perform System Checkout of the Passlvatlon
Modifications
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 3.1
iOK/ECTIWE_ _ Perform a system level checkout of the IU/SIVB passivation
modlflcatlons
LOCATION: KSC-LP
PERSON'NELI TBS
TI_ SPANz 16 hours
A(_NCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The IU and SIVB are mechanlcally and electrically mated on the LP.
The LH 2 and LOX tanks are pressurized to approximately 19 psla. Pneu-
matic control is provided from the ground source through the disconnect
and helium fill module to the pneumatic control module.
OPERATIONS:
The total passlvation modification is verified by initiating the sequence
from the IU computer program. Valve activation is verified on the LH 2
tank vent, LOX J-2 engine dump, LOX tank vent, cold H e system vent, J-2
engine H 2 system vent, and the H e system vent. Manually initiated con-
trol signals check the stage control H e system vent, and the APS H e
pressurant vent. SIVB tank pressure switch operation is verified. The
RF initiated commands are checked closed loop.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
The passivation modification shall perform in accordance with the CEI
and ICD specification.
;UPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS:
CO-MMDDITIES: He gas, GH 2
EQULmmNT_ RCA IIOA and TBS
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TEST TITLE: Perform AM LP Checkout
OBJECTIVE z Perform location change verification of AM systems
9
LOCATIDN: KSC-LP
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANs 8 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS :
Portable AM GSE is positioned on the MSS and connected to the AM through
the SLA umbillcals to provide electrical power and ground cooling.
A parasitic antenna located on the service structure provides telemetry
transmission to the MSOB PCM ground station.
OPERATIONS:
Cryogenic servicing GSE is checked for compatibility and the AM cryo-
genic system is leak checked. Operation of the cryogenic heaters is
verified and calibration of the mass quantity measurement _ystems is
checked. ECS and coolant functional checks are performed and a final
verification of EVA communications is accomplished.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
All systems will perform in accordance with the requirements of the
applicable CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQIILREMEN'CS :
COMMDD;_T_ES: Ground coolant, GN 2
EQUT.PMENT= MSOB PCM ground station, parasitic antenna, indicator
kit mass quantity*, power system ground control*, leak rate tester*,
kit calibration variable capacitance*, ground heat sink, thermal control
pumping and control console.
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Tnble III. (Cont.)
TEST TITLEt Perform AM Boot and Aft Compartment Leak Check FLOW BLOCK
ND. A3.3
o a,.Igc'rI_ t Verify the integrity of the AM boot - OWS dome Interface
LOC,AT_DN: KSC-LP
PERSONNEL t TBS
TIME SPANt 16 hours
AOENC"f _ffPPORTt TBS
. . . , ,
TASK DE SCRXPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS :
The AM boot must be secured to the SIVB dome. The aft hatch of the
AM is closed.
OPERATIONS:
The aft compartment of the AM is pressurized from facility source to
approximately 19 psia. After pressure stabilization is achieved, the
pressure is locked up and isolated from ground regulation. A pressure
decay check is performed. The AM alrlock differential pressure trans-
ducer is used to monitor decay rate. The interface point (AM boot to
SIVB dome) is leak checked.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
Leakage and decay rate shall be within the allowable leakage specified
in the applicable CEI and ICD specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: GH e
EQUL_ENT= Leak rate tester*, pressure control console
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_I_.ST TITLE z RFI Test FLOW BIDC_
ND. A3.4
OBJECTIVE z
, , , , _,,, L , , ,,,,
Verify S/C launch environment RF compatibility, and verify
ground tracking station compatibility.
LOCATIDNs KSC-LP
PERSONNELs TBS
TIME SPANs 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DESCRIPT]DN
PREPARATIONS:
EMI checkout devices have been installed on the S/C busses. The MSS
has been moved away. This test is performed in conjunction with the
Apollo SV RF test.
OPERATIONS :
All S/C RF systems are radiating open loop. The SIVB whip antennas
are deployed. Telemetry and communications compatibility with the
ground tracking stations is verified. Carrier frequency, sync pulses,
subcarrier deviation, and phase lock stability are verified. All
RF systems not normally radiating during the boost phase are de-ener-
gized. The EMI checkout devices are armed and launch environment
RFI compatibility is verified. MSOB ground station recordings are
evaluated for RFI and the activation of E"MI checkout devices.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SSI
All RF systems shall be compatible with the ground tracking stations.
There shall be no evidence of detrimental RFI.
3UPPORT REQD'IREMENZCS :
COMMDDITIE S : None
EQU7PMENT= CIF-PCM ground station, EMI checkout devices
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Table III. (Cont.)
Countdown Demonstration Tests (CDDT)
PaSe 122
FI_)W BI/)CK
NO. A 3.5
OB_CTIVE:
•m, , , ,,
Demonstrate S/C readiness for launch and perform integrated
dress rehearsal of countdown.
LOCATIONs KSC-LP
PERSONNELS TBS
TIME SPANs 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTS TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_DNS :
The S/C is complete and in flight configuration. This test is performed
in conjunction with the Apollo CDDT.
OPF.RATIONS:
During the Apollo CDDT, the S/C systems are energized and verified
in countdown sequence. Cryogenic tanks are serviced and cold soaked.
The time sensitive experiments and llfe support (or simulators) are
installed. Open loop RF checks are performed in the countdown sequence.
The SLA area is closed out and the MSS is moved away. The countdown
is picked up and continued to T-one minute. After CDDT, the S/C is re-
stored to pre-test configuration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSZ
Complete demonstration of the feasibility of all operations required
in the subsequent launch countdown.
_i
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_S :
COMMDD.%T_ES: L02, LN2, LH 2
EQU T/TMENT: TBS
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_EST TTTL_z Fluid Servicing
Table III. (Cont.)
OK/ECTI_ _ Load the AM/MDA cryogenics
LOCAT_N| KSC-LP
PERSONNEL _ TB S
_IME SPANs 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTz TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT_ONS:
The cryogenic servicing GSE is connected to the SLA cryogenic access
port.
OPERATIONS:
The AM/MDA cryogenic storage spheres are loaded. The AM mass quantity
measure system is monitored during the loading operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUC(_SSI
Cryogenic spheres will be loaded.
;UPPORT REQUY.REMENTS :
CO._DTTIE S : None
E QUT.PI_NT: TBS
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TEST TITLE: Launch Monitor FLOW BLOCK
NO. A3.7
OEIECTI_ : Monitor S/C mission critical systems during final countdown.
LOCAT'/DN: KSC-LP
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN1 TBS
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PREPARATIONS :
TBS
OPERATIONS:
TBE:
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSS
S/C mission critical systems shall maintain launch readiness through-
out the countdown.
S_PPORTREQUIREME_CS:
CO-_DDITIES: TBS
TBS
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4. FLIGHT AAP 3 INTEGRATION AND PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT
Fleght AAP 3 is the resupply and re-activate flight of the
cluster configuration mission. The launch vehicle consists of
an uprated S-IB, an unmodified S-IVB and a modified IU. The
spacecraft is an unmodified SLA, a resupply module (Rid) and a
modified CSM. The RM is a new module created for the AAP pro-
gram. It consists of a basic MSFC rack with SLA attach points,
life support resupply storage vessels and transfer systems, re-
supply fuel cell reactiant for the CSM, power diatrlbutor cir-
cuits (prime power from AM), display and control, sensors, and
a UI_/Vl{F antenna system. Two standard docking collars are
provided to facilitate CSM and M])A docking.
The center of the rack is a pressurized cannister contain-
ing life support consumables and LIOH filters. The IU is the
standard Apollo hardware with a minor modification to facili-
tate the installation of the S027 X-ray astronomy experiment
and supporting circuitry. The CSM modlflcations are those re-
quired to facilitate experiment installation and support, D&C,
reactant resupply, and power.
The interfaces used as a basis for the test planning ef-
forts in this document are in accordance with the definitio_
contained in _ report "General Interface Schematics S/AA Flights
I through 4, On-Orblt Cluster Configuration," MD-80-O018, dated
3 February 1967.
4.1 Test Requirements
4.1.1 Acceptance Test Requirements
4.1.1.1 NM Acceptance Test Requirements - In-process test-
ing 13 considered an integral part of the fabrication process.
In-process testing shall consist of continuity checks, megger
checks, fit check, clearance checks, and plumbing leak checks.
4.1.1.1.1 Following fabrication, a weld and structure
test shall be performed to uncover any latent manufacturing
defects.
4.1.1.1.2 Verify the RM antenna system VSWR and attentus-
tion characteristics.
4.1.1.1.3 Verify all electrical continuity and isolation
is in accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD specifications.
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4.1.1.1.4 Verify leakage rate of the _4 center cannister
compartment is within the CEI specifications limits. This re-
quirement must be satisfied by a pressure decay check.
4.1.1.1.5 Verify that all fluid plumblng lines will with-
stnnd operating pressure. Verify that there is no leakage ,t
any fittings, connectlons, or quick disconnects.
4.1.1.1.6 Verify the operation of all fluid transfer
valves under actual cryogenic flow.
4.1.1.1.7 Verify the operation of both forward and aft
docking mechanism. Perform a docking probe and latch adjust-
ment where applicable.
4.1.I.I.8 Verify the RM aft docking collar leak rate is
within limits when docked to a docking collar and pressure sim-
ulator.
4.1.1.1.9 Verify fit between the _i and a close tolerance
SLA master gauge and SLA prototype.
4.1.1.1.10 Verify that the calibration of all flow trans-
ducers agree with the available calibration curves.
4.1.1.2 CSM Acceptance Test Requirements - The CSM is the
responsibility of MSC and acceptance test requirements are out
of the scope of this plan.
4.1.1.3 SLA Acceptance Test Requirements - The SLA is the
responsibility of M SC and the _oe_ptsnce test requirements are
out of scope to this plan.
4.1.1.4 IU Acceptance Test Requirements - It is assumed
that the IU experiment control circuitry will be installed at
IBI_, _untsville, and will be included in the acceptance test
of that carrier. The requirements are defined below.
4.1.1.4.1 Verify that the IU program changes are in ac-
cordance with the Cgl and ICD specifications.
4.1.1.4.2 Verify the correct command is issued to initi-
ate the S-027 experiment cover removal in accordance with the
applicable CEI and ICD specifications.
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4.1.1.5 S-laB Acceptance Test Requirements - The S-IVB
acceptance test requirements are the same as the standard Apollo
fllght'and are out of scope to this plan.
4.1.2 CSM Ire-Mate Checkout Requirements at KSC - The CSM
pre-mate checkout follows the standard Apollo test flow.
4.1.3 CSM/LM ....A/S Combined Checkout Requirements
4.1.3.1 Verify CSM/LMA/S docking probe and latch adjust-
ments.
4.1.3.2 Verify that the docking port leakage rate is with-
in allowable limits.
4.1.3.3 Verify compatibility of interfacing electrical
subsystems such as D&C, power and communications.
4.1.4 CSM/Experlment Combined Checkout Requirements
4.1.4.1 CSM/Experiment interface operations shall be veri-
fied in the altitude chamber.
4.1.5 CSM/Cluster Combined Checkout Requirements
4.1.5.1 The checkout requirements consist of function
verification of the CSM/cluster interfaces.
4.1.6 CSM/_ Combined Checkout Requirements
4.1.6.1 Verify docking probe and latch adjustments afb_r
docking of the two carriers.
4.1.6.2 Verify all display and control interfaces.
4. I.7 RM Ire-Mate Checkout Requirements
4.1.7.1 Verify that no _hipping sad transportation damage
has occurred by performing a :lonfuncttonel damage check.
4.1.7.2 Verify that all'accompanying paperwork is accurate
and complete.
4.1.7.3 Same as 4.1.1.1.4 and 4.1.1.1.5.
4.1.7.4 Same as 4.1.1.1.10
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4.1.8 I_I/SLA Combined Checkout Requirements
4.1.8.1 Verify early in the prelsunch checkout flow that
the fit, _lignment, and clearance betwten the _M and the upper
and lower SLA are in accordance with the requirements of the
applicable ICD apeclficatlons.
4.1.8.2 Verify that SLA cryogenic and servicing acceas
ports and umbilicals are in accordance with the applicable
specifications.
4.1.9 ._4/Dockin8 Collsr and Pressure Simulator Checkout
Re,quirements
4.1.9.1 Verify probe and latch adjustment of the IR_ aft
docking port.
4.1.9.2 Verify that the docking port leakage rate is with-
in the allowable limits.
4.1.10 RM/Cluster Checkout Requirements
4.1.10.1 Verify the display and control functions in the
NM that interface with the MDA.
4.1.10.2 Verify the hsrdwlre communication interface is
functionally compatible with the MDA,
4.1.II Spacecraft AAP Checkout Requirements
4.1.11.1 Verify that the S/C is compatible with the L/V
EMC a:td RFI environment.
%.1.11.2 Verify that the S/C RF communication systems
are compatible with the ground tracking stations.
4.2 PI_F Operations
4.2.1 General Summary - The inprocess testing required
during the Resupply Module fabrication is as follows:
Continuity and megger test on all electrical wiring, leak
tests on all plumbing lines, fit and clearance checks between
the truss modules, center cannister and resupply spheres.
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Following RM fabrication, the carrier is connected on a
shake table. Spring-mass accelerometers are mounted on the
carrier at specified locations. The accelerometer outputs are
monitored, via recorders, during the same time period that the
shake table vibration and amplitude is varied over the speci-
fied range. The accelerometer recordings are evaluated to de-
termine the maximum amplitude at specified frequencies during
the shake test.
The Resupply Module is then positioned on the handling
fixture. All RM welded Joints are subjected to X-ray checks
to determine any manufacturing defects. A dye penetration
check will be performed if there is a questioned X-ray result.
The F_ antenna system consists of coax cables snd an an-
tenna. An RF signal generator is connected to the coax cable
and VSWR is measured using commercial VSWRmeasuring equipment,
Attenuation of the antenna system is determined through the use
of commercial attenuation measuring equipment.
The AM/MDA electrical simulator is connected through marriage
cables to the RM. Power is applied to _he _4 from the AM/MD_
simulator and RM voltage distributor checks are performed. The
display console in the _4 is verified by slmulsting an AM/MDA
pressure transducer from the AM/MDA simulator.
The center cannister of the RM is sealed and pressurized.
A pressure-decay check is performed to determine the leakage
rate.
---- _^ C1.o4AThe RM/MDA interface z_u_u...... ILL=, are capped, _........
spheres and plumbing lines are pressurized. A leak rate de-
tector test is performed on all connections and fittings. The
plumbing and cannisters are pressurized with a GN2/GH e mixture.
The _ is transferred to the cryogenic test facility.
Cryogenic fluids are connected to their respective fill lines.
The RM/MDA interface fluid connections are connected to approved
vent lines. An AM/MDA electrical simulator is connected to the
I_4 to initiate valve operations. All cryogenic transfers are
verified using the AM/MDA simulator controls and verifying the
instrumentation and display readouts.
After all cryogenic tests are completed, the storage ves-
sels and lines are drained and purged with dry GN 2.
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Both RM docking adapters are fit checked using a docking
collar and pressure simulator. Probe sad latch adjustments are
performed. A docking collar leak check la performed on the RM
_ft docking port. The RM is fit checked with a lower SLA master
gauge to verify attach points comp_tlbility.
The _t is cleaned and rotated to remove all foreign mate-
rials. MAss property slmulatora are inatalled in the RM center
cannister to simulate food, water and LZOH prior to weight and
balance.
Critical spare subsystem or assemblies are verified at the
system level by replacing actual RM fllght hardware with the
available spares. Following the spares checkout, the RM is
reconflgured with the flight hardware that was removed and all
systems are reverlfled prior to shipment to KSC.
The RM is installed in the shipping container for shipment
to KSC.
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4.2.2 PIF Checkout Flow for RM - The functional flow dis-
gram (figure 5) illustrates the recommended flow of checkout
activities on the AAP 3 RM at MSFC.
4.2.3 Test Requirement Sheets - Table IV defines specific
blocks on the AAP 3 flow diagram for MSFC operation. Esch
sheet is identified by the flow block title and number.
i
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__. Tab! e IV. Test Requlrement Sheets for Figure 5
In Process Testing
P,le 123
OBJECTIVE To verify workmanship during RM assembly
IECATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: Continuous thru manufacturing
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The tests are performed after each major assembly process.
OPERATIONS:
During the assembly of the truss, center cannister, and the two docking
adapters, a clearance, fit and alignment check is performed. After plumb-
ing and sphere installation, a leak check is performed to verify all con-
nections. Following the instellatlon of the wiring harness, a continuity
and megger check is performed,
CRITERIA FOR S_CCESS!
The assembled carrier will meet the clear.nce specifications.
and wiring specification will conform to the available ICD.
The plumbing
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS:
COMMODITIES: GN 2
EQUIPMENT: Ohmmeter, megger, pressure console, pressure lines
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Table IV. (Cont.)
Visual Inspection of Assembled l_i FLOW BLOCK
NO. A5.2
0 r_'E C1T_ : To verify that all sub-systems are secured to the carrier
support structure
I_)CATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 8 Hrs
A_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARATZONS :
The _M is installed in a handling fixture and a work access platform is
positioned around the carrier.
OPERATIONS:
A visual inspection of all carrier subsystem mechanical interfaces for
secured mounting is performed. A visual check of cable and plumbing
routirg for clearance and tension is made.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSz
Verify that all fasteners between the carrier and subsystems are
installed.
SUPPORT REQEIREMEN'CS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQ_IPI_NT= RM handling fixture, work access platform
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TEST TITLE: Low Level Vibration Test FlEW BLOCK
ND. A5.3
OBJECTIVE Vibrate the RM to verify that no latent manufacturing defects
exist
LOCATION: MSFC
PER SONNE L I TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The RM is attached to the shake table. Mass accelerometers are con-
nected to the carrier at specified points. The accelerometer outputs
are connected to the signal conditioner and recorded.
OPERATIONS:
The shake table is energized and the frequency and amplitude is varied
over the specified range. The accelerometer outputs are recorded to
verify amplitude and frequency at selected locations on the rack struc-
ture.
CRrI_RIA FOR SUCCESSz
No latent manufacturing defects exist.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEntS:
CO.MMDDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT Sprlng-mass accelerometer and associated GSE, hand tools,
shgke!9_ble LrAgo[der_ overhead cr she
_J
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Table IV. _ ..............................
Verify Weld Integrity of I_4 FLOW BIDCX
NO. A5.4
OBJECTIVE t
ILO dATED N: MSFC
• Pl:,RSONI_EL t TBS
T_ME SPANt 32 Hrs
At_ENG_f SUPPORT _ TBS
To check all welded Joints following the vibration test
TASK DE SCKIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The RM is installed in its handling fixture. A work access platform
is positioned around the IRK. The X-ray equipment is verified to be
in operational readiness.
OPERATIONS:
The X-ray equipment is posltlcned so that every weld can be X-rayed.
The X-ray pictures are evaluated for flaws. Any questionable weld
is dye checked to determine i{ the weld has a crack.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSt
Verify that all welds are flight ready
!SUPPORT REQ_'I.REldF..br_S :
COMMDDIT_E S : X-ray film
EQUIPMENT= X-ray equipment, dye check equipment, handling fixture, i
work access platform
.... *
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TEST TITIY. x" Verify Antenna System
Pag, 1_7
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A5.5
OBJECTIVE: To verify RiM antenna system
LOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANs 8 Hrs
ACM_NCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The RM is positioned on its holding fixture. A work access platform
is positioned around the RMo The RF signal generator, VSWR equipment,
and attenuation equipment is calibrated.
OPERATIONS:
The RF signal generator is inserted in the RM/MDA interface cable.
The transmission frequency is applied to the l_i antenna system. VSWR
is measured using commercial VSWR equipment. Attenuation of the antenna
system is determined using commercial attenuation measurement equipment.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCWSS!
The attenuation and VSWR will conform to the avail|ible specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTCS :
COMMDDITIES: None
' EQUZPMENT _ RF signal generator, VSWR equipment, attenuation equipment,
handling fixture aud work access platform
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...... __ ...................................
Perform Electrical Interface Test FI_)W BID(_
ND, A5.6
OBJECTIVE :
j .....
To verify power and D&C Interface between the RM and AM /MDA
LOCA'I_ON: MSFC
PFRSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
A_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The NM is connected to an AM/MDA electrical simulator through marriage
cables.
OPERATIONS:
Power is applied from the AM/KDA simulator to the R_i. l_i power dis-
tributor checks are performed to verify correct wiring. The pressure
transducer in the RM is verified from the slmmlator at ambient con-
ditions. The RM display of the MDA cabin pressure is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Verlf_catlon that D&C and power distribution in the RM is in accordance
with the requirement of the ICD's.
, ,, , J ,,, , .....
SUPPORT REQUT_REME_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIPMENT= AM/MDA electrical simulator, marriage cable, power panel
_4
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..............................Zable!V. (Cont.) .......................................
I_ST TITLE" Pressure and Leak Check of Center Cannister FLOW BLOCK
ND. A5.7
OBJE_cTIVE: To determine leak rate of pressurized cannister
]_CA'[ION: MSFC
!?I_RSONNI.:I,: TBS
TIME SPANt 16 Hrs
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The center cannister hatch is sealed. A facility pressure llne is
connected to the pressurization valve on the center cannister.
OPERATIONS:
The center cannister is pressurized to spproximately 6 PSIG. A
leak rate detector check is performed around the hatch. A pressure
decay check is performed on the cannister. Cleanliness and environ-
mental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS!
The leak rate will not exceed allowable limits as defined in the CEI
specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN[CS :
COMMODITIES : GN2/GH e mixture
EQTJIPMENT:: Leak rate detector, pneumatic console, pressure lines,
pressure gauge
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_.ble__Y._ X£m_U)
Prc_ssure _ind Leak Cheek of All Fluid Systems
PsSe
OBJECTIVE t To leak check all resupply fluid containers, plumbing lines,
fittings and connections
IDCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
AGENCY SUPI_RT; TBS
TASK D_SCRIPTION
F.qEPARATIONS:
The RM is located in its holding fixture. The necessary pressure lines
are connected to the RH from the pneumatic console. The pressure lines
are needed for the 02, N 2 and H 2 systems.
OPERATIONS:
The GN2/GH e mixture is allowed to pressurize the fluid system of the
aM. After allowing the pressure to reach 6 pslg, a leak detector check
is performed on all plumblng connectors, fittings and quick disconnects.
A pressure decay check is performed on all storage spheres. Cleanliness
and environmental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSI
The leak rate will meet the speelflcstlons allotted for each commodity
system.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: GN2/GH a mixutre
EQUIPMENT Leak rate detector, pneumatic console, pressure llne_,
pressure gauge
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Table IV. (Cont.)
Verify Fluid Transfer System
Page ]_
FLOW B_CK
ND° A5,9
OBJECTIVE t To allow cryogenic fluid to flow from the RM sphores
LOCATION: MSFC (cryogenic facility)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN; 24 Hrs
Af_NCY SUPI_RTt, TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The RM is transported to the cryogenic test facility. 02, N 2 and
H 2 lines are connected from the ground source to the carrier. The
MDA electrlcal simulator is connected to the RM, through marriage
cables. The cryogenic interface to the HDA is routed back to the
respective fluid supply.
OPERATIONS:
The cryogenic spheres sre charged. The valve responses are monitored
as the transfer commands from the HDA simulator are inltlsted. Valve
actuations are verified and the flow, temperature and pressure trans-
ducers are checked out dynamically. Cleanlin_ss and environmental con-
trois are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSt
Verification of valve response and flow rate monitors.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS :
i
COMMODITIES: GO 2, GN2, GH 2
EQUIPMENT _ AM/MDA electrical simulator, pneumatic console, cryogenic
lines, ground power console
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_. Table IV......(Cont.)........
Verify Docking Collars
Page _2
FLOW BI_)CX
1,10.Ab.IO
OBJECT1TE. To fit check and adjust docking probe and L_tches
LOCATION: MSFC
PERSONNEL: TBS
TTME SPAN: 20 Hrs
AC_ NCY SUPPORT x TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATIO NS :
The RM is in an inverted position in its holding fixture. A work
access platform is positioned around the carrier. A docking collar
and pressure simulator is lowered to the RM docking collar. The
RM hatch is opened prior to docking.
OPERATIONS:
The docking collar and pressure simulator is docked to the RM and probe
and latch adjustments are performed. A pneumatic line is connected to
the RMo The cannister and docking collar is pressurized with G_ 2 to
6 PSIG. A leak-rate detector check is performed around the docking
collar. A pressure-decay check is performed for 2 hours on the con-
figuration and a leak rate is determined. The configuration is separ-
ated and the RM is positioned upright in its hohling fixture. Once
again the docking collar and pressure simulator _s lowered, and docki_
probe and latch adjustments are performed on the forward RM docking
collar. Cleanliness and environmental controls are maintalne_.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Interfaces shall be in accordance with requirements of the XCDa
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: GN 2
EQULUMENT _: Docking collar and pressure simulator, overhead crane,
pneumatic console, pressure lines
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Table IV. (Cont.)
RM - Lower SLA Fit Check FLOW BLOfX
NO. AS.If
OBJECTIVE: To fit check the RM with the SLA master gause
iLOCATION: MSFC
iPERSONNEL: TBS
Tilde SFAN: I0 Hrs
A(_NCY SUPPORTt TBS
TASK DESCRIPTIDN
PREPARATIONS:
The lower SLA is installed in a holdins fixture. The RM is attaahed
to an overhead crane and positioned above the SLA. A work access
platform is positioned around the top of the lower SLA.
OPERATIONS:
The RM is lowered to the SLA attach points and secured. A fit and
clearance check is performed between the RM and lower SLA.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Sufficient clearance between the two carriers is verified
SUPPORT REQUIREMENUCS :
CO.MMDDITIE S : None
EQUIPMENT Lowe_r SLA prototype or master gauge, overhead crane,
integration stand, work aacems platform
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TEST TITT_: Critical Spares Checkout FLOW BIJ_CZ
ND. A5.12
OBJECTIVE t
1..0C_ '[_J.ON:
I'I,;RSONI_ L t
TItlE SPANx
A6_ NCY SUPPORT;
To verify system after major (critical spares) components
have been interchanges
MSFC
TBS
TBS
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
After the system has been functionally checked out (mech. and elect.),
major components as identified by the Crltlcal Items List will be re-
placed.
OPERATIONS:
Reverify system integrity by functlonslly checking out system using
same test procedure and test equipment.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSI
Successful completion of testing by reverlflcation of system after
replacement of major components with spare items
SUPPORT REQUIREMEWCS"
COMMODITIKS: T_S
J
E_JIPME_f_ TBS
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Prepare to Ship to KSC FIEW BLOCK
ND. A5.13
OBJECTIVE :
LOCATION:
PE RSONNE L:
TIME. SPANz
AGENCY SUPPORT!
To clean and verify that the RM welght and CG are within
design specifications. To Inatall the RM in its shipping
container.
MSFC
TBS
32 Hrs
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The EM center cannlster is vacuumed clean of all foreign material.
The EM is installed on the weight and balance fixture in an upright
position. Mass property simulators are installed to substitute for
food, water, and LIOH provisions.
OPERATIONS:
The _4 is leveled and weighed. In both the vertical and horizontal
position, the center of gravity is determined by use of a thrse point
load cell suspension. The RM is installed In its shipping container.
Cleanliness and environmental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSI
Verify that the RM weight is comp_tlble to the flight plan
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIPMENT= Load cells, mass property simulators, ahlpplng
containers, vacuum cleaner, weight and balance
fixture, overhead crane, work access platform
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4.3 KSC Operations
4.3.1 General Summary
4.3.1.1 S-IV___B- No AAP peculiar modifications have been
accomplished on the S-IVB. Prelaunch checkout is in accordance
with the normal Apollo flow.
4.3.1.2 IU - The necessary XU modifications required for
experiment S-027 are performed by I_4. Pralsunch checkout is
in accordance with normal Apollo flow.
4.3.1.3 S_____- No modifications have been performed on the
SLA for AAP 3. Checkout follows the normal Apollo flow with
the exception of an RM to lower SLA fit check early in the MSOB
flow.
4.3.1.4 CSM - CSM modifications ere performed at the con-
tractor's facillty. All modifications are of a n_ture that can
be incorporated within the normal Apollo flow under the various
subsystem tests. CSM modifications will not affect the KSC
Apollo flow. However, the CSM does not follow the normal Apollo
flow due to AAP 3 test peculiarities. Inserted in the normal
Apollo flow are the followlng testsz
s. AAP 3 CSM - AAP 4 LM A/S docking end interface
tests - The LM A/S from AAP 4 is brought to the al-
titude chamber and docked to the CSM from AAP 3 el-
reedy in the altitude chamber. The details of this
activity are descri_>ed in 5.3.1.4.
* _ Dockingb. AAP 3 _" hA, 3 RM end Interface Test
The RM is moved to the altitude chamber where it is
docked to the CSM already in the chamber. Interface
testing between carriers is slso performed.
c. AA? 3 CSM - AAP 3 RM, AA? 4 LM A/S/Rack/ATM,
Interface Simulator (I_&SS, AM/MDA & S-IVB) - The
CSM is in the east altitude chamber end the LM A/S
is in the west altitude chamber. The remainder of
the cluster carriers and the interface simulator are
positioned outside the east eltltude chamber. Elec-
trical interfaces between the carriers ere connected
in a cluster configuration. Cluster interface tests
are performed ending in a compressed time mission
simulation.
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4.3.1.5 Resupply Moduh (NM_ - The resupply module (NM)
is a basic rack modified to resupply commodities needed to ex-
tend the flight duration of the cluster mission. This is a new
carrier and existing Apollo flow is unsvailable. The test flow
for KSC operations is described in this section.
The RM receiving inspection test Is limited to a damage
check of the module. A load check is performed on all NM power
interface umbilicals. The NM is then moved to the east Inte-
gration stand for a NM to lower SLA fit check.
The NM is moved from the east integration stand to the al-
titude chamber. The RM is lifted above the altitude chamber
and docked with the AAF 3 CSM already in the chamber. Soft and
hard docking tests are performed between the two carriers. The
RM is positioned outside the altitude chamber and meted to the
CSM inside the altitude chamber through marriage cables. D&C
interface test are then performed between the carriers. Follow-
ing tile interface test, the RM & CSH are separated.
A leak check is performed on the _4 cannister, spheres,
and plumbing lines. Regulators are functionally verified and
flow rates monitored.
A docking and pressure test is performed on the aft NM
docking collar. A docking collar and pressure simulator is
used to perform this test.
The stored experiments and life support supplies are in-
stalled in the _io The carrier is cleaned and moved to the
weight and balance fixture where weight and center of gravity
of the NM are determined.
The RM is moved adjacent to the east altitude chamber for
a cluster checkout. The details are described in 4.3.1.4 Part
C.
Following the cluster checkout, the _i is moved to the
east integration stand for spacecraft buildup. The remainder
of the I_[ operations follow the standard Apollo flow.
4.3.1.6 Launch Pad Activities - Basically the launch pad
activities follow the normal Apollo flow wlth the following
exceptions:
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a. l_i subsystem location change checkout
b. CryOgenic servicing of the RM
c. RFI testing in conjunction with the Apollo RF
test
d. All S/C operations and procedures shall be veri-
fied during the Apollo CDDT.
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4.3.2 Prelaunch Checkout and Launch Pad Activities Thue-
Based Functional Flow for AAP 3/4 - There is a significant hard-
ware flow interface between e]ements of AAP 3 and AAP 4 at KSC
since checkout of the two flights occur at approx_nately the
same time. This relationship is illustrated on the time-based
AAP 3/4 combined flow diagram. See figure 6. A detailed flow
of AAP 3 elements is presented in 4.3.3 and a detailed flow of
AAP 4 elements is provided in 5.3.2. The combined flow diagram
has been provided to illustrate schedule and facility
compatibility. The time span for this flow is based on a
16-hour workday.
4.3.3 Prelaunch Checkout and Launch Pad Activities Flow -
The flow diagram (figure 7) illustrates the recommended methocl
of implementing the requirements for prelaunch checkout
activities at KSC for Flight AAP 3. T_aue function reference
should be made to 4.3.2 for interface and ti_eline requirements.
4.3.4 Flight 3 Test Requirement Sheets - Table V defines
specific blocks of the AAP 3 flow diagram for KSC operations.
Each sheet is identified by the flow block title and number.
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Table V. Test Requirement Sheets for F_gure 7
I_ST TIT[I_: Racelve and Inspect Experiments FLOW BLOC_
ND, A4.1
OBJ_CTIVE. z Verify exper_anents to acceptance documentation. Verify that
no damage has occurred during packaging and shipping.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Experiment Accommodation Area)
PERSONq_E L: TBS
TIME SPANx 40 Rrs (Total)
A(_E_N(PISUPPORT: Principal Investigator
TASK D_:SCRIPTEON
PREPARATIONS:
All documentation accompanyins the experiments are reviewed for latest
configuration and accuracy. The experiments are removed from the shipping
containers.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough inspection of the experiments is performed. All electrical
connectors are inspected for bent pins and foreign particles. Fluid
lines are inspected for evidence of damage. No functional checkouts
are performed at this time. Environmental and cleanliness controls
shall be sdheared to at all times in accordance with applicable speci-
fications.
CRI'I_ERIA FOR SUCCESS!
There shall be no evidence of damage, deterioration or contamination
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'_S:
COMMODITIES: TBS
EQUIPMENT= Experiment handling equipment
.............................................................................................
MARTIN llf AilIII'T"TA O011PORA TIOItl
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't_ST TITIF :
Table V. (Cont.)
Inst811 Experiments FI_W BIOC_
ND. A4.2
OBJECTIVE: To install the experiments in the CM
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (CM Transporter)
PERSONNE L t TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
A(;ENG_f SUPPORT; TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATTONS:
All experiments will be subjected to a pre-installatlon inspection,
snd/or bench checked as defimed in section 6.
OPERATIONS:
The experiments are mounted or stored in their assigned positions.
CRITE_RIA FOR SIJCCESSI
The experiments will be installed and secured in a launch conflgurstlon.
SUPPORT REQUT_.EME_CS:
COMMODITTES: TBS
EQUIPMENT= Experiment handling equipment
@N'.AIIAIqPII'I#V ,i_Ir_lm"l_'_'._Ig O_O,/_,,,4"rlO,AF
DENVER OIVISLON
ED- 2002-49
7 Aprll 1967 Pase II+4
l_flle V. (tout.)
'±NST TITLE: AAP 3 CSM - AAP 4 LM A/S Docking and Collar FI_W BII)I_
_ Leak Check NO. A4.3
OBJECTIVE :
LOCATION:
l.q'_R SGNNE L •
TIME SPAN:
A(_,NCY SUPPORT;
Verify CSM- LM A/S docking interfaces. Verify docking
interface leakage rates do not exceed specification re-
quirements.
KSC-MSOB (East Altitude Chamber)
TBS
32 Hrs
TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PA RATIONS :
See AAP 4 KSC flow, Block A4.5 snd A4.6 for preparations and operations.
OPERATIONS:
CRIIERIA FOR SUCCESS;
SUPPORT IIEQUIREMENUCS :
COMMODITIES :
See AAP 4 RAS Sheets A4.5 and A4.6
E QU _[PMENT:
IIIART'IIW MARIIrT'rA O011POIIATION
DENVER DIVISION
:D.2_-49
APRIL 196'7
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TEST TITle:
Table V. (Cont.)
........ b
Receiving and Inspection of RM FLOW BLOGK
ND. A4.4
0 IklF CTI _ :
I/)CAT',ON:
PER,_ONNEL :
TIME SI'AN:
A6;ENf,"fSUPPORT:
Verify that the NM is to latest engineering eonfigurzltion
and that no damage has occurred during pnckagelng and shippln_.
KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
TBS
16 Hrs
TBS
TASK DE _;CRIPTION
PRE FARATION,q :
All documents accompanying the RM are reviewed for latest configuration
and accuracy. The RM is positioned on its handling dolly in an upright
position.
O[N_RATIONS;
A visual inspection of the RM is performed to verify that no shipping
damage has occurred to the structure, mounted S/S, cabling or cabling
connectors. Cleanliness and environmental controls are maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
I_ is in proper configuration and no transportation damage has occurred.
SUPP6 kT _IEQUIREMEN_S :
(X Mt_DIIYES : None
EQUIPMENT:: _M handling equipment, hand tools
MARTIN 16fARIIrTTA OORPORATION
OENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table V. (Cont.)
P.ge i&6
Perform _M Load Check
OBJECTIVE! Verify electrical interfaces of RM by performing continuity
of NM umbillcals.
I_JCATION_ KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
[>ERSONhq£I.: TBS
'['I}_:SPAN: 16 Hrs
A(]I_NG_" SUPPORT: TBS
7ASK DE SCRYPTTDN
PREPARATIONS :
A checkout box is connected to the RM umbilicsls
OPERATIONS :
Through the checkout boxes_ continuity is performed from pin to pin,
pin to case and pin to ground. End to Ead continuity is performed.
CRITER_ FOR SUCCESS:
Electrical interfaces shall be in accordance with ICD specifications.
SUPPORT _'_QUIREMEN'CS :
CO-_ODITIE S: None
EQUIPMENT_ Checkout boxes, VOM
_l_ TIN MANIJI'T'YA OORPORATION
DENVI_ R DIVIIION
ED--'.002- _9
7 Al;ril t967 P=ge 147
I._ST '1."E'1'13_;: RM/SLA Fit Check
I
";--'v'e-rify RN/SLA Fit and clearance
!
!LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stand)
!PERSONI_L: TBS
_TIME SPAN: 16 llrs
_AI_ENCY SUPPORT t TBS
T_Jbl e V. (tout .)
FLOW BLO CIK
ND. A4.6
ITASK DE SCRIPT_)M
t PRE.,PARAT!ONS :
i
! The lower SLA is installed in the east integration stand
t
SLA is removed.
The upper
OPE_%rIONS:
The RM is lowered to the SLA attach points and secured. The upper
I_I to upper SLA clearance is verified after the upper SLA is installed.
RM to SLA electrical and fluid access port compatibility is verified.
C RI,INRIA FOR SUCCESS|
Fit and clearance shall be in accordance with applicable ICD specifications.
SUPPORT I_QULREMENTS:
COM_ODIT]3_S: None
EQUIPMENT: Crane, work access platform, slings, _[ transporter
A11',i_ g l" l l_ Ilf ll l_ l lr1"T'A O 011P O I;I' ,tlI lr' I O i_T
C) ENVER D_VISION
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Table V. (Cont.)
Page X48
j '.VEST TITIan. ' :
1
t
.........
CSM/RM Docking Test FLOW BLOCX
NO. A4.7
IOB._ECTIVEt Verify CSM to RM docking compatibility
I_CATI_N: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PER SONI_H. : TBS
TI_ SPAN; 16 Hrs
AG_ N(.,_f ',;UPPOkT: TBS
T' SK I)ES_:RIPTTSJN
['REPARATIONS :
The CSM is already in the chamber
OFERATIONS :
The _4 is raised above the chamber and lowered to the CSM in an
inverted position. Soft and hard docking is accomplished, Probes
and latches are adjusted. Operation of the optical docking aids
are verified. All umbilicals between the NM & CSM are inspected
for damage and a fit checked performed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Docking shall be in accordance with the CEI and ICD specifications.
SUPI;(, RT !._QUI_EME N'CS:
COI_%ODITIE S : None
EQU!PMENT_ NM inverting fixture, slings, crane, work access platform
MARTIN MARIET'T'A OORPORATION
DIE N V r,: R DIVISION
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................... . ...................... Table V. (Cont.) ..........
't_ST TITI.E: C_"M/RM D&C Interface Checkout
P'g* ltJ.9
OBJECTIVE: To verify the D&C interfaces between the CSM and NM
I_3CATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONneL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
A_: NGnf SUPPORT: TBS
TASK [_SCRIPT_ON
_'REPARATiONS:
_ne RM is undocked from the CSM and placed outside the altitude
chamber. The NM is electrically mated to the CSM through marriage
cables. ACE S/C GSE is conne6ted to the CSM.
OPERATIONS:
All controls on the D&C panel of the CSM that interface with the
RM are activated and the corresponding display responses verified.
All D&C interface checks between the _ and CSM are verified.
CR![TERIA FOR SUCCESSZ
CSM-RM D&C interfaces shall be in accordance with CEI and ICD
specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS:
CO_fMODITIES: None
E QU IPMENT ACE S/C GSE
li4r,Alt l_ *fl" l l_F lt_ ,,Al l_ l ,ar'l'T'A O o _ _ o _ _ "r l O Al '
OENVEIq DI¥1StON
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Table V.
T?_ST TITLE: M_inned Altitude Test
(Cont .)
FLOW BUgCK
NO. A4.9
OBJECTIVE: To verify experiments during normal CSM altitude test
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERS()NI_,_L ! TBS
TIME, SPAN: 64 Hrs
At_NG_" SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_ON
PREPARATIONS :
The CSM is in the altitude chamber configured for normal Apollo
msnned altitude checkout. The experiment peculiar GSE is connected.
OPERAIXONS:
This is a normal Apollo requirement. The AAP peculiar subsystems
and experiments are operated during the Apollo checkout.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSt
The AAP modifications and experiments shall be compatible with the
environment.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
EQUIPMENT_ Experiment peculiar GSE
I_F AI I_ lr" l lW i#94 N I &r "rEAI o O R ID O R _I T I O AI
OENVER DIVISION
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TEST TITLE :
T_ble V. (Cont.)
CSM -LM A/S Interface Test
Page _i
.................................................
FU0W BU0C_ !
h_. A4.10
OBJECTIVE: Verify CSM - IM A/S interfaces
LOCATT/)N: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
'PERSONI_':L: TBS
TIME SPAN; 32 }{rs
A_ENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
See AAP 4 KSC flow blocks A4.31 thru A4.34 for preparations and
operations
0 PE RATIONS:
CRITERIA FOR SOCCESSI
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
COMMODIT_E S :
See AAP 4 KSC flow blocks A4.31 thru A4.34
EQU%PMENT =
MARTIN MARIET1"A OORPORATIOill
ED-2002-49
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TE ST TITI/_ :
Table g. (Cont.)
RM Caunister, Spheres _nd Plumbing Leak Check
Page _2
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A4.11
OBJECTIVE : Verify that the RM cannister, spheres, and leakage rates
do not exceed the required specifications.
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 32 Hrs
k _ N(,"f SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTZON
PRY.PARATXONS :
The resupply module is positioned in its holding fixture. The necessary
pressure lines are connected to the RM from the pneumatic console. Pro-
visions are made for pressurizing and monitoring the spheres, plumbing,
_nd cannister.
0 PERATIONS:
The spheres and plumbing are pressurized from the pneumatic console.
A pressure decay period of 4 hours will be monitored on the pressure
gauges located at the pneumatic console. All pressure llne connec-
tions are leak checked with a leak detector. The cannister is pres-
surized and a leak detector check is performed and a leak rate is
determined.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The leak rate will meet the specifications allotted for each commodity
container.
SUPPORT _REQUIREMEN"CS :
COMMODITIES: GN2
EQUIPMENT = Pneumatic console
I_J_7"IIW J_AlrgiB'lr_,I OORPORAYION
DENVER DIVISION
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TE ST TITIY :
Page 153
Table V. (Cont.)
NM Regulator Flow Checks FLOW BLOCX
bTO. A4.]2
OBJECTIVEs To verify flow regulators
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The 02, N 2 and _2 spheres are pressurized. The gas output lines
are connected to a variable orifice. The flow transducers are
powered up and the output is monitored.
OPERATIONS:
The orifice size is varied and the flow rate transducers are call-
brated. Care is taken to provide a constant pressure within the
spheres for each orifice size.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS.*
Verification of flow rate monitors.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN"CS :
CO,_DDITIE S : GN 2
EQIIZPMENT = Pneumatic Console
IwJRr,fl_ IlfARIErlr_l O011PORATION
0 E N V.i£ R
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T.,h le V. (Co.t .)
TEST TITLE: RM Docking and Collar Leak Check
PeSO 3_
FLOW BI_)CX
ND. A4.13
OBJECTIVE z To verify RM aft docking port with a docking collar and
pressure simulator
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hrs
_AGENCY SUPPORTz TBS
TASK DESCB, IPTY/)N
PREPARATIONS:
The RM is in an inverted position in its holding fixture. The docking
collar and pressure simulator is positioned above the RMwith a crane.
A work access platform is positioned around the RM aft docking collar.
OPERATIONS:
The docking collar and pressure simulator is lowered to the NM aft
docking collar. Soft and hard docking is accomplished. Probe and
latch adjustments are performed. The docking collar and pressure
simulator is pressurized with a facility source and a leak check
is performed on the docking interface.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSI
Docking shall be in accordance with the CEI and ICD specifications
, SUPPORT REQD'IREMEI%[CS :
COMMDDITIE S : GN 2
EQUIPMENT= Docking collar and pressure simulator, crane, RM inverting
fixture, work access platform
MARTIN llfARI|IrTTA OORPORATIOlil
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Table V.
TEST TITIA!_: Install Experiment in ItN
ea_e i5_
OBJECTIVE: To store experiments in the NM to be used later in the cluster
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANz 16 Hrs
AGENCY S_PPORTz TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The RM pressurized area has been leak and pressure checked. Pre-
installation checkout of experiment are described in s_ction 6.
OPERATIONS:
All experiments requiring a pressurized area are stored in the F44
pressurized tube. Care is taken to verify that the experiments are
securely attached to the carrier.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
Experiment installation will not affect the integrity of the csrrier
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
CO_DITIES: None
EQUY.PMENT= Experiment handliug equipment
_II_IW'IP"#_IV R,,f_llm#,411"lT-r_ll OOAll'dlm'o_rAII1F"lOA#'
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Table V.
TEST TITIZ: ItM Weight and Bnlance
(Co,t .)
P'Se 156
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A4. ].5
OBJECTIVE l Verify that the I_i weight and center of gravity are within
design specifications.
LOCATION: KSC-PIB
PERSONIKEL: TBS
TIME SPAN; 32 Hrs
AGENCY SUPPORTI TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The RM is mounted on the weight and balance fixture in an upright
position.
OPERATIONS:
The NM is leveled and weighted in both the vertical and horizontal
position. The center of gravity is determined in each position by
use of three point load cell suspension.
CRITERIA FOR SUCGESSZ
Verify that the KM welght is compatible to the flight plan.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEWCS:
CO.MMDDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT= Weight and balance fixture, crane, _M handling fixture
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iTSST TIrLE :
Connect All Cluster Umbilicals and GSE
OBJECTIVE :
I_)CATION:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
A(;EN(_f SUPPORT
Inner-connect all AAP 3 and AAP 4 carrier, ,]ectrlcal mimu-
lators and GSE into a cluster configuration for cluster sys-
tem checkout.
KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
TBS
20 Hrs
TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
The CSM and LM A/S/ATM Rack are in the east and west altitude chambers
respectively. The RM carrier and interface simulator (LM&SS, AM/MDA,
& S-IVB) are placed adjacent to the east altitude chamber.
OPERATIONS:
All umbillcals are imspected for damage. The cluster configuration is
obtained by mating all cluster Inner-connection umbillc_Is through marriage
cables. ACE S/C GSE is connected to the CSM and LM A/S.
CRXT_RIA FOR SUCCESS!
Cluster systems compatibility shall be in accordance with the applicable
ICD and CEI specifications.
SIJPPORT REQI]7.REMEN'CS :
CO!_3DITIE S : None
ACE S/C, marriage cables, interface simulator (I/W2£SS, AM/MDA,
S-IVB)
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!TEST tITLE :
T_Ible V. (Cont.)
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Cluster Power Subsystem and Distribution Checks FX_0W BIECK
NO. A4.17. i
iOE/E CTIVE :
I ,
!LOCATION:
PF,RSONNE L •
iT_E S_AN:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
Verify cluster power interfaces
KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
TBS
20 Hrs,
TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS :
I
OPERATIONS :
All power is supplied to the cluster by ACE S/C GSE. The CSM and the
LM A/S are manned. All other preparations required are described by
A4.16.
All modes of cluster power transfer are initiated separately. For
each mode, voltage level measurements and phase rotation sequence
checks are made at the various distributor points of the cluster.
Proper distribution, polarity, phase rotation, voltage levels, transi-
ents and noise levels are verified for the cluster configuration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSt
The cluster power interfaces shall perform in accordance with the
appropriate ICD and CEI requirements.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
CO!_K)DITIES: None
EQUIPMENT= ACE S/C GSE, VTVM, oscilloscope
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TE ST TITLE : Perform Cormnunication and Data Management Cluster
System Checkout
Pags 159
FU3W BU)CK
ND. A4.17.2
OBJECTIVE : Verify all comnmnlcations and data man_genwnt systems in the
cluster configuration.
LOCA'F//3N: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
iPERSONNEL: TBS
iTI_4E SPANt 32 Hrs
A_NCY SUPPORTz TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARA T_3 NS :
All antennas on the IM A/S, RM and CSM are coupled to the MSOB ground
station. The MSOB-PCM ground station is connected by a land line
link and llne drivers. The LM A/S and CSM are manned. All power to
the cluster is supplied from the ACE S/C GSE.
OPERATIONS: All communicatloR and data management cluster modes
are verified. The data mangement systems are activated. All instru-
mentation measurements are recorded on analog recorders in the ground
station. Recordings are evaluated for proper ambient levels, indica-
tions of excessive system noise, and trace stability. Dynamic record-
ings are made during mission simulation, block A4.17.3. Data dump
system are verified. Communication systems that have not been used
in the data management system checkout are verified. This consists
of only voice communications.
CRrfERZA FOR SUCCESSt
The cluster communication and data management systems shall be in
accordance with the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
S_PPORT REQUIREIdE_CS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQUIPMENT: ACE S/C GSE, MSOB ground station
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TEST TITLE! Mission Simulation
(Cont .)
Pap 260
FI_W BLO_
ND. A4.17.3
OBJECTIVE :
| ,it
Verify On-Orbit Sequence and Cluster Configuration Compatibility
LOCATION: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANx 20 Hours
i
iA(_ENCY SVPPORT _ TBS
!
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
Power is applied to the cluster configuration. All experiments are prepared
to be activated. The CSM and I/4 A/S are under control of the ACE S/C GSE.
The MSOB-PCM ground station is activated.
OPERATIONS:
A complete mission sequence is performed with all on orbit operations
performed in compressed time. All instrumentation is recorded in the
MSOB-PCM ground station. EMC monitoring is performed throughout mission
simulation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCC_SSI
Total orbit compatibility is verified in accordance with the applicable
ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMDDITIES: TBS
EQUIPMENT -
ACE S/C GSE, Experiment Peculiar GSE, MSOB-PCM Ground station
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TEST TITIE: Functional Checkout of Cluster D&C Functions
Peg, 161
FLOW BLOCK
ND. A4.17.4
OB_CTIVE: To verify all D6_ functions in the cluuter configuration.
LOC+A'f_ON: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPANt Done in conjunction with A 4.17.1 thru A 4.17.3
AGENCY SUPPORTt TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The CSM and LMA/S are manned.
described in A 4.16.
All other preparation required are
OPE_RATIONS:
The cluster configuration D_ system is checked out concurrent with
cluster subsystem and mission simulation teats. Activation of cluster
subsystems are controlled from the I)&C panels in the carriers or
carrier simulators and corresponding displays are verified for accurate
response. All controls and displays are verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Verification of cluster I)&C wiring circuits.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN_CS :
COMMODITIES : None
EQUIPMENT. ACE S/C GSE, Interface Simulator (LM&SS, AM/MDA, S-IVB)
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Table V. (Cont.)
Install and Checkout Experiments
P,,g,
FLOW BLOCK
ND, A 4.18
•OBJECTIVE: " To install and aheckout experiments in IU.
I/)CATXON: KSC -VAB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT Z TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTTON
PREPARATIONS :
All experiments are subjected to a pre-installation inspection and/or
bench check as described in Section 6.
OPERATIONS:
The experiments are mounted in the IU. Alignment of experiment is
verified. A post-installation test is performed as described in
g_,ction 6.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Experiment(s) are installed in IU shall function in accordance with the
applicable ICD and CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEN'CS:
COMMODITXES: TBS
\
EQUIPMENTI Experiment Handling Equipment
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TEST TITLE: RFI Test FLOW BIECK
NO. A3.1
OBJECTIVE:: Verify S/C compatibility with the launch RFI environment. Verify
communications compatibility with ground tr_cking stations.
LOCATION: KSC-LP
PERSONneL: TBS
TI_4E SPAN% 16 Hours
A_NCY SUPPORT_ TBS
_TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The MSS has been moved away.
with the Apollo SV RF test.
This test is performed in conjunction
OPERATIONS:
This test is a normal Apollo requirement. All RF systems are radiating
open loop. The S/C communications system compatibility with tracking
stations is verified. Carrier frequency, subcarrler deviation and
phase lock are verified. All S/C systems not operating during the boost
phase are de-en_rgized and RF compatibility with the 1_unch environment
is verified.
CRrI_RIA FOR SUCCESS!
All RF systems shall be compatibile with the launch environment and the
ground tracking stations.
SUPPCRTREQUIREME_CS:
CO!qMODIT_ES: None
EQUIPMENT_ CIF-PCMGround Station
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TEST TITLE: Countdown Demonstration Tests (CDDT)
F'ase
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A3.2
OBJECTIVE :
,,, , _
Demonstrate S/C readiness for launch and perform integrated dre=s
rehearsal of countdown
,]_CATXON: KSC-LP
PERSONNEL= TBS
Tilde SPAN: 32 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARAT_NS:
The S/C is complete and in flight configurstion.
in conjunction with the Apollo CDDT.
This test is performed
OPERATIONS:
During the Apollo CDDT the S/C systems are energized snd verified in
countdown sequence. Cryogenic tanks are serviced and cold soaked. The
time sensitive experiments and llfe support (or simulators) are installed.
Open loop RF checks are performed in the countdown sequence. The SLA
area is closed out and the MSS is moved away. The countdown is picked
up and continued to T-one minute. After CDDT the S/C is restored to
pre-test configuration.
CRXTERZA FOR SUCCESSX
Complete demonstration of the feasibility of all operations required in
the subsequent launch countdown.
SUPPORT REQUZREME_CS:
COPRdDDZT_ES: LO2, LN2, LH 2
EQUIPMENT= TBS
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Table V. (Cont.)
Installation and Checkout of Time Sensitive FLOW BLOCK
Experiments ND. A3.3
OB/ECTIVE : Install exp_rlments that are time sensitive _nd perform pont
inst sllstion checkout
LOCATTEN: KSC-LP
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN; 16 Hours
AGENCY SUPPORT| TBS
TASK DESCRIPTIDN
FREPARATIONS:
Launch pad activities wlll have progressed to the point where time
sensitive experiments may be installed.
OPERATIONS:
Experiments are installed and post-instsllation tests are described in
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Experiments shall adhere to the applicable CEI and XCD specification,
SUPPORT RE,QUIREHE_S:
COmmODITIES: TBS
EQUIPMENT: TBS
Ar,4_T31tl lifA_14rT_'A O0_OR,4 TnOJtl
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Table V. (Cont.)
Paso 16&
i
?lEST TITLE:
t
i
Final Fluid Servicing
B_E(:TIVE :
_ CATT_ON: KSC -LPPERSONNEL: TBS
DIME SPAN: 8 Hours
_A_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
• ,, L , J ,
Perform fluid servicing on NM.
PREPARATIONS:
The cryogenic servicing GSE is connected to the SLA cryogenic access
port. RM cryogenic servicing is performed during normal Apollo S/C
servicing.
OPERATIONS:
The RM cryogenic storage spheres are loaded. The IRM mess quantity
measure system is monitored during the loading operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS!
Cryogenic spheres shall be loaded in accordance to applicable specifications
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMDDZT_ES: LH2, LN2, LO 2
EQ_ZPMENT: Normal Apollo Cryogenic Facility
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_TEST TITle: Launch Monitor
i
IC_TECTI_ :
1I_C__T"ION:
iPERSONNEL !
_T I_, SPAN:
AC_,NCY SUPPORT [
P'|" _S?
NO. A3.5
Monltoc S/C mission critical systems during final countdown.
KSC-LP
TBS
TBS
TBS
"TASK DE SCRIPT_N
PRE PARAT_ONS :
TBS
OPERATIONS :
TBS
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS_
S/C mission critical systems shall maintain launch readiness
the' countdown.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENr_S :
COMMDDIT_ES: TBS
throughout
EQUIPMENT: TBS
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5. FLIGHT AAP 4 INTEGRATION AND PRELAUNCH CIIECKOUT
Flight AAP 4 is the fourth flight of the cluster configurntion.
Its primary objective is astronomical observations. The launch
vehicle for Flight 4 is an updated SIB, an unmodified S-IVB, nnd
an unmodified IU.
The spacecraft consists of an unmodified SLA, and MSFC half-
rack with ATM, a modified LM ascent stage and a nose cone.
On orbit, tile Rack/ATM/LM will dock with one of the side
ports of the AAP 2 MDA. The ATM experiments will be performed
during the 56-day extended mission in the cluster configuration.
T_e Rack/ATM is new hardware created for the AAP program.
Comparable Apollo hardware does not exist.
The Rack used is the basic MSFC half-rack, with experiment
support subsystems and the ECS and life support components
normally located on the LM descent stage• The center of the
rack is open providing mounting area for the ATM. As used iu
this _lan, the ATM is defined as a telescope mount structure.
The LM ascent stage is the basic Apollo hardware modified
to support the requirements of Flight 4. The extent of modifi-
cations resulting in add on equipment is relatively minor
consisting of display and control for the Rack/ATM experiments,
data, life support and gas systems. A cryogenic heat exchanger
is added for the 02 system. External mounting provisions are
provided for attaching the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AMU).
Several existing LM subsystems may be deleted, however, the
requirement is not firm and is of little significance to this
plan since it does not create an AAP generated test requirement.
For the purpose of this plan, the Rack/ATM is integrated at
Huntsville, but the LM A/S is shipped directly to KSC and is not
integrated at Huntsville.
The basic Rack/ATM systems which are discussed in this
section include:
a • Pointing Control System (PCS) consisting of the
control moment gyros, solar sensors, rate package,
PCS electronics, vernier gimbals and star tracker.
b. Structure consisting of the half-rack and ATM
experiment package.
c. ECS & LSS, consisting of the radiator, experiment
heaters, thermal shield, LOX system, GOX system,
and water.
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d. Power consisting of solar array panels, ,,echargeml31e
batteries, battery charger and regul_itor.
e. Instrumentation and telemetry consisting of _ ,_:Iturn
type system loc_ited on ti_e half rack.
f. Experiment equipment carried on the Rack/ATM as
described in section 6.
The interfaces used as a basis for the test planning
efforts in this document are in accordance with the definitions
conOtined MMC report, "General Interface Schematics, S/AA Flights
#I through #4, On-Orbit Cluster Configuration." MD-80-0018
dated 3 February 1967.
5.1 Test Requirements
5.1.I Rack/ATM qualification tests
5.1.1.1 All Rack/ATM components shall be individually
qualified to withstand the launch and on-orblt environments
and performance requirements of Flight 4.
5.1.1.2 All experiments shall be delivered as GFP
indicating that flight qualification requirements have been
satisfied.
5.1.i.3 All subsystem and integrated carrier qualifica-
tion and verification tests shall be completed in accordance
with the requirements of Volumes II and III of this test plan.
5.1.2 Rack/ATM component acceptance test requirements
5.1.2.1 All components and experiments are subjected to
a pre-delivery acceptance test at the supplier facility. All
in-house manufactured components shall be subjected I:o pre-
installation acceptance testing prior to incorporation into
the next higher assembly level.
5.1.2.2 Components, assemblies and subsystems procured
from individual suppliers shall be subjected to receiving
inspection and/or receiving tests in accordance with the
requirements of NPC 500-10,
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5.1.3 Rack/ATM Inprocess Assembly Tests - At intermediate
points in the Rack/ATM fabrication and assembly cycle, tile
following inprocess tests shall be performed:
5.1.3.1 Verify the rack structural integrity. This re-
quirement includes weld integrity checks, mechanical structural
alignment and clearance checks and machined surface visual
inspections. Proof loading of the flight rack shall not be
a requirement, provided that proof loading of a flight configured
prototype has preceded the flight hardware test, and all welded
Joints have been X-rayed or dye penetrant checked.
5.1.3.2 Verify the cable harness integrity after installa-
tion and before connection to the components. This requirement
shall be satisfied by a DITMCO or l[ughs analyzer type coutinuity
and meggar check.
5.1.3.3 All pressure llne and pressure component installa-
tions (gas and liquid) shall be subjected to proof pressure and
leak checks after installation and prior to movement from the
assembly area.
5.1.3.4 The RF installation and the rack/ATM-LM interface
coaxial cable shall be verified in the assembly area. This
requirement shall be satisfied by a system VSWR and attenuation
check.
5.1.4 R_ack/ATM System Level qua!ity Assurance (Acceptance)
Test Requirements
5.1.4.1 Verify power system performance in accordance
with the rack/ATM CEI specifications. Satisfaction of this
requirement includes but is not limited to tile following:
a. Distributor circuit checks
b. Switching and control network checks
c. Polarity checks
d. Noise, ripple, regulation
e. Battery charger operation
f. Solar cell control
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g. Buss load checks
5.1.4.2 Verify instrumentation system performanc(, in accord-
ance with the CEI speciflcation. Satisfaction of this r(,qulr(,-
ment shall include but not be limited tot
I. Camera functional performance
b. Television system performance
c. Transducer calibration
d. Instrumentation end to end checks
e. Signal conditioner checkout and calibration
5.1.4.3 Verify telemetry system performance in accordance
with the CEI specification. This requirement includes but is not
limited to verification of:
a. Power output
b. Carrier frequency, subcarrier deviation, sync,
phase lock
c. Land llne llnk checkout
d. Open loop checkout
5.1.4.4 Verify thermal control system performance in accord-
ance with the CEI s_ecification. This requirement shall be satis-
fied in two parts:
a. An ambient environment system level performance
test of the experiment heaters and the active coolant
system.
b. A flight-configured thermal vacuum test to verify
total system capability including the passive system.
During the thermal vacuum test, all flight components shall
be iu_t_11h, d including the flight type batteries. The solar panels
sha_1 be _Imul:_ted by _ short panel of sufficient length to provide
Rack ATM sh:|doutug.
5.1.4.5 Verify structure assembly in accordance _'ith the
requirements of the CEI specification. This requirement includes:
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a. Verification of the SLA attachment point compati-
bility by use of a master gauge,
b. Verification of the LM matiug surfnc,' usiug th,_
flight LM or a master gauge.
c. Verification of the stowed solar pmlel :[it and
clearance.
d. Checkout of the solar panel deployment mechanism
(solar panels off but mass slmulated).
5.1.4.6 Verify total PCS system performance. Test Require-
ments for the PCS are described in section 7.
5.1.4.7 Verify experiment optical alignments. This require-
ment includes the following alignment checks in accordance with
the CEI and ICD specifications.
a. Television camera to:
S052 coronograph
S053 Spectrohellograph
S054 Telescope
S055 Spectrograph
S056 Telescope
Film cameras
Sun sensor
b. Every experiment to each of the other experiments
c. Sun sensor to:
S052 Coronograph
S053 Spectrohellograph
S054 Telescope
S055 Spectrograph
S056 Telescope
S/C axis
d. Star tracker to S/C axis
5.1.4.8 Verify functional performance of the installed experi-
ments using the experiment developer provided GSE.
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5.1.4.9 Verify total Rsck/ATM system compatibility. This
requirement includes a compressed time mission simulation before
and after thermal vacuum testing. The mission simulation must
include:
a. Full on-board instrumentation recordings
b. EMC monitoring throughout the mission sequence
c. Verification of all mission operatlous in
sequence but using compressed time
d. Operation of all subsystems and experiments
e. Functional checkout of PCS
f. RF open loop transmission
5.1.4.10 Verify that the Rack/ATM mass properties are in
accordance with the requirements of the CEI specification. This
requirement includes:
a. Determination of the weight of the Rack/ATM
b. Determination of the center of gravity of the
Rack/ATM
Mass properties tests must be performed with all hardware
installed. The stowed position solar panel mass properties
may be simulated. Deployed solar panels mass property effects
shall be derived fromengineering analysis.
5.1.5 Rack/ATM MS FC (PIF) Integration Checkout Requirements
5.1.5.1 Verify the Rack/ATM functional interface compati-
bility in accordance with the applicable ICD specifications.
This requirement may be satisfied in conjunction with acceptance
testing (5.1.4) or as a separate series of tests.
Telemetry, communications, data management, power, display
and control and envlronmenta] control interfaces with the LM
shall be verified by use of a flight-configured LM prototype or
an LM interface simulator.
5.1.6 Rack/ATM Pre-Mate Checkout Requirements at KSC
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5.1.6.1 Varify that no shipping damage has occurred.
5.1.6.2 Varify that the Rack/ATM systems are operable
prior to mating with the LM A/S. Basically this checkout will
be to the level necessary to re-establlsh confidence in flight
readlness. Quantltiva testing shall be minimized but shall
be of sufficient quantity to establish trends. The test shall
include verification of interface loads, power, data, communica-
tions and PCS.
5.1.6.3 Verify the Rack/ATM to lower SLA fit, clearance
and alignment.
5.1.6.4 Re-verify the experiment, sun sensor, star tracker,
camera and TV camera alignments.
5.1.7 LM A/S Pre-Mate Checkout Requirements at KSC
5.1,7.1 Verify that no shipping damage has occurred.
5.1.7.2 Verify system operability prior to mating with
the Rack/ATM by a location change checkout of interface loads,
thermal control, communications, data, LSS and stability and
control.
5.1.7.3 Verify the AAP 3 CSM to LM mechanical interfaces.
This requirement shall be satisfied by a soft and hard docking.
Both the CSM and the LM shall be pressurized and the interface
shall be leak checked.
5.1.7.4
compatible.
be verified.
Verify that the AAP 3 CSM to LM interfaces are
Power, communicatio_ and D & C interfaces shall
5.1.8 Rack/ATM/LM Combined Checkout Requirements at KSC
5.1.8.1 Verify the combined grounding system compatibility.
5.1.8.2 Verify the functional interfaces between the
Rack/ATM and the LM A/S.
5.1.8.3 Verify total systems performance and compatibility
at ambient and at simulated altitude.
5.1.8.4 Verify the solar panel control circuitry.
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5.1.8.5 Verify that the mass properties have not changed
since the MSFC weight and balance checks. (This requirement
exists only if the Rack/ATM of LM has been modified.)
5.1.9 Rack/ATM/LM to Cluster Interface Checkout Requirements
at KSC
5.1.9.1 Verify D&C, emergency power, voice communications,
coaxial hardline to RM antennas, and llfe support interfaces from
LM A/S to AAP 2 MDA.
5.1.10 Space Vehicle AAP Checkout Requirements at KSC
5.1.10.1 Perform a location change checkout of th_ rack/
ATM/LM. Verify the LM GSE and data links.
5.1.10.2 During the Apollo RF open loop test verify
S/C compatibility with the ground tracking stations and mission
control center. Verify that the S/C is compatible with the
LP RFI environment.
5.1.10.3 During the Apollo countdown demonstration test,
verify all spacecraft operations and procedures including
cryogenic and hypergolic servicing.
5.1.10.4 Monitor critical S/C and experiment measurements
during prelaunch and countdown.
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5.2 PIF Operations
5.2.1 General Summary - The basic half-rack is manufact.red
at lluntsville. The inprocess assembly test requirements on the
rack structure is satisfied during intermediate assembly points.
All welds _lre X-rayed and when applicalbLe sul)jected to dye
penetrant checks. The asseml) led rack is proot-loaded to d(,si_,,ii
1 imits. Before instal 1 at i.on o[ Lhe rack sub_lsse,nh 1 ies ¢_nd t lit,
center ATM, the Rack/SLA _ttachment points _re veri.fied using _
master gauge. The LM/Rack hinting surface [s verified using
either the LM prototype or z_ master gauge. The declslol_ to
perform these fit checks on the half rack prior to the
completion of assembly is based on the following logic:
a. The half-rack is easier to handle and there is less
risk of incurring damage.
b. The fit check is valid, since the only critical fit
and clearance with the SLA is at the attach points.
Unlike the AM/MDA of Flight 2, there is little concern
with clearance in the upper SLA.
The components of the Rack subsystems, and the experiments
are received, and, as applicable, subjected to receiving tests
in accordance with the requirements of NPC 500-10.
The Rack subsystems, with the exception of the fine PCS
components, are installed on the Rack.
The inprocess assembly tests on the Rack consist of cable
h_rness continuity and megger checks, post installation
pressure line and fitting leak checks, and antenna system VSWR
and attenuation checks.
Checkout of the PCS system is performed and details for
this test are described in section 7.
Prior to power application in the QA test area, a verifica-
tion is made of the power system grounding and loads. The
R_ck/ATM is powered up using facility power source. Distribu-
te,: checks, s_,itchiug ._nd control network checks, buss ncise
checks, pcl_;r/ty ._::d reg_:i_'.._ic:-s checks are perf_r.-_ed. The
battery ch_!rger operation is verified and the solar cell control
is checked out. Buss loads are verified. Power transfer and
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internal power operations are not performed at this t_me, but
are verified in the all-systems test.
Following the power system verification, each system is
checked out independently prior to all-systems tests. This
series of checkouts includes:
a. Instrumentation Checks - The camera and televisions
systems are operated and the performance is verified.
All instrument transducers are calibrated. An end--
to-end instrumentation verification is performed
using an external stimulus. The signal conditioners
are calibrated.
b. Telemetry System - Power output is verified.
Carrier frequency, sub-carrler deviation sync, phase
lock and the pulse train is checked. Both the land
llne llnk and the RF open loop is verified.
c. Thermal Control- The operation of the experiment
heaters is checked. The active coolant system is
functionally verified. Verification of the passive
system as well as dynamic checkout of the active
system will be acccomplished in a thermal vacuum chamber.
d. Experiments - The ATM experiments are powered up
and the operation is verified u_ilizing self contained
instrumentation and ¢isplay capabilities, supplemented
by experiment peculiar GSE.
e. Mechanical - The stowed position solar panel fit
and clearance is verified using the actual solar panels.
Battery fit checks are performed. The solar panel
deployment mechanism is activated and verified with
the solar panels installed.
f. Interfaces - The LM simulator is used to verify the
LM to rack interfaces of telemetry, data)power, D & C
and environmental control.
After all systems have been checked out independently, a
series Of overall tests is performed. This series of checkouts
includes:
a. Verification of power transfer and full load opera-
tion on internal power using rechargeable flight batteries.
Solar array power is simulated from ground source.
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b. Open loop RF radiation tests with EMC monitorLng.
c. A compressed-tlme-mlsslon simulation is performed
utilizing the mission sequences. Full Instrumen[atlon
recordings are made. Tlle TM system is radiating open
loop. The fine PCS system is operating open loop while
the vernier system is operating closed loop.
Critical spare subsystem or assemblies are verified at the
system level by replacing actual Rack/ATM flight hardware with
the _vailable spares. Following the spare checkout, the Rack/ATM
is reconfigured with the flight hardware that was removed and
all systems are reverlfied prior to shlppment to KSC.
Following the overall tests, the Rack/ATM assembly is moved
to B1dldlng 4752 where weight and center of gravity measurements
are performed.
Optical alignment measurements are accomplished in this
building. The following alignment relationships are measure(l
using theodolites and optical flats:
a. Sun sensor to S/C axis
b. TVcamera to each experiment
c. Each experiment to every other experiment
d. Sun sensor to experiments
e. Star tracker to S/C axis
The Ratk/ATM is shipped to an off-slte thermal vacuum
chamber. The geometric complexity of the Rack/ATM section,
which is presented to solar radition, ls such that it is extreme-
ly desirable to perform the test in a chamber having full solar
simulation with a beam of about 17 feet and large enough to
accommodate fully deployed solar panels.
Preliminary investigation indicates that the availability
of such a chamber is doubtful, and it is assumed that this test
will be performed in a smaller chamber using an IR heat source.
Partial solar panels or simulators are installed to provide the
necessary shadowing effects.
Prior to the thermal vacuum test, a location change check-
out of the Rack/ATM is accomplished at ambient. The GSE and
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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data links are verified.
During the thermal vacuum test all systems are operating.
The Rack/ATM is on internal power. Display and control is from
the LM simulator located outside the chamber. On board
instrumentation is supplemented by test thermocouples. All
data is !andlined to a PCM ground station for recording.
After the thermal vacuum test, a final mission simulation
is performed at ambient before the Rack/ATM is removed from the
chamber. The Rack/ATM is shipped directly from the off-site
facility to KSC.
MARTIN MARIETTA OOR_:ORATION
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5.2.2 PIF Checkout Flow for ATM/Rack - The flow dlagr_m_
(figure 8) presents the recommet_ded MSFC checkout, seq.ence for
tlle ATM/Rack. No attempt has been made to show all inprocess
inspection checks.
5.2.3 Test Requirement Sheets - Table VI defines specJflc
test blocks of tlle AAP 4 flow diagram for MSFC operations. Each
sheet is identified by the flow block title and number.
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TEST TITLE:
RECEIVING TEST, PCS SUBSYSTEMS
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A
AS. 1
OBJECTIVE: Verify that the PCS subsystems are to latest anglneerlng configuration
have not been damaged during shipment and function according to speclfiGatlons.
LOCATION: MSFC-4752
)ERSONNEL : TBS
T//vIESPAN: 48 hours
AOENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All documentatlon accompanying the PCS subsystems are to the latest
configuration and accuracy. The subsystems are removed from their
shipping containers and visually exam/ned for damage. Preparations
for functional testing is then performed.
OPERATIONS:
A functional receiving test is performed in accordance with the component
assembly level requirements of NPC _00-I0. Subsystems include CMGts• 9
PCS electronics, rate sensing packaBe, sun sensor, star tracker, cable
harnesses.
CEITER!AFOR SUCCESS:
Ali systems shall conform to the appllcable CEI and ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIR]_ITS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
EQUII_/_NT: Receiving bench check equipment, solar disc simulator
(light source), VOM test fixtures for star tracker, CMGs, and rate
gyros.
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TEST TITLE _
Table Vl. (tout.)
Weld Integrity Checks
Pnge t_13
OBJECTIVE Verify quality of rack welds.
LOCA'I_N" MSFC
PERSONNEL. TBS
T]24E SPAN_ 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT_ TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTTDN
PRE PARAT_ONS:
The assembled rack without subsystems or ATM package is moved to the X-ray
area.
OPERATIONS:
All welded joints are X-rayed. The pictures are evaluated and a dye pene-
trant check is performed on any questionable areas.
CR_RIA FOR SUCCESSz
No indicationt of weld faults or flaws.
S_PPORT REQIT_I_I_S:
GO._R4DDIT_S: X-ray film dye penetrant
EQUIPMENT: X-ray machine
ltIARYIN llf AIIIir'l'rA OOR PORA YI@Itl
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TEST TITLE: Mate ATM and Rack
OBJECTIVE :
l Jl _ , i
Struct,rally and functionally mate the rack _md ATM.
LOCAT_DN: MSFC
PERSONNEL: T BS
TIME SPANz 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTs TBS
TASK DE SCRXPT_DN
PRE PARATTENS:
The ATM build up and inproces_' assembly checks are complete. The rack
fabrications and weld checks are complete.
OPERATIONS:
The ATM is mated with the MSFC half-rack.
checks are accomplished.
Fit, clearance and alignment
CRITERIA FOR SUCCZSSI
The rack and ATM are mated and fit, clearance and alignments are in accor-
dance with the CEI specifications.
SUPPORT R_QU_HEI_CS :
COMMDDITIE S : None
Eq_Lm_NT. Crane, handling GSE
ltlA IITIN HA IIIJrTTA O011PORA TION
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TE ST TITTF •
Table VT. (Cont.)
OBJECTIVE :
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ATM/Rack to SIA Fit Check
ATM/Rack to LM A/S Fit Check
FLOW BLOCK
NO, A5.4
A5.5
!
Verify rack compatibility with the SLA attach points.
LOCATED N: MSF C
PERSONNEL: T BS
TII_E SPAN: 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT| TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATTENS:
The rack/ATM assembly is moved to the quality test area. The SLA
prototype is placed in the test fixture.
OPERATIONS:
The prototype upDer SLA is removed. The flight Rack/ATM is lowered to
the lower SLA attach points and secured. Fit, alignment and clearance
checks are performed. If a prot_,typ_' LM has been provisioned for quality
testing, the LM is mated with thc_ rack/ATM and fit and alignment checks
are completed. If a LM A/S is not available, the fit check is performed
using a master gauge.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS_
Rack/ATM to SLA and LM A/S fit and clearance shall be in accordance with
the appl_ab_e ICD specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COI_DXT_ES: None
EQUIP_NT: Crane, handling GSE.
- &
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Table VI. (Cont.)
IEST TITLE: Receiving Tests Components al_d Experiments
P.ge J_6
FLOW BLO_
NO, A5.(_
OBJECTIVE; Verify that components and experiments are to the_test engineering
configuration, have not been damaged during shipment and functions accord-
ing the specifications.
LOCATION: MSFC-4752
PERSONNELz TBS
TIME SPAN; 40 hours (Total)
A(_ENCY SUPPORTz TBS
TASK DESCRIPTTEN
PRE PARATY/)NS:
All documentation accompanying components and experiments are to the
latest configuration and accuracy. Components and experiments are
removed from the_ shipping containers and visually examined for damage.
Preparation for functional testing is then performed.
OPERATIONS:
A functional receiving test is performed on each component in accordance
with the requirements of NPC 500-10. All experiments are subjected to
pre-installation checkout as defined in Section 6 of this appendix.
CRI"IIgRZA FOR SUCCESS!
Components and experiment performance shall conform to the requirements
for the applicable specifications.
SUPPORT REQD'fREI_EI_fS :
CO._ D ZT_K S :
EQUIPMENT"
peculiar GSE.
None
Standard commercial bench check equipment (Lab), experiment
Reference Section 6.
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TEST TITTR ;
Table VI; (Cont.)
ATM Ditmco Checks
Page 187
FLOW BIECK
NO. A5.7
OB_ CTIVE !
z _ --
Verify ATM wire harness integrity prior to ,,sting the rack.
LOCATXO N: MSF C
PERSONNEL: T BS
TIME SPAN: 16 hours
A(_NCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTT_ON
PREPARATIONS:
The ATM build up must he completed.
the cable harnesses.
All components are disconnected from
OPERATIONS:
A Ditmco (or Hughes analyzer) type checkout is performed on the ATM cable
harnesses to verify continuity and proper isolation prior to mating the
rack. A grounding system check and resistive load check is performed.
CRITERIA FOR _C(_SSI
Continuity and isolation shall be in accordance with the ATM specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COI_4DD%TXES: None
_=_ .
EQUIP}_N'r= VOM, leslstanct_ bridge, Ditmco circuit analyzer or Hughes
at_alyzer.
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TEST TITLE: PCS Checkout FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 5.8
OBJECTIVE : To checkout PCS System
IDCATION: MSFC-4708
PERSONNEL;
TIME SPAN; 88 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT; TBS
TASK DE SCRXPT_[DN
PRE PARATXONS: Refer to section 7.
OPERATIONS:
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
COMMDDXT_ES: None
EQUI._NT:
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Table Vl. (Cont.)
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TE ST TITLE Rack/ATM Ditmco Checks FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 5.9
O_CTIVE t
1
Verify combines rack/ATM cable harness integrity.
LOCATION: MSFC-4708
PE RSONNE L ! T BS
TIME SPANx 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The rack build up is complete. The rack/ATM is mated. PCS cable harnesses
are installed. All components are electrically disconnected.
OPERATIONS:
A Ditmco (or Hughes analyzer) test is performed on the combined rack/ATM
l_arnesses. Continuity and isolation checks are performed. The combined
rack/ATM grounding system is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Wire harness continuity and megger checks shall be in accordance with the ICD.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS :
COMMODIT_E S : None
EQUIPMENT: VOM, resistance bridge, Ditmco or Hughes analyzer.
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Table VI. (Cont.)
--_-ST TITLE z Pressure and Leak Checks
Page 190
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 5. i0
OBdECTIVEt Verify that fluid lille and storage vessel leak rates do not
exceed the required specifications.
I/)C_TXONt MSFC-4708
PERSONNELt TBS
TI>IE SPANt 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORTt TBS
TASK DESCRIPT3DN
PREPARATIONS:
All plumbing lines and storage vessels are pressurized by facility source.
OPERATIONS:
The plumbing lines and storage vessels are pressurized to 5.7 PSIG
and a leak detector check is performed on all connectors and fittlngs
internal to the ATM/Rack. Cleanliness and environment controls are
maintained.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
The fluid pressure lines, storage vessels, fittings and connection leak
rates shall be within the applicable CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMEI_CS:
COMMDD_T_ES: GN 2 , GH e
EQUv-_P'_I_ :: Pressure control console, facility pressure source and umbillcals.
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Table Vl. (Cont.)
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TE ST TITIF ! Communications Checkout FLOW BLOCK
ND. A 5.11
OBJECTIVE I
| ,..... i
Exercise the communications systea_ to verify the capability of the
receiver and transmitter using dummy antennae.
T_CA'I_ONI MSFC
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPANz 16 hrs
A6ENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_0N
PEE PARAT_0NS:
With the ATM/rack installed in the handling fixture, and with all 9ommuni-
cations electronics equipment in place except antennae. The VHF/UHF omni
antennae will be simulated by dummy antennae. Power for the communications
system will be supplied.
OPERATIONS:
Using a signal generator a stimulus will be applied to the receiving dtunmy
antenna and the signal will be reviewed at the ASAP recorder.
Using the same equipment a stimulus will be applied to the experiment sensors
and verified on the ground PCM recorder. Using the Coax Switching equipment
both antennae will be checked out in the transmitting mode and receiving mode,
All data will be transmitted to PCM ground station in real time and play back.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSI
Communications system shall perform in accordance with the requirements of
the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQULREME_CS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUIP_INT= Signal Generator, Dummy Antennae, Coax Connectors and Cable,
PCM Ground Station, Ground Power Supplies
MARTIN liIARIITTA O0111bOIIATlOltl
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Table VI. (Cont.)
T_ST TITLE: Power System Checkout
Page ]92
OBJECTIVE: Verify power system prior to subsystem checkout.
LOCATION t MSFC-4708
PERSONNE L: T BS
TIME SPAN: 16 hour_
AGENCY SUPPORT! TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATY/)NS :
The MSFC provided ,ack/ATM checkout GSE is connected. Ground power source
is used for this t<:_[. The LM A/S electrical simulator is connected to the
Rack/ATM.
OPERATIONS:
The power system performance is verified. Distributor checks, switch and
control networks checks and polarity verification are accomplished prior
to application of power to other subsystems. With the power system operatin
under a full load, system noise, regulation, switch transients and buss load
measurements are accomplished. The opet'ation of the battery charger and
regulator is verified.
CRITERIA FOR b'UCCESS|
The power system performance shall be in accordance with the requirements
of the CEI specificatiO_
SUPPORT REQUIREME_CS:
CO._R_ODIT_ES: None
EQUZPMENT: MSFC provided rack/ATN peculiar GSE-TBS, LM A/S simulator
ltlAR'rlN HARllrI"rA O011POleA'rlOItl
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Table Vl. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Instrtuuentation Syst_,m C]leckou[ FLOW BLOC_
ND. A',.I_
iOE2ECTIVE : Checkout the rack/ATM instrumentation system prior to use with
other systelu_.
LOCAT_DN: MSF C-4 7 0 8
'PERSONNEL t TBS
TIME SPANt 16 hours
AQENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PRE PARATIDNS :
Rack/ATM peculiar GSE is connected.
OPERATIONS:
The film and television cameras are operated and fnnctionally checked out.
The instrument transducers are calibrated and an end to end checkout is
performed applying stimulus to the transducer where feasible_and providing
a simulated transducer output signal where stimulus is not possible. Signal
conditioner adjustments are accomplished.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCZSSI
The instrumentation system shall perform in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable spec.
Lll
,SUPPORT REQU_IEMENTS:
CO._91DDIT_ES: Film
EQUIPMENTx Rack/ATM peculiar instrumentation GSE, LM A/S simulator
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Table VI. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Telemetry System Checkout
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OBJECTIVE !
Verify functional performance of the telemc_try system prior to
overall tests.
]_CAT'_ON: MSFC-4708
PERSONNELS TBS
TIMK_ SPAN; ].6 ho,,rs
AGENCY SUPPORT; T;_S
TASK DE SCRTPT_DN
PREPARATIONS :
Rack/ATM peculiar GSE is connected.
PCM ground station is provided.
A land line link to the building 4708
Ground power is used.
OPERATIONS:
Transmitter power output is verified. The telemetry system is verified both
open loop radiation and through the land line link. Carrier frequency,
sync pulses, subcarrler deviation and phase lock stability is verified.
CRI_fERT_ FOR SUCCESSI
Telemetry system performance in accordance with the requirements of the
applicable specification.
SUPPORT I_EQU]:REMEN_,_S :
COMMOD:'T:I_ S : None
t_
EQUT.PMENT= Land line data link, rack/ATM peculiar GSE-TBS, antenna couplers
LM A/S simulator
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Tabl.e VI. (Cont .)
TEST TITLE; Installed Experiments Checkout
P:a_,e J95
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A5.15
0E/g CTIVE : Perform individual post installation checkout of experiments
prior to all system tests.
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
A(_NCY SUPPORT:
MSFC-4708
TBS
24 hours
TBS
ITASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATTENS:
All support subsystems have been checked out.
OPERATIONS:
The individual experiments are checked out in accordance with the
requirements of Section 6.
CRITERZA FOR SUC_SSI
Performance in accordance with the CEI and ICD spe¢iflcatloAs,
SUPPORT REQU_MENTS:
, COMMDDXTIES: TBS
Experiment peculiar GSE provided by experiment developer - TBS
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Table VI. (Cont.)
_ST TITLEI Verify Deployment of Solar Panels
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OBJECTIVEI Verify operation of mechanical and deployment mechanisn, s.
LOCATION: MSFC-4708
PERSONNEL! TBS
TIME SPAN| 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT g TBS
TASK DESCRIFT_DN
PREPARATIONS:
GSE is connected from previous checkouts.
obstructions to solar panel deployment.
The area is cleared of
OPERATIONS:
The solar panels are fit checked in the stowed position. Clearance and
alignment is verified. Tile solar panels are removed and solar panel
simulators are installed (blank solar panel frames). The deployment
mechanism is activated and the solar panel frame deployment is verified.
Panel retraction is checked out.
CRX_ERZA FOR S_CCESS$
Solar panel deployment in accordance with the applicable specifications.
SUPPORT_EQUIRENE_CS:
CO._ODIT_ES: None
EQUIPI_NT: Solar panel simulator (frames), LM simulator, rack/ATM
peculiar GSE-TBS.
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'lEST TITLE:
Table VI. (Cont.)
Interface Compatibility Checkout
P_ge 191
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A5.17
OBdECTIVEZ Vcr,ify functional interface compatibility with tile LM A/S.
LOCATYEN Z MSFC-4708
PERSONNEL: T BS
TIME SPANz 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT _ TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PRE PARATIONS :
The LM simulator is connected. All power is supplied front ground facility
OPERATIONS :
Utilizing the LM simulator to complete the circuits) thL, rack/ATM portion
of the telemetry, data, power and D&C interfaces are vcii4ied. All LM
originated controls are initiated and rack/ATM response [:_ verified. All
rack/ATM display functions are checked on the LM display panel. Emergency
[_ower switching is initiated and respouse is verified. ECS control shall
be verified.
CRITERIA FOR SIYC(_SSI
The rack/ATM to LM interface compatibility shall be in accordanc@ with
requirements of the ICD.
SUPPORT REQUIRE_CS :
COMMODITTR S: TBS
EQU_I'}_NT: LM simulator
M,Jl_'rlltl M_luIs"ll"r_ oolB_o_,_'rlolo
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TEST TITI£ :
T_ble Vl. (Cont.)
AI I Sy_,_teluTests
P_ge 198
OBJECTIVE : Verify Inter-system Coi!ipatibility
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
AGENCY 81JPPORT:
MSFC-4708
TBS
20 hours
TBS
TASK DE SCRYPTIDN
PRE PARATTE NS:
The LM simulator is connected, All power is supplied by ground facility.
EMC checkout devices are installed.
OPERATIONS:
A complete compressed time mission simulation is performed in the on-orbit
sequence. All subsystems and experiments are powered. The rack/ATM is
operating on facility power. The antenna systems are radiating open loop.
Full instrumentation recordings are made as well as LM simulator display
monitoring. EMI monitoring is performed. The PCS system is not operating
for this tests.
CR!'_RZA FOR SUCC_SSI
All recording, visual displays and EMC devices shall indicate all systems
co_patibility with no detrimental interactions.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDIT_ES: TBS
EQU_4ENT_ EMC checkout devices, LM simulator, rack/ATM peculiar GSE-TBS,
experiment peculiar GSE-TBS, star simulator, solar disc
simulator, PCM ground station.
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• Table VI. (Cont.)
TEST TITIRz Critical Spares Checkout
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FLOW B_CX
ND. A5.19
OEIECTIVEt • To verify system after major (critical spares) components have been
interchanged.
LO CA'I'T-ON t MSFC
PERSOI_L ! TBS
TIME SPANt TBS
AGENCY SIIPPORT t TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATXONS:
After the system has been functionally checked out (mech. & elect.)
major components as identified by the critical items list will be replaced
OPERATIONS:
Re-verify system integrity by functionally checking out systems using
same test procedure and test equipment.
CRr_RIA FOR SUCCESSI
Successful completion of testing by re-verification of system, after
replacement of major components with spare items.
SUPPORT I_EQVI.REMEW_S:
COMMDD_T_ES: None
EQU LVMENT • TBS
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Table VI. (Cont.)
TEST TXTT_: M_Iss Property Cheeks
Pnge 200
FIaOW BLOCK
1_o A 5.20
OBJECTIVE t Determine rack/ATM mass properties
LOCATIONs
PERSONNEL t
T_4E SPANs
AGENCY SUPPORTs
, = ,, ,- i
TASK DESCRXPTIDN
MSFC-4752
TBS
16 hours
TBS
i JJ i , I I J J ' , t [' ! _ J ,, l Jl , • I t II I - ,
rSZ PAE.%T/ENS •
The rack/ATM is moved Co the mass prot,erty area in building 4752.
0 I_LA.TZONS:
The rack/ADi is leveled and weighed. Center of gravity measurements are
made in both the vertical and horizontal position by use of three point
load all suspension.
CRI"_ERZA FOR 81:IC(:ISSt
Verify weight and CG is compatible with engineering calculations and flight
requirements.
S_PPORT REQIrn%EMENTS:
, COI_DDXTZE8 t None
J, r , ,-- , ,, m i •
EQUY2MENT: Load cells, mass property simulators, weighing fixture
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_ST TITLE _
Table VI. (Cont._
Optical Aligrmlents
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FLOW BIDCK
NO. A5.21
o 9JE cT_:
J , .
Determine that critical experiment alig_uuents arc wLthln
allowable limits.
LO,CAT3DN% MSFC-4752
PERSONI_L ¢ TBS
T_RdE SPANs 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT; TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARAT'/DNS z
The rack/ATM is positioned on the facility isolated floor.
are installed on the camera, scope and experiment lenses.
are positioned on the isolated floor.
Optical flats
Theodolites
OPERATIONS:
Using two theodolites per alignment the following line of sight angles are
verified to be within limits:
a) Angle between TV camera and the coronograph, tile spectroheliograph,
telescopes and fihn cameras;
b) Angle between each experiment - coronograph, telescopes, spectroheliograp]
and cameras;
c) Angle between sun sensors and TV camera;
d) Angle between sun sensor and each experiment;
e) Star tracker to S/C axis.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSs
All alignments shall be within the limits defined by the applicable CEI
specification.
SOPPORT NEQIT[REI_N*CS :
COM_K)DIT_E S : None
J
t--._:- -
EqOZl_: Theodolites (minimum of 2), mounting stands, optical flats
I_,ilR'rlltl IWAl_14rff, fl OORPORA'rlOItl
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Table Vl. (Cont.)
P_.)ge 202
ST T_TI._.! l,ocation Change Checkout
Re-establish confidence in system operability after movement.
Verify new location GSE and data links.
LOCATION. Off-site chamber
PERSONNEL I T BS
TIME SPANI TBS
A(_NCY SUPPORTI TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PREPARATIONS :
The rack/ATM is installed in the thermal vacuum chamber. All support GSE
is connected. Test thermocouples are installed. The chamber is prepared
for test.
OPERAT'_ONS:
The rack/ATM is subjected to a location change checkout of the subsystems
and experiments. The GSE and data links are verified. IR source locations
are determined.
CR_TERY.A FOR SUC(ZSS!
All rack/ATM systems shall operate in accordance with CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQU_,EMEI_CS:
CO}_DDITIE S: T BS
EqUL_/_NT: LM simulator, test thermocouples, rack/ATM peculiar GSE-TBS,
thermal vacuum chamber GSE.
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Table VI.
_ST TITLE; Thermal Vacuum Test
(Cont.)
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FLOW B_CZ
ND. A5.23
OETECTIVE :
...... _- v - :
Prove the active and passive thermal control system.
LOCATION: Off-site chamber
PERSONNE L ! TBS
TIME SPAN; TBS
AGENCY SUPPORT| TBS
TASK DE SCRIFT]DN
PI_ PARATIONS :
The rack/ATM is in the chamber. All GSE is connected. Test batteries
are installed. Partial solar panel simulators are deployed. The IR
sources are positioned. Test thermocouples are installed.
OPERATIONS:
The thermal control system is evaluated under simulated thermo altitude
environment by a series of all system tests culminating in a compressed
time mission simulation. All flight instrumentation data is recorded.
Supplemental data is obtained from test instrumentation. All tests are run
on internal battery power. Solar panel power is simulated. The PCS
system is operating open loop. Control and display is from the LM simulator.
CRr_RIA FOR SUCCESS:
The TC system shall perform in accordance with the requirements of the CEI
spec under thermo vacuum environment.
SUPPCRT REQEIREMENTS :
COMMDDXTXE S: TBS
EQUT.P_NT '-' LM simulator, test thermocouples, rack/ATM GSE-TBS, experiment
peculiar GSE-TBS, thermal vacuum chamber support GSE
lifAllT!lll IIGAIIIJrT'rA O01_PORATION
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TEST TXTI_ :
Table Vl. (Cont.)
Post Thermal Vacuum All Systems Ambient Test
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FLOW BLOCK
NO. A5.24
OBJECTIVE
LOCAT_N:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
AGENCY SEPPORT _
J
Final systems verlficatJon alter thermal vacuum test and
prior to shipment to KSC.
Off-site chamber
TBS
TBS
TBS
TASK DE SCRXPTION
PKE PAPATXO NS :
All thermal vacuum tests are complete.
OPEPATXONS:
l_e rack/ATM systems are subjected to a series of all system checks while
still in the chamber. The purpose is to verify that no systems deterioration
has occurred as a result of the TV tests. At the conclusion of this check, the
rack/ATM is prepared for shipment to KSC, It is not returned to MSFC.
CRI_RIA FOR S_C(_8SI
Systems shall be ready for shipment to KSC.
, L ,
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
COMMDDTT_E S : TBS
Eq_I/TMENT: LM simulator, rack/ATM peculiar GSE-TBS
IIfAR'rIlll IRAI_IIrFrA OORPORAYIOlll
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5.3 KSC Operations
5.3.1 General Summary
5.3.1.1 SIVB and IU - No AAP peculiar modifications have
been accomplished on the S-IVB and IU. Prelaunch checkout is
in accordance with the normal Apollo flow,
5.3.1.9 SLA - No modifications have been performed on tile
SI,A for FLLght 4. Checkout [oLlows the normal Apollo flow with
the ey,ception of a cack/ATM to lower SI,A fit check early In the
MSOB flow.
5.3.1.3 Nose Cone - A standard Apollo nose cone is used to
replace the CSM for Flight 4. Checkout follows the no_lal Apollo
flow.
_.3.1.4 LM A/S - The LM A/S mated with the rack/ATM is a
new configuration and requires a new flow for the LM A/S. The
LM A/S receiving inspection is limited to a damage check of the
module. No functional receiving test is performed. The LM A/S
is moved to the A/S test fixture in the MSOB. Power buss
resistance and static loads are measured. The unmodified LM
reaction control system (RCS) is functionally checked out in
accordance with existing procedures.
The LM A/S is moved to the MSOB altitude chamber and
raised above the chamber. The CSM for AAP 3 is already in the
chamber (AAP 3 prelaunch checkout flow). The LM A/S is lowered
to the CM and soft and hard docking is accomplished. Longi-
tudinal axis alignment is checked. The LM A/S and CM are
pressurized. Docking interface leakage rates are checked. The
LM A/S is undocked and moved to the MSOB rack work area where
it is mated to the ATM/Rack.
5.3.1.5 Rack/ATM - The Rack and ATM receiving inspections
are limited to a damage check of the modules. Following receiving
inspection, the Rack and ATM are mated in the MSOB rack work
area. The LM/Rack/ATM are moved to the east integration stand
where it is fit checked with the lower SLA. Upon completion of
this check, the rack/ATM is moved to an MSOB rack work area
where the CMG mounting pads are verified for alignment. The
CMGs are then installed.
5.3.1.6 LM A/S Mated to Rack/ATM - The vast number of
interfaces between the rack/ATM and the LM A/S, and the fact that
they have not previously been mated, places a requirement on the
KSC operations for a prelaunch combined carrier systems test.
MARYIN lifARIMffA OORPOIIIATIO#
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The rack/ATM is mated to the LM A/S in the MSOB rack work
area. Electrical interfaces are verified and umbillcals are
mated. Experiments are installed and rough alignment is per-
_ormed. Upon completion of this test, all plumbing lines are
checked for leaks. The LM A/S - rack/ATM is moved to the West
Aititude Chamber. The Rack/ATM and LM A/S subsystems are
individually tested. Following the, LM A/S and rack/ATM sub-
system functional testing, a combined LM A/S - rack/ATM sub-
system interface checkout is performed. Thl8 checkout includes
thermal control, pointing control, data management, communica-
tions and experiment subsystem checkout with the display and
control of the LM A/S providing system control and monitoring.
"With the LM A/S - rack/ATM in the West Altitude Chamber
and the AAP 3 CSM in the East Altitude Chamber, the LM-CSM
interfaces are connected via marriage cables. Power, communi-
cations and display and control subsystem interfaces are then
verified. Upon completion of the above test, the umbilicals
are disconnected and the carriers are prepared for a cluster
interface test, as described in section 4.3.1.4 Part C.
After cluster interface test, an LM A/S - rack/ATM manned
altitude test is performed in the West Altitude Chamber. The
LM A/S - rack/ATM is then moved to the MSOB Work Area where the
rack/ATM solar panels are installed in the stowed position and
electrical control checks performed.
Final rack/ATM experiment alignment is verified. Both
carriers are cleaned and a weight and balance check is per-
formed. The remaining MSOB operation follows normal Apollo
flow, which consists of S/C build-up before shipment to the
launch pad.
5.3.1.7 Launch Pad Activities - Basically the launch pad
activities follow the normal Apollo flow with the following
exceptions_
a. LM A/S - rack/ATM subsystem location change
checkout.
b. Cryogenic Servicing of the rack/ATM.
c. RFI testing in conjunction with the Apollo
RF test.
d. All S/C operations and procedures shall be
verified during the Apollo CDDT.
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5.3.2 Prelsunch Checkout an(] La,nch Pad Activitlcs Flow -
Tile flow dlagram (figure 9) prcse,_ts tile rccon_ended flow or
checkout oper_tion Lit KSC for thc va'ious elem(mts of AAP 4.
Time function reference should be made to 4.3.2 for
interface and timeline requirements.
5.3.3 Test Rec_uirement Sheets - Table VII contains test
description sheets for the numhered blocks of the flow diagram
(see figure 9). Table VII defines specific blocks of the AAP 4
flow diagram for KSC operations.
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Table Vll. Test Requiramant Sheets for Figure 9
Receive and Inspect Experiments
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PLOW BIDCK
ND. A 4.1
Verify that no dsmage has occurred during packaging and
shipping.
LOCATXDN: KSC-M_B (Experiment Accommodation Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN; 40 hours (total)
AGENCY SUPPORTs Principal Investigator
. --_ - -- : : m m
TASK DE SCEIFTIDN
PRE PARAT_DNS :
All documentation accompanying the experiments are reviewed for latest
configuration and accuracy. The experiments are removed from the
shipping containers.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough inspection of the experiments is performed. All electrical
connectors are inspected for bent pins and foreign particles. Fluid
lines are inspected for evidence of damage. No _inctlonal checkouts
are performed at this time. Envirolnmentel and cleanliness controls
shall be adl_ered to at all times in accordance with applicable specifi-
cations.
CR_ERLA FOR _CCESS|
There shall be no evidence of damage, deterioration or contamination.
SUPPORT REQU_%Eq_CS:
COMMDDYT_ES: TBS
EQUL_NT: Experiment l_ndling equipment.
IIIARTIIW llWAIIIlIT'rA OOlIPORATIOIOI
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TEST TITLE : LM A/S - R&I
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FLOW B_CK
HD. A 4.2
OB,_CTIVE :
LOCATION:
PERSONNELz
TIME SPANt
AGENCY SUPPOKT_ TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
_- .... = - , ,,o, ,, ....
Verify that the I_4 A/S is to the latest engineering configura-
tion and that 11o d_mage has occurredduring packaging and
shipping.
I_-MSOB (LM A/S Work Stand)
TBS
].b hollrs
PRE PARATT_ONS:
All documents accompanying the LM A/S are reviewed for latest configura-
tion accuracy. The LM A/S is inspected on the LM _S work stand.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough visual inspection is performed to assure that no transporta-
tion damage has occurred. Plumbing lines and electrical connectors are
inspected. The 124 A/S - CSM and LM A/S - Rack _ mating surfaces are
inspected for damage. Cleanliness and e_vironmental controls are main-
tained.
CRTTERZA FOR _CCESSt
1/4 A/S is in proper configuration and no transportation damage has
occurred.
SUPPORT REQNIRE_WCS:
COMMDDITIES: None
EQ_LVMENT: LM A/S, work access platform, handling equipment,
hand tools, portable lighting.
ED-2002-49
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......................... Table VII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE1 Rack and AS_4 - R&l FLOW BLO(X
: ' _ NO. A 4.3
, _ | ,
OE/ECTIVE: Verify that the Rack and A_ is to t1_e latest engiueering
configuration _ld that no damage has occurred du.ving
packaging and s_lipping.
KSC-MSOB (Rack Work area s_id experiment accommodation area)
_.L_3S
I_b I_ours
AGENCY SUPPORT| VIL,
t
I_)CATIDN:
iPERSONNEL |
'TI_4E SPANs
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PRE PARATTENS :
All documents accompanying the Rack and A_ are reviewed for latest
configuration accuracy. The Rack is inspected in the Rack Work Area
and the ATM is inspected in the experiment accommodations area.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough visual inspection is performed to assure at no transporta-
tion damage has occurred. Plumbing lines and electrical connectors
are inspected. The Rack A_-LM A/S mating surface is examined for
d_nage and cleanliness. ClemLliness and enviror_nental controls are
maintained.
CRI"rERIA FOR SI_C(XSSZ
Rack and ATM are in proper configuration and no transportation damage
has occurred.
SUPPORT I_QUIREMENT._S:
COMMDDXT_E S: None
EQ_L_gNT: Rack A_ transport, work access platform, handling
equipment, hand tools, portable lighting.
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
i TE ST TITLE
-!OEJECTIVE
!LOCATION:
iPERSO_Lr
_TIME SPANz
|
 ableVn.(Colt.! .....
Perfor_n 124 A/S Load Checks
esge 212
FLOW BLOGK
No. a 4.4
| , ,
Verify LM A/S power buss interface compatlbility prior
to mate.
K_"A-MSOB (LM A/S Work Stand)
TBS
16 hour s
,A(EN6"f SUPI_RT: TBS
iTASK DE SCRYPT_DN
PRE PARAT_NS:
Checkout boxes are connected to the LM A/S umbilicals.
OPERATIONS:
Power buss resistance and static loads are measured and verlfied to
be in accordance with the applicable interface specifications. Power
distribution and sequence is verified.
CRrrERT.A FOR _'_CCESSz
Power interfaces shall be in accordance with ICD specs.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
COMMDDITXE S: No ne
EQUL_NT: TBS
MARTIN lioAirlllrr'r& O @Ie POIIA TIOItl
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TE ST TITLE :
i
_OE2ECTIVE :
I
iLOCATION.
PERSONNEL:
.TIldE SPAN;
_AGENCY SUPPORT; TBS
i:rASZDEsCRIVr 0N
Table VII. (Cont.)
Page 2.13
Perl'ox_n I_4 A/S - C_4 Docki1_ Test
i , L ....
Verify LM A/S and CSM Docking Interfaces.
KSC-MSOB (Alt. Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
PRE PAP.ATZONS :
AAP 3 CSM is already in altitude chamber.
OPERATIONS:
The LM A/S is raised above the chamber and lowered to the CEM in the
inverted position. Soft and hard docking is accomplished. Probes
and latches are adjusted. Operation of optical docking aides are
verifiedpumbilicals between the carriers are inspected for damage
and a fit check performed.
CRITERIA FOR SUC_SS:
Docking interfaces shall be in accordance with the applicable CEI and
ICD specific ation.
SUPPORT REQ_ME_K£S :
CO._4DDITIE S: None
EQUIPMENT: LM A/S inverting fixture, slings, crane, work access platform.l
llfAIBT"lltl DIAIIllrl"I"A ODIIPOI_ATION
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Table VII. (tout.)
L............... •.............................................
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i
!OBJECTIVE:
• [ --. ] _iil [J
Verify that the CSM-LM A/S docking interface leakage rates
do not exceed specification requir_errts.
LOGATSDN: KSC-MSOB (Altitude Chamber)
PERSO_L: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCEYPT_DN
PRE PARATTENS:
All hatches are closed and secured. The LM A/S and CSM are presEurlzed
to 5.0 psi above ambient. The tunnel pressure is increased to slightly
less than that in the cabins.
0 FERATXONS:
A pressure decay test is performed to determine leakage rates. The
hard latches are disengaged and the pressure decay test is repeated
in the soft dock configuration. Upon completion of pressure test,
the tunnels and cabins are depressurized and the probe and drogue are re-
installed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Combined leakage rates shall be within the limits defined by the ICD
and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDXT_E S: GN 2
EQ_Y_WMENT: Crane, pressure console, leak detector.
MARTIN lilAl_lJrTT"A OOI_PORATION
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f ....
i _E ST TITLE r
t
t ,
OBJECTIVE :
iLOCA'FIDN:
iPERSONNEL:
TIME SPANs
AGENCY SUPPO_TI 'IBS
Table Vll. (Cont .)
Mate and Fit Check ATM/Rack With Lower _,A
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Verify AZ_4/Rack - [_LA Fi't'_and Clearar_(;.
KSC-MSOB (East Integration Stand)
TBS
16 hours
FLOW BLOCK
No. A 4.7
TASK DE SCRIPT_DN
PSE PARATXONS:
The lower SLA of AAP 4 is placed in the east integration stand.
The upper SLA is removed.
O PERATIONS:
The ATM/Rack is lowered to the 1/4 attach points and secured.
Clearance between the A_4/Rack and lower SULA are verified.
CRI"I_RLA FOR SECCESSI
Fit and clearance shall be in
specifications.
accordance with applicable ICD
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
CO]_K)DITTR S : None
EQ_ZPMENT: Crane, rack handling fixture, hand tools, work access
platform
I_lART"lltf llfAIIIl'l"rA OOR@ORA't'IOItl
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TEST TITLE :
Table VII. (Cont.)
CMG Mounting Pad Alignment
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FLOW B_CE
NO. A4.8
OBJECTIVE: Verify CMG Mounting Pads are Aligned
LOCAT]DN: KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: ' 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARAT'/DNS :
TBS
0PERAT_ONS:
TBS
CRITERT.A FOR SIJCCESS!
CMG pad alignment shall be In accordance with applicable ICD
specification.
, , , , ,n , ,
SI_PPORT REQUIREMENTS :
COI_K)DITIE S: None
EQmLm_NT: Theodolites, optical flats, CMG mounting pad
alignment fixture
M,4Rlr'IN MA_llrrf'_ OOmi_Ol_A'r#olM
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TEST TITLE:
Tab le VII. (Cont .)
Install CMG' s
Page 217
FLOW BLOCK
_. A 4.9
OBJECTIVE : .......Ynstall CMG's iJ, tl_eir ATM/R mounti,_ pads
ILOCAI_LON: K,';C-MS,01%(_ack Work Area)
iPE RSONNE L: '_l_
iTI)tE SPAN: 1(_ ho_u's
!AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
L
ITASK DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARATT.ONS:
TBS
OPERATIONS :
TBS
CRI_ERL_ FOR SUCCESSZ
b_IG interfaces shall be in accordance with the applicable ICD
specifications.
SUPPORT REQU_NTS:
CO!_DITIES: None
EQUY.I_I_ _ CMG handlil_ equipment, hand tools, work access platforms.
ikeAIIE"I"IN MAi_I4F'rF_I 00NJmOIE*,Allr'ION
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Table VII. .(C°nt.)
TEST TITI_: Install Experiments in A_4/Rack - ]_4 A/S FLOW BLOCZ
i
OBJECTIVE :
J , ± _
lustall experiments and experiment subsjstems I.ziATM ]_ack -
[/4 A/S
LOCATT_N: K[_C-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
PE RSOI_NE L t TBS
TIME SPAN: 20 ]_ours
AGENCY SUPPORT: ._TL_
TASK DE SCRIPTIDN
PRE PARATIDNS :
All experiments will be subjected to a final pre-installatlon inspection
and w_ere applicable a final bench check and/or calibration is performed.
(Reference section 6. for requirements.)
[
I
OPERATIONS:
Reference section 6.
re quir ement s.
for experiment installation and checkout
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSt
All experiments will be installed and secured in launch configuration.
SUPPORT REQEIREMENTtS :
COMMDDIT_E S: TBS
EQULm_NT: Experiment handling GSE, TBS
MARTIAl MAIIIJrTI"A O0111_OIOAY'ION
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_ ST TTTT_. x
OB/ECTI_E
iLOCATION:
iPERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN!
Table Vll. (Cont.)
AT_4/Rack 'Experiment Alignment
Page 2] 9
FLOW BLO(X
No. A 4.11
| , ,
Perform a rough alingment of ATe/Rack Experiments early
in tl_e M_DB Flow
KCC-M_DB (Rack Work Area)
TBS
)_4 }_ours
[ oiAGENCY SUPPORT: .[_[_,,
T
{,
l
i
?
;TASK DE SCRIPTTON
PREPARATIONS :
Theodolites and optical flats are used in preparation for experiment
alignment.
OPERATIONS:
The follo_ing ATM/Rack experiment alignments are performed using theo-
dolites and optical flats:
(a) gun sensor to S/C axis
(b) T.V. to each experiment
(c) Each experiment to every other experiment
(d) [_t_,lsensor to eac_ experiment
(e) Star tracker to S/C axis
CRITERIA FOR SUC(_SSt
kTM/Rack experiments alignment shall be in accordance wltl_ the
applicable ICD specification.
SUPPORT REQIIIREME_CS :
COMMDDITIE S : None
EqULm_NT: _leodolites and optical flats
MARTIN IRARIIrrrA O@I_PORATION
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Table Vll. (Cont.)
|.... . ............. ........................................................................
iTEST TITLE: [N/ATM/I_ack Plt_nbi,_ Leak Check FLOW BLOCK
NO. A h o
(
OBJECTIVE : VerLfy that tile leak rates of' tl,e I_/A'l_/i_ack pllnnbi_ do
not exceed specifications.
LOCATION: X[',C-M_OB (Rack Work Area)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: io l_otn:s
AGENCY SUPPORTS TBS
TASK DE SCRIPT3DN
PRE PARATTENS :
The LM/ATM/Rack is in the rack work area. T0_e necessa .ry pressure
lines are connected to the LM/A_4/Rack from the pneumatic console.
Provisions are made for pressurizing and monitorlr_ plumbing.
OPERATIONS:
The LM/A_4/Rack plumbing is pressurized from the pneumatic console.
A pressure decay period of 4 hours will be monitored on the pressure
guageslocated at the pneumatic console. All pressure line connections
are leak checked with a leak detector.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCEBSI
The leak rates of the LM/ATM/Rack plumbing will be within the ICD
speciflcations.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS :
COMMDDITIE S : GN2
EQULm_NT'-' Pneumatic console, leak detector, work access platform.
llfARTIN llfARfJrT'l"A OORPORATIOItl
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TEST TITLE :
Table VII. (Cont.)
[_4 A/:_ TT,enna]. Control Subsystem C/O
Page 221
'OBJECTIVE:
LOCAT_N: K:_J-MSOB (West Altitude Cltamber)
TIME SPAN; io l_ours
A_NCY SIJPPORT! TBS
iTASK DE SCRIFTION
PREPARATIONS:
ACE S/C GSE is connected to the I_4 A/S. The I/M A/S thermal control
reservior is charged with t}_e specified coolant fluid. The !/M A/S
is supplied with ground power. The I_4 is mamned.
OPERATIONS:
_e thermal control circulation pump is energized. The system is
checked for leaks. Inlet and outlet temperatures are monitored by
transducers. Pressure transducers are monitored.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS.
_le I24 A/S thermal control subsystem shall operate in accordance with
the CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTCS:
COMMDDITIES: Coolant fluids, TBS
EQ_NT: Coolant console, ACE S/C GSE
OE_NVER DIVISION.
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Table VII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: LM A/_!_Connnunication Systems C/O
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OBJECTIVE : Perfoz_n a functional cl_eckout of the I_ Comm_u_[catlon
_.ystem.
LOCATION: K[_3-MS()B (West Altitude Chamber)
PERSONNEL: TBS
TIME SI'AN_ 16 },ours
:AGENCY SUPPORTt T I_,_
TASK DE SCRIPTXDN
PRE PAP,AT'IONS:
ACE S/C GSE is comlected to the IM A/S.
LM A/S is manned.
Ground power is applied. _5_e
OPERATIONS:
The LM A/S communications system is c}Lecked out in accordance with the
normal Apollo procedures, The only delta to the communications sjstem
is ti_e switching modification to facilitate cluster conflgurat[on
communications. The swltcl_ing operatioxm are verified during the
Apollo checkout.
CRI"EgRIA FOR SUCCESSt
Operation of the antenr_ switching circuits will be in accordance with
the applicable CEI specifications.
SNPPORT EEQ_R_EMENTCS:
CO.MMDDXT_IZ S: None
E_YPMENT: ACE S/C GSE
IIfAIBTIN ItAIIIII7"FA O01_t_OI_ATJ'Oiil
OENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
[
_OETE CT_VE :
Table VII. (Cont.)
I_4 A/,_-Perfo_n Data Mm_agement _lysten C/O
Page 223
FLOW BLOCZ
_. A 4.15
Verify operatiou of tl,e LM _ta man_kgemel_t system.
i
i
LOCATION:
ipER_mm'.:
iTIME SPAN:
IAGENGY _PPORT: TBS
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude CJmmber)
TBS
16 hours
_TASK DE SCRIPTXDN
PRE PARAT_L)NS:
ACE S/C is connected to the I_ A/S. Ground power is applied to the
LM A/S. T}_e LM A/S is manned for data management operations.
OPERATIONS:
Ehe operation of the data management syst_n is verified by a location
change checkout. Quantitative testing has been accomplished at
Grumma_. This test is limited to the end to end checks _equired to
re-establish confidence in system operability prior to subsequent inter-
face checks. Ambient system housekeeping data is recorded and
evaluated.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS!
Data manag_nent system shall operate in accordance wlt_ the appropriate
CEI.
SIJPPORT REQUIREMEI_fS:
CO._DITIE S: None
EQI_NT = ACE S/C
II_ARI"IN IOIARllrY'_II OORPORAFIOI_
DENVER DIVISION .......
7 April 1967
J
!TEST TITLE:
]
!,
i
OBJECTIVE:
!
Table Vll. (Cont._
LM A/S - Perform Life Support System C/O
Page 224
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.16
Leak Check 02, N2 plumbing lines and manifold in LM A/S
_LOCAT!ON: KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
PP_SONNEL: TBS
TINE SPAN: 16. hour s
t _, •AG_:NC_ ,_UP[K)RT. TBS
T_]K DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
ACE S/C GSE is connected to the LM A/S. N 2 facility lines are
attached to the LM A/S sphere fill lines. Ground power is
applied to the l_I A/S.
OPERATIONS:
The LM)O 2 and N 2 lines are pressurized and a leak detector check is
performed on the LM A/S,02 and N2 system. The 02, N2 transfer solenoldo
are energized to allow flow from the MDA interface quick disconnects.
A leak check is performed on the transfer plumbing lines. Operation
of the LM A/S pressure control system is verified over the specified
range of pressure.
CRITh_IAFOR SUCCESS:
There shall be no 02 and N_ system leakage. The transfer solenoid will
function and the pressure _ontrol system will perform over tht_ pressure
range in accordance with the requirements of the applicable CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES GN 2
ACE S/C GSE, pneumatic console •
IWAEeTEI_ _ARI_lr'rA @_E_Lm_ATILPN
DENVER DIVI$10N
7 April 1967
i TEST TITLE:
i
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:
T_tE SPAN:
AOENCY SUPPORT:
T_ble VII. (Co,_t.l
LMA/S-Perform Stabilization and
Control System C/O
Page 225
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.17
' '' , i i ,
Verify operation of the LM A/S stability and control
system.
KSC-MSOB _est Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
TBS
TASK DE_JCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
ACE S/C GSE is connected to the LMA/S. Facility power is applied
to the carrier. The RCS valve responses are monitored via ACE
S/C recorders.
0 PERATIONS:
The attitude control system is energized and allowed to stabilize.
External torques are applied to the system and the RCS valves
are monitored for correct response. The stabilization system
response to external torques is evaluated. Basically this test
is performed in accordance with existing Apollo procedures.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
End-to-end polarity of the stabilization and control system shall
be in accordance with the applicable CEI speaification.
_PPOET REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
E qUIPM_EI_f: ACE S/C GSE
_ARYI_ JlIARI_rA O_RPQRAYIO_
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table VII. (Cont.)
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TEST TITLE: LMA/S-Perform D&C Checkout FLOW BLOCK
NO. A4.18
' ,' i • L......
OBJECTIVE: Verify D&C control functions on LMA/S
L0C ATION:
PKRS 0NNEL:
TI_tE SPAN:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
Done in conjunction with LM A/$ Subsystem Teat
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
ACE S/C GSE is connected to the LMA/S. Ground power is applied
to the LM A/S. The LM A/S is manned for D&C operations.
OPERATIONS:
All LMA/S controls and displays are verified in conJuuction
with subsystem checkout. LMA/S to rack interface functions
are verified by use of a checkout box.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
LM A/S display and control shall be in accordance with the require-
ments of the applicable CEI specification.
_UPPORT REQUIREM3rNTS:
COMMODITIES: None
EQUII_ V,iENT. ACE S/C GSE
LL
JWAJ_TIN J_A_I_I"r_A 00_JmO_ATIOJV
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
TEST TITLE:
........r,',bleVII. (Cont..)
Perform Power Distribution Check on Rack/ATM
Page 227
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.19
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
AGE_qCY SUPPORT:
, , ,= ,,,j ,,, ,
Verify the power distribution circuitry on the Rack ATM
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
8 hours
TBS
TASK DE_CR!I_ION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is applied to the power distribution buss of the Rac_/
ATM. Work access platforms are placed around the carrier for easy
access.
OPERATIONS:
Voltage and current measurements are made at the Rack/_TM distributor
to verify porper voltage levels and phasing. The power up controls
are energized sequentially while input power connectors are verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Rack ATM power distribution shall be in accordance with the require-
ments of the CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIE_ : None
EQUIP_LENT: VTVM, Breakout boxes
llf A R T I Itl IIIA III IrT'I'A @ @ R P @ R A Y"I @ Itl
DENVER OIVIS|ON
_-2oo2-49
7 April 1967
Table VII. (Cont.)
Page 228
TEST TITLE: Rack ATM - Perform Data Management C/O FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.20
OBJECTIVE: Verify data management system
LOCATION:
PER[;ONN_,:
m_- :F
AGENC_ SU PID}_P :
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
12 hours
TBS
ITASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is applied to the Pack ATM power buss.
of Mod 301 is connected through coaxial cable to ESE.
The DDAS output
OPERATIONS:
The Rack ATM data management system calibration signals are applied
to the multiplexers. The Mod 301 I_M/DDAS module provides a 600
KHZ FM modulated carrier signal to the DDAS ground receiving
equipment. T_is signal is monitored to verify the functional
operability of the data management system.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The AIM/Rack data management system shall operate in accordance
with the applicable CEI specification.
SUPi<)RT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
E,._U_.H_LENT ; PCM ground station
iIIARTIII NAIIIJI'TTA O@I_PORATtON
DENVEA DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
TE[_ TITLE:
Page 229
T:_hle VII. (Cout.)
Rack ArM - Perform CommunlcatJons System C/O FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.21
OBJECTIVE: Verify communications system
LOC ATION:
PKR SONNEL:
TDtE SPAN:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
12 hours
TBS
T,_K DESCRIFTION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is supplied to Pack ATM panel buss,
OPERATIONS:
The Rack ATM data management system is activated with no inputs to
the multiplexers applied except the internal calibrated signal. The
VHF/FM transmitter is activated and the output is monitored. Data
dump is activated and the output Is m_itored. The antenna system
is verified for coaxial switching of antennas. Audio communications
are verified. Command decoder upllnk operation is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Communication system shall perform in accordance with the require-
ments of the applicable CEI specification.
',DPI_)RT REQUI_h___ITS:
COMMODITIES:
-T TT "_ .E<U ___=LENT.
None
TBS
t
I
.... i
lifARYIItl _IARIEffA OORPORAYION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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TEST TITLE:
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Table VII. (Cont.):
LM/Rack ATM Electrical Interface Test-Mate FLOW BLOCK
Umbillcals and Perform a Single Point NO. A 4.22
Ground Tea t
OBJECTIVE:
LOC AT!ON:
PERSONNEL:
TIME SPAN:
AGKNCY SUPPORT:
Verify interface prior to mating and verify combined
single point gr0uL1d
KSC-MSOB _est Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 Hours
TBS
T_K DESCRIFTION
PREPARATIONS:
A cable check box is connected to the ATM/Rack umbilical connector.
Ground power is applied to the ATM/Rack panel.
OPERATIONS:
The rack to LM power interface load and resistance is verified.
Power is applied from ground source and interface distribution is
verified by light indications on the checkout box. All umbillcals
are inspected for damage, pin alignment and cleanliness prior to
mating. After electrical mating, combined single-point ground is
verified.
I....
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
All power interfaces shall be in accordance with the applicable ICD.
Combined single point ground shall be in accordance with the require-
ment of the CEI and ICD specification.
SUPgDRT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
Cable checkout box, TBS
MARTIN 8tlA_14rT'rA OO01PORAI"ION
DENVER DIVISION
ED<?002-49
7 April 1967
! "
TEST TITLE:
.....(c°pk,)
Perform Power Distribution Check
Page 231
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.23
OBJECTIVE: Verify LM A/S - Rack/ATM power interfaces
t
L0C AT !ON:
PF_&;ONNEI,:
T_IE SPAN:
AG _]C_' SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
8 hours
TBS
TAI:K DE_CRIITION
PREPARATIONS:
The LMA/S and Rack/AT_ are connected electrically.
platform is positioned around the LM A/S stage.
A work access
OPERATIONS:
Power transfer from the Rack/ATM to the LM A/S is initiated. Voltage
measurements are made at the LMA/S dlstributer to verify proper
voltage levels, distribution and sequence. Analog recordings are
made of the buss voltages and currents. Transfer transients noise,
and switching transients are evaluated.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The power interface shall perform in accordance with the appropriate
ICD specifications.
SOP_ORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
Work access platform, 'rlEtM, oscilloscope
JlfA_TIRI _A_lDI4r_r',4 O@_OR_lTlOJtl
DENVER OIVlSION
_o-,oo2- 49
7 April 1967
TEST TITLE:
P_ge 232
Table Vll. (Cont.)
LM A/S - Rack/ATM Thermal Control Checkout FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.24
1
OBJECTIVE:
LOC AZ'!CN :
PI,:I<ZONN_,][.,:
TIME '_I_AN:
A(]E]VJY :JUPPORT:
Functionally verify thermal control system.
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
TBS
PREPARATIONS:
The thermal control system is charged with water glycol. Ground power
is applied to the Rac_/ATM. A work platform is positioned around the
carrier for easy access. The LH A/S stage is manned for the test
operation.
OPERATIONS:
The thermal control system pump is energized and the coolant medium
is allowed to circulate. LM A/S and Rack/ATM interface plumbing
lines are checked for leaks. The Rac_ATM cold plate connections
are also leak checked. Flow rate is checked and compared to the
alloted specification. Inlet and outlet temperatures are recorded
via transducer outputs for varying heat loads. Pressure measure-
ments are monitored and compared to tolerance values.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCES£:
The thermal control system shall _rform in accordance with the
applicable CEI specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: Water glycol
_r ,_ _"1" "_F "_";_Tm • Work access platform, TBS
MA4WTI_ JlfA_I41"lrTA OOR'_OJI_A'FIOAI
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 Apr_l 1967
Table Vll. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: LM.A/S/Rac_/ATM-Perform PCS C/O
_age_33
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.25
OBJECTIVE:
LCk_ATION:
,PF_RSONNEL:
TT_tE SPAN:
AG_NC Y SUPPORT:
Verify the PCS system performance
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
TBS
0 PERAT ION S:
TBS
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The PCS shall conform to the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPIORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
)_U!_ _IENT. TBS
Ilf&leTIN iwAIrlalrffA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
_D-2oo2-49
7 April 1967
!TEST TITLE:
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Table VII. (Cont.)
LM A/S/Rack/ATM-C/O of Data Management System FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.26
OBJECTIVE: Verify the LM A/S/Rack/ATM data management system
LOCATION :
P>_SONN_I :
T___ SPAN:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hot,rs
TBS
_TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is applied to the Rack/ATMpower buss. Excitation voltage
is applied to all Rac_A'_ transducers. The Rac_/ATMdata manage-
ment communication system is used in conJuncl:ion with the measurement
system. The MSOB-PCM ground station is connected by a land line link ....
and llne drivers. The LMA/S is manned.
OPERATIONS:
All Rack/ATMsystems are energized. All Rack/ATM instrumentation
measurements are recorded on analog recorders in the ground station.
Recordings are evaluated for proper ambient levels, indication of
excessive system noise and trace stability, _Dynamic recordings
will be made during mission simulation testing,) TI_c LM A/S
display and control C/O is accomplished in conjunction with
the Rack_ATMdata management checkout.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
All ambient measurements will be in accordance with the limits
defined by appropriate CEI specifications.
!_UP_OHT REQUIREMENTS:
I
i COMMODITIE_:
!
--_ 7TT
None
l_$OB-PCMGround Station, TBS
_IgA_FTEPI _AmlE2_rA O@_ATI_JV
DENVER DIVISION
_-2oo2-49
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T_,l,le VII. (Cont.)
AIsIRacVAm tLn7
System C/O
P_ge 233
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.27
OBJECTIVE: Verify all communication modes
LOC AT !ON:
PERSONNEL:
T71_IESPAN:
AGENCY S_UPPORT:
KSG-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
TBS
TASK DE_CRI l_fION
PREPARATIONS:
All antennas on the LMA/S and Rack/ATM are coupled to MSOB
ground station. Power is supplied from the ground power console.
The LM A/S is manned.
OPERATIONS:
The communication systems are powered up. All voice and biomedical
modes are activated and outputs from the communication system are
monitored at MSOB ground station. The LM A/S display and control
checkout is accomplished in conjunction with £he communication
checkout.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Audio communications shall perform in accordance with the applicable
CEI and ICD specifications.
_DRT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
PCMground station
ItfAI_TIIOI litAl_14r'rTA @@nI_OR_TI@I_I
OENVER DIVISION
_-2oo2-49
7 April 1967
Table VII. (Cont.)
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TEST TITLE: Functional C/O of Experiment Systems FLOW BLOCK {
NO. A 4'28
OBJECTIVE: To verify carrier/experiment compatibility
LOCATION:
PI_SONNEL:
T5_£ SPAN :
AO_'_:NCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
16 hours
TBS
TA_$K D._oCf{IPTION
PREPARATIONS :
All power is supplied from ground sources.
manned.
The LM A/S stage is
OPERATIONS:
Installed experiments are checked out in accordance with the require-
ments of section 6.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The experiments shall perform in accordance with the requirements
contained within applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
, $DIIORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
MARTIN MAI_IIrTTA OORPORATION
D[NVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April _t96'/'
• TEb_ TITI,F:
Table VII. (Cont.)
Perform Display and Control C/O
Page 237
FLOW BT_DCK
NO. A 4.29
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
P_SONNEL:
T_tE _SP_N:
ASKNC Y S_JPPORT:
Verify Rack/ATM - LM A/S D&C System
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
Done in conjunction with LM/Rack/ATM Subsystem Test
TBS
T_K DE_CRIFTION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground checkout power is applied to Rack/ATM. The LM A/S is
manned. Work access platforms are positioned for accessibility.
i •
OPERATIONS:
The Rack/ATM/LM ascent stage D&C system is checked out concurrent
with its subsystem and experiment functional testing. Activation of
the various subsystems are controlled from the D&C panels in the
LM A/S and the corresponding displays are verified for accurate
response. All controls and displays are verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
All D&C shall perform in accordance with the applicable ICD and CEI
specification.
_0PPORT REQUIREMEI_'S:
CO_40DITIES: None
Work access platform, TBS
IIfARTIN AIAIPIJrT'I'A OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISI(¢N
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967 P_ge 238
Table VII. (Cont.)
TE_ TITLE: Functional C/O of Waste Management System FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.30
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
P_{SONNKI,:
.qTYJ_ESPAN-
AG_INCY SUPPORT:
Verify that the leakage rate of the waste management
system is within tolerance.
KSC-MSOB (West Altitude Chamber)
TBS
8 hours
TBS
I cI _ --TH±',KnEbCRiFTION
PREPARATIONS:
A pressure controlled gaseous He/N 2 supply will be coupled to the
waste management system. The selector valve within the waste
management system will be adjusted to permit the gas to completely
fill the system.
OPERATIONS:
All waste management system lines and fittings shall be leak
checked.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
No leakage of the waste management system..
_0P_D_RT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES:
He and N 2 mixture
Leak rate detector, pneumatic console
IWAI_TIN lifAl_lJrTTA O01_IDOIrATION
DENYERr DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
TEST TITLE:
, Table VII. (Cont.)'
LM A/S - CSM Electrical Interface Test
and Mate Umbilicals
Pzlp,e 239
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.31
OBJECTIVE:
LOC AT!ON:
PF_ S ONNFX,:
TIM#] ::_PAN:
AG [<NC7 gU PPOI_
Verify correct power on CSM/LM interface cables
KSC-NSOB (CSM in East Altitude Chamber, I_ A/S in West Altitude I
TBS , Chamber
4 hours
TBS
J '
T_K DEUCRIP_ION
I_REPARATIONS:
The CSM is inside the east chamber and LM A/S is in the west chamber.
A cable check box is inserted in the CSM interface connector. Ground
power is applied to the CSM. All CSM control switches are in the
normal position. The CSM is manned.
OPERATIONS:
The CSM to the LMA/S power is switched on and distribution and
polarity is verified on the cable check box. All CSM-LM A/S
control functions are verified for the signal on the correct
umbilical pins. After verification, the checkout box is removed
and the umbilicals are inspected for damage, pin alignment
and cleanliness prior to mating, thru marriage cables.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Interface shall be in accordanze with the requirements of the applicable
ICD and CEI specifications.
_RT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
Cable checkout box
MARTIN MARIETTJ! OORPORATION
DENV[R DIVISION
ED-,r:O0,-_-47
7 Apr_ _967
TEb._ T IT[,E:
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T_I_le Vll. (Cont.) ...............
CSM/LM A/S Perform Power Dis tribtiti_,, Checks FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.32
OBJECTIVE:
LOg AT !ON:
P,E_SONNEI,:
ffX_t__,,SPAN:
AOJ_NCY SUP_ORT:
Verify tlle CSM-LM A/S power interfaces
KSC-MSOB (Same as A4.31)
TBS
14 hours
TBS
T_T,K DEsCRIFTION
PREPA_C_TIONS:
The CSM/LM A/S are connected via marriage cables. The CSM busses
are energized with ground power. All CSM control switches are
set in the normal position. The CSM and LM A/S are manned.
OPERATIONS:
Power transfer from the CSM to the LMA/S initiated. Voltage level
measurements are phase rotation sequence checks are made at the LM
A/S distributer. _le CSM control functions affecting the LM A/S
are initiated and verified at the LM A/S distrlbuter. Proper
distribution, polarity, phase rotation and levels are verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The LMA/S-CSM interfaces shall perform in accordance with the
appropriate ICD requirements.
SOPI©RT REQUI_h_I_FIS:
COMMODITIES: None
h- VTVM, oscilloscope
MXIR'I'IN lifARlJr'r'rA O0_IPIPORA "rlON
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table VII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Communications System
Page 241
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.33
OBJECTIVE: Verify CSM - LM A/S Audio Communications System Compatibility
LOCATION:
PF_L:ONN_,:
TIM!] SPAN:
AG I,/NCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (Same as A 4.31)
TBS
14 hours
TBS
T_7¢ DEoCEIP_ION
PREPARATIONS:
Same preparations as A 4.32
OPERATIONS:
The communication systems of the CSM and LH A/S are power up.
The voice communications between these carriers are activated.
The functional operations of the communication system are verified.
The CSM - LM A/S display and control C/O is accomplished in con-
Junction with this test.
CRITEqRIA FOR SUCCESS:
Verify CSM - LM A/S audio conmmnication system shall perform in
accordance with the applicable CEI and ICD specifications.
SUP_DRT REQUIREMENTS:
GCMMODITIES • None
EQUI_uENT: TBS
MARTIN iifARIET"rA OORIItORA'rlON
C)E_VER OIVtS_ON
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
.............................................. ......
TEST TITLE: CSM/LM A/S Display and Control System C/O
PuKe 242
FLOW BLOCE
NO. A4.34
OBJECTIVE: Verify D&C interface functions
LOC AT !ON:
PERSONNEL:
T_,tE SPAN-
AG.K_NCY SUPi_DRT:
KSC-MSOB (Same as A 4.31)
TBS
Done in conjunction with the CSM/LM A/S Subsystem Checkout
TBS
TASK DE_CRI l_fION
PREPARATIONS:
Ground power is applied to the CSM. The CSM inside the East Chamber
is connected to the Rack/LM/AS in the West Chamber by marriage
extension cables.
OPERATIONS:
CSM power is transferred to the LM/Rack by CM control. Appropriate
displays on the CM panel are monitored. After verification of
the power-up of the LM A/S the total CM display and control system
is checked out by sequential operation of all controls while
simultaneously monitoring the corresponding display.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The CM D&C shall perform in aczordance with the requlrements of the
applicable CEI and ICD specifications.
bUP_ORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
TBS
lifAI_TIAI MAl_llrlrlr'A O01BIDOI_A TION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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T_ible VII,
TEST TITLE: Cluster C/O
(Cont.)
Page 243
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.35
OBJECTIVE: Verify subsystems and i_erfaces L. the cluster co.figt,ratton
LOCATION:
PF_SONNEI,:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
KSC-MSOB (Aft. Chamber)
TBS
80 hours
TBS
TASK DEsCRiPtION
PREPARATIONS:
See AAP 3 Flow at KSC (Blocks A 4.16 through A 4.17.4)
OPERATIONS:
See AAP 3 Flow at KSC (Blocks A 4.16 through A 4.17.4)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
SOPIK)RT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES:
._Lc.:..--r.t L/_¥.i. •
MAII"r#N _Aal'#l'IP'rA O011PPO#I'ATION
DENVER DIVISION
7 April 196"#
Table Vll. (ConL.)
TEST TITLE: Receive and Inspect Solar Panels
P_ge 244
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.36
OBJECTIVE: Verify that no shipping damage has occurred
LOCATION:
l_V_RS ONNEL:
T_E _SPAN:
AGEI_CY SUFPORT:
KSC-MSOB (Experi_nt Accommodation Area)
TBS
TBS
TBS
T_XK DEuC!_!rTION
FREPARA.TIONS:
All documentation accompanying the solar panels are reviewed for
completeness and accuracy. The solar panels are removed from the
shipping containers.
OPERATIONS:
A thorough inspection of the solar panels is performed.
functional checkout is performed at this time..
No
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
There shall be no damage deterioration or contamination to the
solar panels.
_UPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
M_II_'rlN IWAJWtaI"I"rA O0_,IDOR, A'rI_N
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002- 49
7 April 1967 ,
TE_T TITLE:
T_,b]e VII. (Cont.)
Solar Panel Pre-ln_egration Test
Poge 245
FIJDW BLOCK
NO. A 4.37
OBJECTIVE: To verify functional operations of Solar Panels prior to
LOCATION:
PER SONNhU_:
TItlE SPAN:
AG _CY SUPPORT:
T_K DEtCRII_ION
installation
KSC-MSOB
TBS
8 hours
TBS
PREPAKATIONS:
The solar panels are deployed. A sun simulator is positioned so
it can stimulate each cell in the panel.
OPERATIONS:
Verify proper operation of the solar panels by monitoring the
output voltage and current.
CRITk_IA FOR SUCCESS:
The solar panels will perform according to CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: None
E _ .i_.tEN _. Sun simulator, solar panel handling and holding fixture
IWJlJRTIItl MAI_tlrTr& OORPORATION
DENVEA OIVI$10N
ED-2002-49
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Table VII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Functional C/O of Solar Array
Page 246
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.38
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
P_ SONN F_I,:
TItrE _PAN:
_/3KNCY SUPPORT:
To perform load and continuity checks on Rack AIM solar
array.
KSC-M_BOB (Rack Work Area)
TBS
48 hours (includes installation)
TBS
TASK DE_CRIPTION
FREPARATIONS:
The solar array is installed on the Rack. The interconnecting
cable between the Rack and solar array is connected to an interrupt
box.
OPERATIONS:
Load and continuity checks are performed on the installed solar array.
The load check results are _--_ to the manufacturer's o-o_o-
tion. A resistance check is made on the I_ A/S power distributor.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The solar array resistance and load check shall meet the requirements
in the applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES:
}4.' _"T ,ID_r_%]'n
6
None
TBS
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TE[_ TITLE: Final ATM/Rack Experiments Allgament FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.39
OBJECTIVE: Perform a final alignment of ATM/Rack Experiments
LOC ATI ON:
PERSONNEL :
TYPIC SPAN:
AGh_CY b13PPORT:
KSC-MSOB (Rack Work Area)
TBS
32 hours
TBS
TASK DE_f_RIP210N
PREPARATIONS:
Same as for Rough Alignment Block No. A 4.11
OPERATIONS:
CRI(_ERIA FOR SUCCESS:
SUPFORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES:
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TE_gT TITLE:
Table VII. (Cont .)
Perform LM A/S Rack Weight and Center of
Gravity Check
Page 248
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.40
OBJECTIVE: Determine weight and center of gravity
LOCATION: KSC-PIB
PERSONNEL: TBS
TI_S SPAN: 32 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
All LM A/S/Rack/ATMequipment has been installed. Late arriving
experiments will be simulated or the mass property effects
calculated.
OPERATIONS:
The LMA/S/Rack/ATM is weighted and the CG is determined using
existing PIB faaility, GSE and methods modified to accommodate
the LMA/S/Rac_/ATM.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Weight and CG shall be in accordance with the applicable CEI
specifications.
SUPi_ET REQUIREMENTS:
COMMDDITIES: None
: EQU!_ _IENT. Modified PIB weight and CG GSE, LMA/S/Rack/ATM
handling GSE.
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TEST TITLE: Install and Check Out Experiment in IU FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 4.41
OBJECTIVE:
,,
Physically mount experiments in IU and perform
functional checkout
LOC ATI ON: KSC-VAB
PFI_;ONNEL: TBS
TIME SPAN: 16 hours
_f_IC _i SUPPORT: TBS
TASK DE_CRII_ION
PREPARATIONS:
All experiments are subjected to a pre-lnstallatlon inspection
and/or bench check, as described in section 6.
OPERATIONS:
The experiments are mounted in the IU. Alignment of experiment
is verified. A post-lnstallatlon test 18 performed as described
in section 6.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
Experiments installed in IU shall function in accordance with the
applicable ICD and CEI specifications.
i
SUPPCRT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
EQUIi_IENT;
J
Experiment handling equipment
HART'IN dRIAIUILrlT'rA _OdV_JmOl_A TIOLV
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Table Vll. (Cout.)
TE_ TITLE: LM A/S - ATM/Rack Subsystem Functional FLOW BI,OCK
NO. A 3.1
OBJECTIVE: Verify carrier subsystem.
LOCATION: KSC-PAD 37B
PFL_SONNEL: TBS
T_tE SPTKN: 48 hours
AG_CY SUPPORT : TBS
"TASK DE_CRI l_fION
PREPARATIONS:
The LMA/S and Rack/ATMare connected to their respective umbilicals
at Pad 37B. The signal recorders in the blockhouse are calibrated.
OPERATIONS:
The LMA/S and Rack/ATMsubsystems are energized and functionally
verified thru ground measuring recorders. The LMA/S subsystems
include the stabilization and control system, thermal control,
po_er, data and communications, The ATM/rack subsystems that are
verified are PCS, experiments, thermal control, data and communica-
tions.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The subsystems are verified to operate within the red llne limits
as specified by the subsystem contractor.
$UPPOET REQUIREMENTS:
CO/_40DITIES: TBS
E_JIi_Y_F/qT; TBS
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TEST TITLE: RFI Test
Table VII.. (Cont.) Pa_e 2.5).
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 3.2
OBJECTIVE:
LOC AT_ ON:
PERSONNEL:
TI_ sPAN:
ADi?_CY SUPPORT:
Verify all space vehicle RF system performance' and-RFi
compatibility in launch environment.
KSC-LP 37B
L
TBS
16 hours
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
EMI checkout devices are installed on all pyrotechnic circuitry.
The MSS is moved away from the SV. This is an Apollo test.
OPERATIONS:
The RF systems are actlvaCed and open loop radiation tests are
performed with the range station and/or MSOB ground station.
Carrier frequency, sync pulse, and phase lock stabillty are checked.
RFI compatibility with the total SV in the launch configuration
is verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
The S/C shall be compatible with the launch environment and ground
tracking station..
SUPPOET REQUIREMENTS:
CO_MODITIES: None
EQUIEIENT: EMC devices
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TEST TITLE: CDDT
Table VII. (Cont.)
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FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 3.3
OBJECTIVE:
LOCATION:
PERSONNEL:.
TDIE SPAN:
AGENCY SUPPORT:
Demonstrate S/C readiness for launch, perform integrated
dress rehearsal of countdown..
KSC-LP 37B
TBS
32 hours
TBS
TASK DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
The S/C is in flight configuration. This is an Apollo test.
OPERATIONS:
The spacecraft systems are energized and ver[fled during the Apollo
countdown sequence. All cryogenic tanks are serviced. The time
sensitive experiments or simulators are installed. Open loop
RF checks are performed in countdown sequence. The SLA is closed
out and the MSS is moved away. The minus time countdown is picked
up and countdown is continued until T -I0 sec. After CDDT the S/C
is restored to its normal configuration.
CRITF/RIA FOR SUCCESS:
Complete demonstration of the feasibility of all operations required
in the subsequent launch countdown..
_UPfD_ REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: LO 2, LN 2, LH 2
EQUIi_ENT: TBS
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Table VII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE: Install Time Sensitive Experiments
Page 253
FLOW BLOCK
NO. A 3.4
OBJECTIVE: Install all experiments that are time sensitive
LOCATICN: KSC LP 37B
PERGONNEL: TBS
T_4E SPAN: 16 hours
AGENCY SUPPORT: TBS
T_K DESCRIPTION
PREPARATIONS:
Pre-installatlon checkout is performed on all time sensitive
experiments. (Reference secti@_ 6, for requirements)
OPERATIONS:
Install all time sensitive experiments in their respective carriers.
(Reference section 6° for installation and post-installatlon
checkout requirements.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS:
All time sensitive experiments will be installed in launch configuration
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
COMMODITIES: TBS
7 PY=m/_T TBS &
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6. EXPER_IENT TEST REQUIREMENTS
At the present time, there are approximately 177 candidate
experiments for the total program. Since the program is still
in the definition phase, the experiment groupings per flight
are changing on a day by day basis. In order to compJete the
Phase C planning task, a baseline grouping h_qs been cst:_iblished
for Flights AAP i thru 4. Requirements are b_Ised on this group-
ing and will not be updated during Phase C to show subsequent
changes.
Table VIII shows the baseline of 58 experiments for
Flights AAP i thru 4, identifying the carrier, locat_on at
launch, and the on-orbit operating location.
The amount of information available on the individual
experiments is limited. Most of the experiments are still in
the conceptual stage and very few actual development efforts
have been initiated. The extent of test requirement definition
is directly proportional to the extent of experiment definition
available. Consequently, it is felt that this area needs
extensive effort at a later date when experiment configurations
begin to firm up.
All experiment test requirements defined in this pl_n are
based on the configurations and performance descriptions
contained in the following documents:
a. MMC document "Experiment Data Handbook (Prel_nillary)
ED-2002-4" dated Octob__r 1966.
b. MMC "Experiment An.'_lysis Forms", Volumes i, 2, 3.
(Updated continuously).
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6.1 Flight AAP i Experiments - The experiments for Flight i
are carried into orbit and operated in orbit on three basic
carriers - the LM&SS, the CM, and the SM.
The L_SS experiments on this flight are:
a. M401 - Lunar mapping photography
b. E00A - Metric cameras
c. E00B - IR Imager
d. EOOD - Microwave Radiometer
e. S017 - X-ray astronomy
The CM of Flight 1 will contain the following experiments:
a. S065 - Multlband te_rraln photography
b. S006 - Synoptic weather photography
c. S005 - Synoptic terrain photography
d. M052 - Bone and muscle changes
e. D017 - CO 2 reduction
f. T003 - In-fllght nephelometer
g. S018 - Micro meteoroid
h. T002 - Manual navigation system
i. M439 - Star horizon auto tracking
A single experiment is stored and operated in the SM.
Data is retrieved by EVA and returned in the CM.
a. S009 - Nuclear emulsion
The primary objective of the Fllght I experiments is to
test and evaluate photographic equipment in earth orbit for sub-
sequent lunar mapping and survey missions. Secondary objectives
are to evaluage navigation aids, and to continue the evaluation
of space environment effects on man.
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The test requirements for the individual experiments for
Flight AAP I are shown on the experiment requirement slleets in
6.1.i. Table IX summarizes these checkout requirements. A
check in the mission simulation column of Table IX indicates
experiments to be operated and checkout during mission simula-
tion with the CSM and LM&SS functionally mated. (See AAP ]
Flow Diagram at KSC).
6.1.1 Flisht AAP I Experiment Test Requirement Sheets -
Table X contains test description sheets for the Flight ]
exper ime nt s.
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Table IX. Flight AAP i Experiment Test Requlremeuc Su.unary
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Table X.
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Metric Cameras
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Fli_ht AAP I Experiment Test XeRu_rementSheets ......
EXPERIMENT NO.
E00A
Page 261
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS : AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: At KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Clean lens and load film prior to camera
installation on L_SS. l_st be stored in
protective area until used.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
FRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery component acceptance test will be done at experiment
developer's facility. A system level test of all cameras, film take-
up system, central electronics unit, control panel and radar alti-
meter for fit and functional operation will be in accordance with
CEI specifications. Cleanliness and environmental controls shall be
maintained.
POST INSTA//ATION CHECKOUT:
Visually check plugs for bent pins and infractions. Perform
continuity and megger of all cables and bore sighting of camera.
Align unit with fixed axes of I/4&SS,
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Verify film and lens cover installation. Verify that lock
mechanism is employed to protect the equipment during launch.
F:im temperature will require launch pad monitoring.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Infrared Imager
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
E00B
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: At KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Clean lens and load film prior to camera
installation on LM&SS. Film and camera
must be stored in protective area until
used,
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
_[E-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery checkout and acceptance test at experimenter
developer's facility, At KSC the I,R. IMAEER will be loaded with
film and operated. Film is developed and evaluated. Load unit
with film, clean lens, install lens caps. Cleanliness and environ-
mental controls shall be main:alned,
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Align unit with fixed axis of LM_SS. Verify Scanner pointing to
NADIR and have unobstructed field of view. No post installation
checkout.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Verify film and lens caps installation. Verify lock mechanism
is employed to protect the equipment during launch. Film tempera-
ture will require launch pad monitoring.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Microwave Radiometer
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
EOOD
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: At KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier facility. Varify
all electrical interfaces with carrier subsystems prior to
installation of experiment in its respective place.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The Microwave Radiometer will be operated and checkout in
conjunction with the checkout of the LM&SS payload Module
The Radiometer must be oriented to the NADIR with pointing
accuracy of + 1 degree. Verify pointing unit is aligned to
fixed axis of LMbSS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
GSE Support and Facilities:
L,
1 - Test cables for trouble shooting and checkout.
2 - Signal generator.
3 - Handling fixture.
4 - Focus Jigs for checking alignment of mount with LM_SS axis.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Synoptic Terrain Photography
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
S005
P_ge 264
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC prior to S/C Assembly
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Clean lens_ load film prior to
camera installation in CM.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance test at experiment developer's facility.
At KSC, the camera will be loaded with film and operated.
Developed film will be evaluated. Camera must be loaded_ lens
cleaned and lens cover installed prior to installation in the CM.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Hand held Hasselblad camera with no functional interfaces with CM
system. No post-installation checkout required.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
No launch pad checkout or servicing requirements.
GSE Support snd Facilities:
I - For film temperature control a large ice box will be required.
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Table X. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLF.: KXPERIMKNT NO.
Synoptic Weather Photography s006
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
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POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC prior to S/C Assembly
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Clean lens, load film prior to camera
installation in CM.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS '
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Same as S005.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Same as S005.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRFJ_NTS:
Same as S005.
GSE Support and Facilities:
i. For _ilm temperature control a large ice box will be required.
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KXPERIMENT TITLE:
Nuclear Emulsion
INSTALLATION INFOP_MATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
S009
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Flight equipment must be stored at a temperature
between 30°F and 50°F. Must be kept from radio-
active and x-ray exposure. Special handling pro-
cedures. Install emulsion 24 hours prior to launch
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Will be accomplished using special AOE and carried out by pre-asslgned
project scientists not to excq_ed 3. They will be responsible for
package from time of delivery until the end of flight mission.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None
LkUNCN PAD I_QUIREI_NTS:
Special handling procedures and housekeeping required.
GSE Support and F acil £ti_es_:
I - Aerospace Ground Equipment will be used in testing the flight
equipment.
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Table X.
EXPERIMENT TITLE !
X-Ray Astronomy
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
(Cont.)
Page 267
KXPERIMKNT NO.
S017
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
IN STALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Environmental control will be required for cameras
and film. Special handling procedures. The exper|
ment must be installed parallel to the vehicle
axis.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALI_TION CHECKOUT:
Pre-dellvery component acceptance test will be at experiment developer's
facility. System level environmental testing of hardware will be per-
formed by A S & E, using nearby facilities.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Facilities will be required to checkout the equipment in the vehicle
while installed in the launch tower. Provisions for a PCM assembler
and encoder, a tape recorder and V}tF transmitter with up to 30
m_.nutes recording time are required.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Protection for sensor package. Temperature sensitive packages.
GSE Support & Facilities:
I - Facilities will be required for checking out the equipment in
the vehicle while installed in the launch tower,
2 - Special handling fixtures.
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Table X. (Cont.)
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Micrometeorite Collection
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
S018
FLIGHT ASSIGNNENTS: AAP-1
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Flight and backup collectors delivered to
launch site 24 hours prior to launch. Kept
in clean environment prior to storing
aboar4 Spacecraft.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTAI/_TION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier facility.
installation checkout requirements at KSC.
No pre-
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
None
GSE Support & Facilities:
Collector returned to experimenters in sealed, clean containers
for analysis.
E_-2002-_9
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F.MPERIMENT TITLE :
Table X. (Cont.)
Multi-Band Terrain Photography
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
KXPERIMENT NO.
S065
Page 269
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC Prior to S/C Assembly
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Clean lens, load film prior to camera
installation in CM. Film and cameras
must be stored in protective area
until use.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pro-delivery acceptance test at experimenter developer's facility.
At KSC the camera will be loaded with film and operated. Evaluate
developed film. Camera must be loaded, lens cleaned and lens
cover installed prior to installation in the CM..
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Hand held Haselblad camera with no functional interfaces wlth
CM system. No post-lnstallatlon checkout required.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
No launch pad checkout or servicing requirements.
GSE Support & Facilities
i - A Facility should be provided for film storage both before
and after flight to maintain film temperature from +45 ° to +85°F.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE :
Bone and Muscle Changes
INSTALLATION INFOILMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
M052
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: At KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIR_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The waste management system, consisting of urine and body mass measure-
ment equipment, urine collection and processing unit, and fecal
cannisters, will have pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier
facility. No pre-lnstallation checkout requirements at KSC.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
No launch pad servicing requirements. No housekeeping identified
at this time.
GSE Support & Facilities:
i - Facilities for blood, urine, and fecal sample collection and
dietary control must be available at all astronaut locations for
the last 15 days of__re-fl_ight,__X-l_.z_facilities are required as well.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Lunar Mapping Photography
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Page 271
. . i i i i
EXPERIMENT NO.
M_01
(_0505)
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-1
POINT OF INSTALLATION: MSC installation. Late arriving experi-
ment installation prior to block 4.13 at KSC.
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Hounting surface cleanliness is critical.
Special handling required. Radiation and
thermal shielding of camera and film package
is required in section I of SM.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRF/_NTS
PRE-_NSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance test at experiment developer's facility.
Functional bench check in experiment accommodation area at KSC of
the survey camera, mapping camera, programmer, V/H sensor and/or
radar altimeter in accordance with CEI. Clean lens prior to
installation.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Cable continuity and meggar on initial installation. Camera, radar
altimeter, V/H sensor alignment to S/C axis. During LM_SS to CSM
interface checks the CMdlsplay and controls will be verified with
the experiment package. Automatic program must be verified at
system level. Sequential operation during docked LM_SS/CSM mission
simulation.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Verify camera program and film Installatlon (loading at MSOB prior
t( S/C assembly). Possibility of some housekeeping monitoring, but
n¢ firm identification.
GSE Support & Facilities
1 - Camera handling equipment 3 - Megger
2 - Cable extenders checkout tool 4 - ohm meter
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Table X.
..... i (Cont .)
EXPERIMENT TITLE :
Star Horizon Auto Trackln E
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
M-439
Page 272
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS : AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Camera system will be mounted in Section I
of Service Module. This section will be
shielded for radiation and thermal effects
on camera and film.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE]_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-installation acceptance will be accomplished on component level
testing at suppller's facility. Verify all electrical interfaces with
carrier subsystem prior to installation of experiment in its respec-
tive place. At KSC the camera will be loaded with film and operated.
Develop film and evaluate.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
System level testi_ required after installation in CMand after align-
ment to CMaxls. This will be performed in manual override position.
During normal operation camera operation is automatic.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRE]_NTS: Verify film loaded, lens caps installed. Lock
mechanism employed to protect the equipment during launch. Film temperature
will require launch pad monitoring.
GSE Support and Facilities - Equipment will be needed to check camera
alignment and system electrical continuity.
| iii
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Table X. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Manual Navigation Sightings
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Psge 273
EXPERIMENT NO.
T002
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRATNTS: Special handllng procedures
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier. A functional test of
Sextant will be run at MSOB utilizln B the Battery Charger and Test
Unit. This will prepare for flight the power source of the Sextant.
Proper preparation of the battery for use requires initial exercising
to fully utilize its life capabilities. Proper handling must be
insured.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None
LAUNCH PAD R_QUI_NTS:
None
GSE - Support & Facilities - A battery charger and test unit are required
for checkout of the Sextant.
.... 7
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Table X.
i
EXPERI_NT TITLE x
,,
_ In-Flight Nephelomter
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
(toni .)
N
Page 274
=,,,,m_, _ . i_ . lu i i i ii
_XPERIH_T NO.
TO03
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-1
POINT OF INSTALLATION: At
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHW_KOUT & SERVICE RF_UIRE)_NTS
PRE-1NSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier'a facility. Fre-
installation checkout requirements at KSC cannot be determined due
to insufficient information - TBS.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None at this time - TBS
LAUNCH PAD REQUIP.EI_NTS:
None at this time -TBS
J
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Table X.
F.XPKRINENT TITLE:
Solid Electrolyte Carbon
Dioxide Reduction
INSTALLATION INFORMATI O_
(Ggnt._
EXPERI_T NO.
DO17
Page 275
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-I
POINT OF INSTALLATION: MSC or NAA
INSTAI3_TION CONSTRAINTS: The equipment package will be built
into the CM
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance at component supplier facility.
pre-installation checkout requirements at KSC.
No
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
lun_ediately after installation, the system will be checked out by the
experimenter utilizing a monitor console fabricated in-house by
experimenter. This test will consist of a normal operation of the axperi-
nx_nt for a period of one to two hours, in which all parameters must be
mcnitored in-house by experimenter. An integrated test of the entire
v_hicle system at NAA facilities. This test is a four-hour operation
and will require the telemetry system to have been checked out.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRE_NTS: A final prelaunch check of the experiment at th_
launch site will require a full four hours test in which all parameters are
monitored. Five housekeeping measurements (pressure and temperature ) will
r%quire launch pad monitorin E.
GSE Support & Facilities - (i) Portable Monitor Console; (2) CO 2 available
at the NAA and launch site.
i i i i i
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6.2 Flight AAP 2 Experiments - A'II of the experiments
for Flight AAP 2 are carried in the AM/MDA during the boost
phase with the exception of M469 - ST-124 removal and
disassembly.
The primary objective of Flight 2 is to evaluate the
habitability of the OWS and to evaluate its usefulness for
conducting corollary experiments while on-orbit.
The test requirements for the individual experiments for
Flight 2 are shown on the experiment requirements sheets in
Section 6.2.1. Table XI summarizes these checkout requirements.
6.2.1 Flight AAP 2 Experiment Test Requirement Sheets -
Table XII contains test description sheets for Flight 2
exper ime nt s.
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Table XI.
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Flight AAP 2 Experiment Test Requirement Summary
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14487
D019
DO18
MD50
M052
14051
14053
MD54
M018
M055
D020
DO12
M466
D021
T020
M469
M489
M488
D022
14479
14493
T017
T021
14492
M464
T003
M486
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Table Xl_!__ Fligh_ AAP 2 _xoerlment Test Requirement Sheets
EXPERIMENT TIIq.E :
Crew Quarters
EXPERIMENT NO.
M487
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
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FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREI_NTS
F_tE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT :
The tape recorder and motion picture camera will be functionally
bench checked prior to installation in the MDA.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The equipment is stored in the MDA and will not be removed for
operation until orbit is obtained.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
None!
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Table XII. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Suit Donning and Sleep Analysis
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AAP-2
Kg PERIMKNT NO.
I)019
Pa_e 279
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The camera and tape recorder are functionally bench checked
prior to installation in the MDA. The equipment is used for
photographing space suit donning and voice recordings.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The equipment is stored in the MDA for operation in the OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREmeNTS:
None.
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Table XII. (Cont.)
P_,ge 280
EXPERIMENT TITLE t
Integrated Maintenance
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
KX PI,:RINKNT NO.
DO18
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION C(B_TRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The camera and tape recor:!ier are functionally bench checked prior
to installation in the MDL. The equipment is used for evaluating
the ability of the astronauts to perform certain functions.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment is installed in the MDA for later use in the OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRE]_N_J :
None.
, i i | i
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Table XII. (Cont.)
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F2(PERIMENT TITI.E:
Metabolic Cost of In-Flight Tasks
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment subsystems consist of a flo_etar, mouthpiece, gas
analyzer, and associated electronics, The System will receive a
bench check at KSC_ MSOB. The experiment is C/O at MSOB with a
SIVB simulator during AAP-2 mission simulation test. The inter-
face with the OWS includes power and data management.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The subsystems are stored in the MDA to be operated later in the
OWS.
LAUNCH PAD RJ_QUIRE_NTS:
None.
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Table XXI. (Cont.)
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EXPERIMENT TITLE : EXPERIMENT NO.
Bone and Muscle Changes M052
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS : AA_ _'2 '
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS! Reference }{052 - Test Description
Sheet for AAP-1 in Section 6.1.1.
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
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Table XII. (Cont.)
..... . . ,.,,
EXPERIMENT TITLE !
Cardiovascular Function
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
KXPERIMKNT NO.
MDbl
Page 283
, ,, _, ,,
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP-2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment timer, ECG assembly, ultraviolet lamp, and blood pressure
measuring assembly will be verified in the lab at KSC. The interface
with the OWS consists of a power connection for the ECG equipment and
TM connectors for ECG and blood pressure measurement. These interfaces
are checked during /(SOB AAP-2 mission simulation.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None,
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRF2_NTS:
None.
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Table XII.
EXPERIMENT TITLE :
Human Vestibular Function
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS : AAP-2
(Con_ .)
EXPERIMENT NO.
MD53
Page 284
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIRE_NTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment system consists of a T.V. camera, fiber optics,
OTG, VTG, bite board, GMLC, and a tape recorder. The hardware is
received at KSC and functionally bench test,_d. The experiment
OWS interface consists of a power connection.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The equipment is stored in the MDA to be used later in the
OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIRER_NTS :
None.
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Table Xll (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Neurological Study
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
PJ_e 285
EXPERIMENT NO.
M054
FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS : None
CEECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
The experiment subsystems are: EEG assembly, two EOG assemblies,
KKG assembly, ZPN assembly and a tape recorder. These sub-
systems are checked upon arrival at KSC in the biomedical labora-
tory. The experiment has a power interface with the OWS.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The experiment subsystem is stored in the MDA for later
use in the OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPER I_dENT TITLE:
Vectorcard iogram
INSTALLAT ION INFORMAT ION
J
FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: NONE
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Table XII (Cont.)
Page
EXPERIM_INT NO.
MOI8
Checkout of the experiment subsystem will require the biomedical
laboratory at KSC. The experiment has a power interface with
the OWS.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The experiment is stored in the I_DA for later use on the
OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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Table XII (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE: EXPER]h4ENT NO.
Time and Motion Study
INSTALLAT ION INFOPJ_AT ION
M055
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
!NSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment consists of taking motion pictures of the astro-
nauts performing various tasks. The camera is functionally bench
checked upon arrival at KSC.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The camera is stored in the MDA for later use in the OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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___ Table XII (Cont.)
_'XPE R INENT TITLE:
Evaluation of Alternate Restraints
for Mobility and Maintenance
INSTALLAT ION INFOP,MAT ION
EXPER I_41:.NTNO.
D020
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment consists of Velcro slippers, skin restraint,
support platform, and carpet for platform. The camera and tape
recorder used in experiment D018 are used in this experiment.
The experiment is inspected upon arrival at KSC.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The experiment is stored in the MDA for later use in the
OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: N/A
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
INSTALLAT ION INFORMATION
.... T_hl e XTT (Cont.
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EXPERIMENT NO.
D012
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
A leak check is performed on all plumbing. Power distribution
is checked and power supply activated. All subsystems are
tested. This includes communications, propulsion, Flight Control,
oxygen supply, power supply, and abort alarm subsystems.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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Table XII (Cont.)
P,g_ 290
EXPERIMENT TITLE :
Space Suit and Lunar Surface Experiment
Hardware
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
M466
FLICHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Store EMU and hard suits in
pressurized area.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Visual damage test and functional tests of EMU, ALGE, ALSEP and
Litton Hardsuit are performed. All instrumentation, used in
conjunction with this experiment, that is not part of the carrier
subsystems is also tested.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPER I}dENT TITLE : EXPERIMENT NO.
Astronaut Extravehicular Activities
and Hardware Evaluation M486
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Pa_ 291
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: TBS
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Before flight stowage of the equipment used in this experiment,
a functional test will be performed on those items that are
functionally operated in orbit. For items that cannot be
functionally operated, a visual check is performed for damage.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Expandable Airlock
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Page
i,
EXPERIMENT NO.
D021
292
FLICI[T ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The alrlock is pressurized and the leak check is performed.
Power distribution is checked and power applied to alrlock.
Deployment thrusters are functionally verified. All data sensors
are tested in conjunction with the TM and communication systems.
All Displays and Controls are verified.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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..._..._Table Xll (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
r,_e 295
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EXPERIMENT NO.
Jet Shoes
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
T020
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS : None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
The Jet shoe system is tested for leaks. All controls are acti-
vated and system responses verified to be correct.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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.......... Tablel XII _Cont._
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Removal of Components from the
Stabilizer Platform, STI24M and
Associated Equipment
INSTALLAT ION INFOPdiAT ION
EXPERIMENT NO.
M469
Pa_e 294
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSIALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Verify that all tools are not damaged, and are ready for
on-orbit use.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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.................... T.able X lI (Con.,.t..)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Heat Exchanger Service
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: TBS
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT: TBS
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOL_: TBS
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: TBS
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EXPERI_MENT NO.
M489
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........... ,......Table. Xll (Cont.>
EXPER IMENT TITLE:
High Pressure Gas Expulsion
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Page 296
EXPERIMENT NO.
M488
FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: TBS
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
_RE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: TBS
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: TBS
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: TBS
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table Xll (cont.)
illl i ,
EXPERIMENT NO.
Paze 297
Expandable Structure for Recovery
INSTALLAT ION INFORMAT ION
DO 22
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS:
The expandable structure will be deployed within one week
prior to launch.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The expandable structure is inflated with 02, following deploy-
ment simulation. The camera needed to support the experiment is
functionally bench checked. The power needed for deployment is
verified to be present at the carrier umbilical.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The structure and support equipment is stored in the AM
at the launch pad.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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..... Table Xll ont,
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
P,Ke 298
_J
EXPER LMENT NO . ,
Zero Gravity Flammability
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
M479
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The experiment subsystems are : combustlon chamber ; camera with
film and mounting bracket; H2, C02, CF_ Br gases with tanks;
valves; regulators, tubing; and electrical controls. A strip
recorder is required for recording pressures in the combustion
chamber. The experiment is functior_ally checked prior to
installation. Calibration of flowmeters, pressure transducers,
and recording system is required prior to installation,
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The experiment and support subsystems are stored in the
AM prior to launch.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
_+ Table XII {Cont.)
Electron Beam Welder
INSTALLAT ION INFOPd_ATION
Page 299
EXPERIMENT NO.
M493
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Checkout and calibration of the electron beam gun and tooling
is required. Checkout of motion picture camera is performed prioz
to storage in the carrier.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. The experiment is stored in the MDA for later use in the
OWS.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XII (Cont.)
• Jl
Meteoroid Impact and Erosion
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
T017
Pago
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Examine glass impact panels for damages.
deployment mechanisms operate correctly.
Verify that the
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
IAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table Xll (Cont.)
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EXPERIMENT NO.
Meteoroid Velocity
INSTALLAT ION INFOPd_AT ION
T021
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS:
As this equipment is sensitive, the apparatus should be mounted
as late as possible prior to launch.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
All electronics associated with this experiment are verified on a
system level test using simulated sensor inputs. Calibration of
the timing circuits are performed at this time. Outputs from the
encoder are monitored for correct response to simulated input
signals. Interface is verified to be correct between flight
electronics and: flight sensor, and carrier data management
system, carrier power, and display and control systems.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None. Experiment is stowed in MDA prior to launch.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPER .[MENT T ITLI': :
Tube Joining in Space
INSTALLAT ION INFOPd_AT ION
Table Xll (Cont.)
i ill i I
EX PER Ia_.:NTNO.
M492
Page 302
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLAT ICoN CONSTRAINTS : None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
The equipment used in this experiment is the same as that of
experiment M493. The pre-lnstallation checkout is described in
the experiment write up of M493.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD I_EQUIREMENTS: None
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Table Xll (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
In-Fl ight Nephelometer
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLICI]T ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 2
Pege 303
EXPERIMENT NO.
T003
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS : None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
See T003 test description sheet for AAP I in 6.1.1.
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
LAUNCH PAD [£EQUIREMENTS:
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6.3 Flight AAP 3 ExDeriments - The experiments for Flight
3 are installed in three different carriers during the boost
phase. In two instances, the operating location is not the
same _is the boost phase storage location.
The following experiments are installed in the CM:
M052 - Bone and muscle change (only those elements
necessary to reactivate the experiment initially
installed on Flight I)
S015A- Survival of living organisms
S061 - Potato respiration
S063 - U.V. horizon photography
The IU will contain one experiment:
S027 X-ray astronomy
One experiment will be mounted on the I_M:
T004 - Frog otolith
The primary objective of Flighl 3 is to resupply and
reactivate the OWS from Flight 2, and to subsequently evaluate
the effects of extended duration missions on man and living
organisms. Secondary objectives are to further ew_lunte the
photographic equipment evaluation initiated on Flight I, and
to support the astronomy experiments to be performed with
Flight 4 equipment.
The test requirements, by experiments, are provided on
individual writeup sheets. These requirumcnts are summarized
in Table XIII.
6.3.1 Flight AAP 3 Experiment Test Requirement Sheets -
Table XIV cant:fins test description sheets for Flight 3
Experiments.
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Table Xlll.,Flight AAP 3 Experiment Test Requirement Summary
!
Exper iment
Number
M052
SOI5A
S061
S063
S019
S027
T004
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X X X X
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--Tab!e XIV;_Flight AAF 3 Experiment Test Requirement Sheets
EXPER II_;NT TITLE : EXPER IMF,NT NO.
Frog Otolith
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
TO04
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 3
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRA INT8 :
Frog in life capsule installed at T-9 hours.
and pressure controlled.
Temperature
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- IN STALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance test of support system, life capsule,
centrifuge. Functional checkout at KSC prior to installation.
Frog preparation by bio lab personnel.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Launch pad installation of the life capsule. Post-lnstalla_ion
monitoring of bio sensors on frog. Eousekeeping monitoring of
life capsule.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XIV (Cont.)
Bone and Muscle Cha_es
INSTALLAT ION INFORMAT ION
EXPERLMENT NO .
MO 52
_agO 307
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 3
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS : None
C}LECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
See 6.1.1, M052 Test Description Sheet for AAP i
PRE- INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
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EXPER IMENT TITLE:
Tabb XIV (Cont.)
INSTALLATION [NFORMAT ION
EXPERIMENT NO.
SOl 5
Page
FLICIIT ASS IGNMENTS : AAP ._
POINT OF INSTALLATION:
Support system and mounting provisions at NAA.
and cell at KSC.
Life capsule
INSTALLATION CONSTRA INTS:
Installation of life capsule between T-12 and T-6 hours.
Environmental conditioning.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Pre-delivery acceptance of support sys[;ea. Life L'apsule prepa-
ration in bio lab by Dallas County Hospital District (DCID)
pL_rsonnel. Pre-installation checkout per DCI_) #b25 attacl_ment
B, installation per DCID #3525 attacbnent C.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Post-installation checkout by DCHD personnel. Requirement TBS.
IAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Life capsule installation between T-12 and T-6 horn's. Monitor
cell bio measurements after installation. Life capsule house-
keeping monitoring after installation.
308
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Potato Respiration
INSTALLAT ION INFOPddATION
Table XIV. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S061
Paso 309
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 3
POINT OF INSTALLATION:
KSC
INSTALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS :
Shock mounted, temperature controlled_ protected from
radiation source.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Pre-dellvery acceptance test of supporting systems and provisions
Potato preparation by lab personnel (activated 14 days before
launch) .
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
TBS
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Launch pad installation of potato capsule.
and distilled water.
Servicing of 02
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EXPERIMENT TITLE :
X-Ray Astronomy
Table XIV.
INSTALLAT ION INFOP_MAT ION
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 3
.(Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S027
Pege 310
POINT OF INSTALLATION: MSFC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Bench check prior to installation at MSFC
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Functional checkout of sensors and detectors
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Calibration of detectors
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EXPER £MENT TITLE :
UV Horizon Photography
Table XIV.
INSTALLAT ION INFOPJ_AT ION
(Cont .)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S063
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FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 3
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
_[NSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS :None
CtlECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CIIECKOUT:
Bench check experiment system
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
None
LAUNCH FAD. REQUIREMENTS:
Film kept refrigerated while on ground
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6.4 Fl_i$_ht AAP 4 ExperLments - The exper[ments for flight 4
are located on Lhree carri.ers _L 1 if t-off; Tile ATM/Rack, the
LM, and tlle IU.
The following experiments are carried o11 the ATM/Rack:
S054 -X-ray spectrographic telescope
S055A - U.V. spectrometer
S056 X-ray telescope
S055B U.V. spec trohel iometer
S055C - H. Telescope
S053A - U.V. coronal spectroheliogr_ph
S052 - White light coronagraph
S053B - U.V. spectrograph
S020 - U.V. X-ray solar photography
The IU will carry two experiments:
T022 - Heat pipe
M423 - Hydrostatic gas bearing
_)ne experiment, D012 AMU, will be carried on the LM A/S
(external mount).
The primary objective of Flight 4 is solar astronomy.
Secondary objectives are to evaluate the use of the AMU and to
perform some technology evaluations.
Flight 4 experiment test requirements are described on
individual experiment sheets. These requirements are
summarized on Table XV.
6.4.1 Flisht AAP 4 Experiment Test Requirement Sheets -
Table XVI contains test description sheets for Flight 4
experiment s.
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Table XV. Flight AAP 4 Experiment Test Requirement Summery
Experiment
Number
S054
S355A
S056
S055C
S053A
S052
S053B
D012
T022
M423
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X X
X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
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_ Table XVI. Flight AAP 4 Experiment Test Requirement Sheets
EXPER IMENT TITLE: EXPERIMI'NT NO.
X-ray Telescope S054
INSTALLATION INFOPd_ATION
FLICIIT ASS IGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Alignment tolerances are critical and
the instruments should not be subjected to sudden forces. All
optics should be protected. Radiation sources are kept at a minimum
so as not to expose the camera film. Temperature of instruments is
controlled at all times.
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: The X-ray telescope camera is
functionally operated. A solar simulator is used as a stimulus to
the flame detector and camera assembly. All controls are activated
and all modes of operation performed. All display signals are
vet if ied.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Boresighting alignment of the X-ray
_elescope camera is performed. Before electrically mating the
instrument to the ATM Rack, interfaces are verified. After
electrical mating, power is applied and camera functionally operated.
_ii controls and displays are verified.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: Before film is installed, the system is
turned on and the Display and Control Panel on the LM A/S is
observed for normal operation. The system is turned off and film is
installed in the camera.
z
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_ Table XVI.
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Ultraviolet Spectrometers
(Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S055A
Page 315
INSTALLAT ION INFOILMATION
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Same as S054
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: A solar simulator is used as a
stimulus. The system is functionally operated by the proper controls
and all displays monitored. The signal output of the photodetectors
are also monitored.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Boresighting alignment of the ultra-
violet spectrometer is performed. Electrical interfaces are
verified before mating the instruments to the ATM Rack. After
electrical mating, power is applied and the ultraviolet spectrometer
functionally operated. All controls are activated and displays
nonitored.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: The system is turned on and the Display
and Control Panel of the LM A/S observed for normal operation.
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EXPERIMENT TITI,E :
X-ray Telescope
Table XVI.
INSTALLATION INFOPd_ATION
(Cont.)
EXPER IMI4NT NO.
S056
Page 316
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTAI,LATION CONSTRAINTS: Same as S054
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: A solar simulator is used as a
stimulus. The system is functionally operated by the proper controls
and all displays monitored. The signal outputs from the two
proportional counters are monitored. Both the active and quiet
modes of operation are verified.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Boresighting alignment of the X-ray
telescope is performed. Electrical interfaces are verified before
mating the instruments to the ATM Rack. After electrical mating,
_ower is applied and the X-ray telescope functionally operated.
_ii controls are activated and displays monitored. Data from the
proportional counters are recorded by on-board recorders and trans-
mitted to ground. The system is turned on and the Display and
Control Panel of the LM A/S observed for normal operation. The
system is turned off at the completion of system verification and
[ilm installed in the camera.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XVI.
Ultraviolet Spectroheliometer
INSTALLAT ION INFOPd_AT ION
(Cont .)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S055B
Page 317
FLI(:IIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: Same as S055A
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Same as S055A
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Same as S055A
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Same as S055A
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
H. Telescope
Table XVI°
INSTALLAT ION INFORMAT ION
FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
t
POI_'T OF INSTALLATION: KSC
(Cont .)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S055C
Page 318
INSTALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS:
Same as S055A
CI[ECKOLr_ & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE- INSTALLAT ION CHECKOUT:
Same as S055A
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT:
Same as S055A
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS:
Same as S055A
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Table XVI.
EXPERIMENT TITLE:
U.V. Coronal Spectroheliograph
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
(Con t .)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S053A
Page 319
FLI(,IIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
C}LECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Camera operation is verified. Cable
check of LM/ATM/experiment interface is performed to verify correct
wiring of command functions.
IOST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Perform alignment verification of the
opti:al system. Verify scan mode on the g-rating, thermal control
interface, and camera operation on internal power. Load film.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: Temperature control for the experiment
is required to keep the experiment between 70° and 80°F.
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_XPER IMENT TITLE :
Tab ie XVI.
White Light Coronagraph
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
(Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
S052
Page 320
FLICIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Perform alignment of camera optics
so that the image forms on the plane of the film.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Alignment of experiment to the
carrier. Verify thermal control interface. Functional checkout
of the experiment on carrier power. Load film.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XVI.
U.V. Spectrograph
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
(Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
SO 53B
Pagc'. 321
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHE(',KOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Alignment of the camera optics.
Verify operation of the camera's grating mechanism.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Perform alignment of experiment
with the LM rack. Verify thermal interface with the carrier.
Verify operation of experiment on internal power and load film.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
[.)ENV E R DIVISION
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XVI. (Cont.)
AMU (Astronaut Msneuv@rlng Unit)
INSTALLATION INFORMATION
FLIGIIT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS: None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
EXPERIMENT NO.
D012
Page 322
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Pre-dellvery acceptance test at
contractor facility. Full functional checkout at KSC prior to
installation. Additional definition to be supplied.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: No post-lnstallation checkout
requirements.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: H2, 02 and N 2 servicing at the
launch pad. Housekeeping monitoring of pressures and temperatures
required after servicing.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Table XVl. (Cont.)
U.V. X-ray Solar Photography
INSTALLAT ION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
S020
Page 323
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS:
than 50OF
Storage temperature must be less
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Bench check the U.V. X-ray camera.
Verify experiment/ATM/Rack interfaces prior to installation.
Load film.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Checkout of TM-ground station
compatibility.
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: None
DENVER OIVI$10N
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7XPER INENT TITLE:
Heat Pipe
INSTALLAT ION INFORMATION
Table XVI. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT NO.
T022
P.ge 324
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLATION CONSTRA INTS : None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Functional checkout of heater and
thermocouple operation.
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: None
LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: Verify TM/ground station compatibility
_his includes data reception by the ground station as well as
experiment control from the ground station.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE:
Hydrostatic Gas Bearing
Table XVI. (Cont.)
INSTALLAT ION INFORMATION
EXPERIMENT NO.
M423
PaKo 325
FLIGliT ASSIGNMENTS: AAP 4
POINT OF INSTALLATION: KSC
INSTALLAT ION CONSTRAINTS : None
CHECKOUT & SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Bench checks of AB5 gyro system
POST INSTALLATION CHECKOUT: Functional checkout of high-low
inlet pressure switch. Checkout of gyro system operation.
Verification of tape recorder dump and ground station compatibility.
, LAUNCH PAD REQUIREMENTS: Prelaunch checkout, a post-installatlon
checkout may be part of pad opezation.
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7. ATM/RACK POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM CHECKOUT
This section describes the recommended checkout of the
Pointing Control System at MSFC. The checkout described is
based on the most economic method of testing to prove system
reliability. The best method of testing the PCS system is by
means of a rate table and a special purpose computer to
simulate the ATM/Rack and/or the Cluster Inertia and Dynamic
Properties. In this method, a closed-loop test can be performed
for both the fine and vernier modes, thus providing a complete
system test where the response of both modes can be monitored.
The approach taken in this section is to provide an alternative
method of testing that is much less expensive and able to
provide information necessary to determine system reliability.
The Fine System is tested in an open-loop check which
essentially consists of volts input, versus torque output
measurements of the servo loop. These characteristics will be
checked against theoretical characteristics to determine
response of the system.
The vernier system is tested in a closed-loop configura-
tion. System response is evaluated by monitoring on analog
recorders, the inputs and outputs of the vernier servo loops.
7.1 Test Description -A detailed test flow diagram of the
ATM/Rack PCS functional checkout is shown in figure I0. The
following test requirements are based on the flow diagram.
The control moment gyros (CMGs) are received at the PIF.
Following inspection, the CMGs are installed in the CMG test
fixture. (Test fixture requirements are described in 7.1.3).
Critical circuit load checks are performed before applying
power.
The CMG inverters, after passing thru receiving and
inspection, are subjected to a functional checkout. Following
voltage and phasing measurements, the inverters are mounted in
a location accessible to the CMG fixture.
The rate gyros pass through receiving and inspection and
are installed on a test fixture. The rate gyros are calibrated
by exposing them to various components on earth's rate. This
is accomplished by changing the aximuth of the test fixture on
which the rate gyros are mounted.
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The Command Control Electronic Assembly (CCEA) passes
through receiving and inspection and is subje¢:tcd to
functional checkout.
Both tile coarse sun sensor (CSS) and finc, sun sellsor (FSS)
are subjected to a functiou_l checkout following rece[viu_ and
inspection. The sensors are _nstalied on the ATM. The ATM is
then installed in the Rack.
The Rack is positioned on its test fixture adjacent to the
CMG test fixture. All interconnecting cables are connected
between the pointing control system (PCS) and the carrier with
interrupt boxes installed in the following cables:
a. CCEA to CMG-EA
b. CSS to CCEA
d. FSS to CCEA
d. LM Hand-control simulator to CCEA
e. CMG inverter to CMG
ATM/Rack caging commands are initiated a_Id caging is veri-
fied by observing the ATM pivot resolver outputs. The pivot
remains in the caged position for the fine mode checkout.
The electrical and mechanical CMG caging modes are verified.
The inner gimbals are caged at zero degrees. Verification of
the outer gimbal caging at 0, 45, and 90 degrees is performed.
The outer gimbals are returned to the zero-degree caged position
before applying wheel power.
7.1.1 Fine Mode Checkout - The ATM/Rack is needed in this
mode to allow for a phasing check of the roll telescope
resolver. A mode select simulator is connected so that the
various PCS modes of operation can be verified.
The CMG, rate gyros, and PCS fine mode electronics are
energized. During CMG and rate gyro run-up, voltage, current,
and RPM readings are monitored. Vibration and temperature
measurements are monitored during the PCS operations. The rate
gyros are on the test fixture and positioned so that a known
component of earth's rate is felt. A voltmeter is inserted into
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the interrupt box to measure CMG-EA input voltages. The result-
ing torques on the CMG test fixture are recorded. The rate
gyros are positioned for different earth rate inputs and the
CMG-EA input voltages and torque outputs are recorded. The
resulting calibration data is compared to the theoretical data.
In addition to the constant rate gyro input, voltage is
applied via the hand control circuit. A caJibratiol_ ctlrve is
obtained by varying the hand-colltrol setting, recordil_g the
CMG-EA input voltage, and tile torque outputs oll the test
fixture. The rate gyro are repositioned to se,lsc a different
component of earth's rate and the hand-control setting is once
again varied. The CMG input voltages and torque outputs are
recorded.
The preceding test is used to obtain a calibratiou curve as
well as to verify the CCEA summing network. The rate gyros are
de-energized and removed from their test fixture. The roll rate
gyro is mounted on the Rack, and the pitch and yaw rate gyros are
mounted on the ATM.
7.1.2 Vernier Mode Checkout- The mode select simulator is
used to select the vernier mode. Then a simulated input is
applied to the CSS. The CSS output, the CMG-EA input, and the
CMG test fixture torques are measured and recorded. The CSS
input stimulus is varied to obtain a different CSS output. The
output, input, and torque are remeasured and recorded again to
obtain the calibration data. The CSS is de-energized, and the
CMGs are caged and de-energized.
7.1.2.1 Yaw - The shorting bar is removed from the FSS
interrupt box to disable the pitch loop. The yaw rate gyro is
energized, and voltage, current, and RIM, are monitored.
The Rack is positioned by turning the Rack test fixture
until the yaw rate gyro is insensitive to earth's rate. The
ATM gimbal is uncaged and an input stimulus is applied to the
FSS in yaw.
An analog recorder is used to record the voltage output
from the FSS, the yaw rate gyro and the ATM pivot resolver. The
voltages from the application of the stimulus to the resulting
steady-state condition are recorded and evaluated for loop
response.
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The fine sun sensor stimulus is removed. The input to tile
telescope resolver loop in yaw is applied from tile hand-contro|
simulator as an impulse function. The loop response is checked
using the same approach as before, where instead of recording
the FSS output, the impulse function from the hand control
simulator is recorded. The ATM gimbal is caged.
7.1.2.2 Pitch - For vernier pitch loop checkout, 7.1.2.1 is
repeated. Then, the rate gyros are de-energized.
7.1_2.3 __R°ll - The ATM pivot is uncaged. An impulse
function is applied from the hand-control simulator to roll
channel summing network. The impulse function, and the resolver
output are recorded for loop response evaluation. The ATM
gimbal is caged and the PCS system is de-energized.
7.1.3 Test Fixture Requirements - The test fixture require-
ments necessary to perform the preceding tests are as follows:
7.1.3.1 CMG Test Fixture
a. Surfaces capable of mounting three CMGs in an orthognal
configuration.
b. Test fixture capable of measuring torques about the
outer gimbals of the three CMGs.
7.1.3.2 Rate Gyro Test Fixture
a. Surfaces capable of mounting three rate gyros so that
their input axes are parallel.
b. Test fixture capable of positioning rate gyros to allow
sensing of earth's rate components, or complete freedom
from sensing of earth's rate.
7.1.3.3 ATM/Rack Test Fixture
a. Test fixture capable of transporting ATM/Rack.
b. Test fixture having leveling capability.
c. Test fixture having rotational freedom in roll
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7.1.4 PIF Checkout Flow for ATM/Rack Pointin$ Control
S_stem - The flow diagram (figure i0) shows the recommt_nded
MSFC checkout sequence for the ATM/Rack point:ing control system.
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